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FOREWORD

This is the Final Report, in two volumes, for the Feasi-
bility Study on Fully Automatic High Quality Translation, by
the University of Texas, Linguistic Research Center, Austin,
Texas, for Rome Air Development Center, Griffiss Air Force
Base, New York, under contract F90602-70-C-0129, Job Order
No. 45940000. Zbigniew L. Pankowicz (IRDT) was the RADC
project Engineer.

As the appendices indicaie, the study brought together
specialists in the areas involved in machine translation.
The report summarizes their findings. Participants in the
study were provided with a preliminary statement of the ini-
tial part of this report, except for the conclusions and rec-
ommendations, and were asked to send their comments and re-
visions. These were incorporated in this report, except
when they did not seem in keeping with the general conclu-
sions of the various other participants. There were few
strikingly diverse points of view.

The authors are grateful to the participants, and to the
sponsors who made the study possible.

This report has been reviewed by the information Office
(01) and is releasable to the National Technical Info mation
Service (NTIS).

This technical report haS been reviewed and is approved.
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ABSTRACT

This report presents the results of a theoretical inquiry
into the feasibility of a fully automatic high quality trans-
lation (FAHQT), according to Bar-Hillel's definition of this
term. The purpose of this inquiry consisted in determining
the viability of the FAHQT concept in the light of previous
and projected advances in linguistic theory and software/hard-
ware capabilities. The corollary purpose was to determine
whether this concept can be taken into consideration as a
legitimate and justifiable objective of R&D. The effort was
supported by 20 expert consultants from the various univer-
sities and research centers in the U.S.A. and abroad. Conclu-
sions and recommendations are presented on pages 44-50 of the
report. Individual contributions of participants and consul-
tants reflect a wide range of opinions concerning the prospects
of FAHQT in intermediate and long range of R&D.



TECHNICAL EVALUATION

The objective of this theoretical inquiry is to examine the
controversial issue of a fully automatic high quality translation
(FAHOT) in the light of the past and projected advances in
linguistic theory and hardware/software capability. The principal
purpose of this study is to determine whether the concept of
FAHOT is justifiable as a long range R&D proposition. .The study
is also concerned with the intermediate range alternatives to
FAHOT, i.e., machine translation forms that are adequate to the
user's needs with or without post-editing. Machine aided transla-
tion, based on the automated dictionary look-up, is excluded from
the study in consideration of the fact that this by-product of
machine translation R&D is well within the current state-of-the-art.

In the context of FAHOT, "full automation" implies that the entire
translation process is autonomous in the computer without pre-editing
of the source language text and post-editing of the target
language output. "High quality" seems to be undefinable in an
absolute sense lfi referring to machine translation of 100% quality,
Bar-Hillel (1) introduced the following qualification.

"When I talk about "100%", I obviously have in mind not some
heavenly ideal of perfection but the end product of an
average human translator. I am aware that such translator
will on occasion make mistakes and that even machines of a
general low quality output will avoid some of these mistakes.
I am naturally comparing averages only".

Thus viewed, even the concept of 100% quality is not equatable
with the error-free performance in either form of translation-
Understandably enough, participants and consultants failed to
reach a unanimous agreement as to the definition of "high quality"
in machine translation. This is reflected on p. 48, quote, "There
is apparently no absolute standard. Rather, standards must be
defined with reference to specific users and specific purposes"
In the absence of absolute and universally valid quality criteria,
the user of ma.chine translation can be legitimately considered an
ultimate judge of its quality. This viewpoint was first expressed
by Reitwiesner and Weil( (2) as early as in 1958.

According to Lamb (3), "all translation can be viewed as human
translation since machine translation is nothing but another,kind
of human translation". It follows from thfs observation that the
fundamental constraints on machine,translati6n parallelthese_
impo-sed on human translation. Assum.ing the well7known limits of
translatability, this-seems to imply7-that either-*orm of translation
is a Eni92121 constrained. In sumtharizing the problem of traWation
equrvalence between SL source langu&ge) and-TL (targ'et language),



Catford (4) draws the following conclusion.

"The limits of translatabillty in total translation are,
however, much more difficult to state. Indeed, translata-
bility here appears, intuitively, to be a cline rather
than a clear-cut dichotomy. SL texts and items are more
or less translatable rather than absolutely translatable
or untranslatable. In total translation, translation
equivalence depends on the interchangeability of the SL
and IL texts to (at least some of) the relevant features
of situation-substance".

Ray (5) recognizes the fact that "every translation necessarily
involves some distortion of meaning". However, as is reflected
in his statements below, this deficiency is not only manageable,
but even unimportant in the practice of translation.

"The translation operation is, like the limit operation,
possible only under such conditions as "sufficiently" and
"arbitrarily", that is, only by the exercise of some
evaluative judgement, however little. Since distortion
of meaning cannot be avoided, the problem becomes one of
confining it to allowable measures of allowable kinds in
allowable places along allowable directions".

"..., while no two languages will match exactly in the total
range of possible discourse, there are infinitely many
specific limited ranges of discourse where the distortion of
meaning can be legitimately dismissed as of no account".

The feasibility of PAW must be, therefore, considered within
the limits of translatability, i.e., taking into account the
Constraints on the total-translation. Since the concept of
high quality is untenable in the absolute sense, the question of
what is feasible in the context of FAHQT is quite probably more

ameaningful. It would be patently unreasonable in this stage of
R&D to postulate machine translation requirements beyond the
limits of translatability imposed on human translation.

Machine translation research, based on puristic notions and
oriented toward a global solution, was once compared to a search
for the Holy Grail. This all-or-nothing attitude has probably
caused as much damage to the progress of machine translation
research as the early announcements of quick and easy solutions.
Perfectionists in this area have generally tended to i,gnore the
injunction by Lecerf (6) that "entreprendre la mise au pdint
A'ensembles, de traduction automatique, c'est avant tout accepter
la contrainte-du reel".



According to Ljudskanov (7),

"The widespread so-called 100 percent approach, along with
the belief that MT presupposes the presence of a complete
mathematical model of language in general and of the
specific languages in particular, in practice amounts to
equating the nature and extent of the knowledge of language
in general, which is necessary from the point of view of
theoretical linguistics, with the extent of kncwledge
necessary for the achievement of translation from one
language into another. This approach also amounts to
equating the description of communication in general with
that of the translation process; it ignores the specific
characteristics of the process as mentioned above and the
general linguistic problems of the theory of translation
(both HT and MT) in the general problem area of mathematical
linguistics".

....it can be asserted that the current critical state of
MT research throughout the world, although much has happened
that legitimately causes well-grounded anxieties and doubts
as to its possibilities, is due to a certain degree to the
maximalistic tendencies, however laudable they may be in
themselves, of the global strategy. By giving due considera-
tion to the particular characteristics of the translation
process and of its study, as well as to the differentiation
of the aims of mathematical linguistics from the theory of
MT and of the fields of competence and performance from
each other, research in this field would be channeled in a
direction both more rea istic for our time and more closely
in accord with the fact ".

The report highlights on p.a an imPertant, but often ignored,
difference betw_een scientific and technical translations and
translations of literary and religious texts, in spite of its
importance from the viewpoint of machine translation requirements.

"Even articles and monographs dealing with machine translation
have failed to be adequately explicit about the special
problems ef translating technical and scientific _materials
by computer. Instead, they have confused the problem by
comparing machine translation with the- long-practiced human
translation, by equating the problems of translating
scientific materials with those involved in translating
literary materials, and by using-the same evaluation'
criteria for the results".

It is now a commonplace that the styli of writing is of-paramount
importance in literary tranSlation, whereas the accur&cy
stitues the most important quality criterion-in Scientific and
technical translations. According to_Gingold (8 ),



"It is not the translator's job to abstract, paraphrase, or
improve upon the author's statements lie cannot be expected
to convert an article that is poorly organized and badly
written in the original language into a masterpiece of English
scientific writing. In technical translation, he must always
be willing to sacrifice style on the altar of accuracy".

Savory (9) has expressed a similar opinion in his statement that
"the translation of scientific work is an ideal example of
translation of a writing in which the subject matter is who ly on
the ascendant and the style is scarcely considered".

The report further emphasizes the crucial importance of timel iness
in production of scientific and technical translations. According to
the statement on p. 5, "...timeliness is of increasing importance
to users of scientific translations . Even in a relatively unhurried
field like linguistics, few articles retain their importance Over a
long period. Statements have been made repeatedly about the
obsolescence of publications issued a few years earl ier. The
insistence among Vachnical specialists and scientists for speedy
translation contrasts markedly with the length of time permitted
for completing literary translations". The requirement of timeliness
was stressed elsewhere by Gingold (10), quote, "The delay between
the appearance of the original journal and its Engl ish translation,
which may be a year or more, is also a disadvantage, particularly
to industry, where time is usually of great importance".

The principal findings of the study, as related
can be summarized as fol lows.

Computer hardware is no longer considered a crucial problem in
machine translation. "Remarkable improvements, especially in
rapid-access storage devices, have largely eliminated the problems
caused by inadequate computers. Lexical items can now be retrieved
as rapidly as were the major syntactic rules a decade ago. And
with further imnrovements of storage devices in process, computers
no longer pose major problems in machine translation". (p. 12).
Developmental prospects in this area are very bright indeed,
particularly with the advent of holographic memories. The impact
of such memories on both linguistic and -computational aspects of
_machine translation R&D is discussed in detail by Stachow_itz in
one of his, contributions to ,the -report ("Requiremen'ts _for,- Machine
Translation: _Problems, Sol uticins, -Prospects , pp 100-106). This
contribution is considered siiiniftcant because it provides a
complete ,blueprint far a realistic implementation of a .large-scale
machi ne tranSlation 'sYstem. __

to objectives,

Equalily encoataging_ is the _appreCiation of advanceS ln computer
software; ,"Programming hai,.evolved-,as-, rapidly as _have computerS
A key factor.,:-Ke-re-Wasy,:the,-:e'rfr'rchbent of :programming :languagedata _

types which made- possible efficlentre-PreSenta-tion and' maiiinulitfon _

of linguistic structures". - (O-13)



The report refl ects a unanimous agreement of participants and
consul tants that "the essential remaining probl em is language"
(pp 14-15). It is, therefore, not surprising that linguistics
has received much more attention in the study than computer
hardware and software. Recommendations presented on pp 49-51
are exclusively oriented toward linguistic research in the
context of machine translation.

The report points out that there is "no conflict between special ists
in descriptive 1 inguistics , linguistic theory and machine transla-
tion... As descripti ve linguists improve their understanding of
language, and the models by which to express that understanding,
machine translation special ists will update thei r procedures and
models". (p. 24) . However, the report also reflects a difference
of opinions between machine translation experts and linguists as
regards the nature, orientation and scope of linguistic research
invol ved in machine translation. It is further worth noting that
some 1 inguists participating in this study have not acknowledged
Ljudskanov 's caveat about "maximal istic tendencies of the global
strategy".

The reader is referred to Conclusions (Pp 45-48) and Recommendations
(pp 49-51) , summarizing the results achieved in performance of this
study. Recommendation of support for research in machine transla-
tion is based on the fact that "qual ity translations can be
achieved in the neaf. future. This recommendation agrees strikingly
with conclusions reached in a study carried out in the Soviet
Union". (p. 49). Gal ilei 's chal lenge ("5PPur si muove!"), aptly
chosen as a motto in the Introduction to (11) by Kul agina and
Mel 'chuk, would be equal ly appropriate as an expression of views
and sentiments embodied in the nain part of this report.

ZBIGNIEW L. PANKOWICZ
Technical Evaluator
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1. Requirements of translation

With the increase in communication and in publication, translating

has a hieved a greater importance than ever before. Literary figu es are
engaged in translating from many exotic languages, as well as from the

traditional langu ges of western culture. Symposia on translation have

been held, resultin6 in the publication of monographs on the topic. Above

all, scientists and technical specialists have co e to demand translations.

As one of the leading experts, Eugene A. Nide has stated in his most recent

contribution to the topi (Nida and Taber, 1969, 1): "Never before in the

history of the world have there been so many persons engaged in-the tr n

lating of both s cular and religious mat rials. The book intimates that the

r quirements for tran lation will be increased.

Moreover, it desc ib s more specif cally and concretely than earlier

diseussi ns the steps that are involved in translation Translation is defined
(Nida and Taber, 1969 12) as reproducing in the receptor language the closest

natural equivalent of the source-language message " And the paragraph on-

tinues: "this relatively simple statem

seemingly contradictory elements."

nt requires careful evaluation of severa

For a fuller statement on-the problem of translation, we refer to the

important books by Nida.and their bibliograPhies. His last book, howeve

contains further perceptive statements that are''important to inclUde

A the 'old focus-and the new foeus"-of translating-(Nida and

Taber, 1969,:--1)-States-that--"the-'6fae'r,f
z

I

meSsage.i.; ;371-ie new-



to the response of the receptor."

Further, "even the old question: Is this a correct translation? must

be answered in terms of another question, namely: For whom?" After a brief

answer, the section continues: "In fact, for the scholar who is himself well

acquainted with the original, even the most labored literal translation will

be correct, for he will not misunderstand it." This statement is borne out

by the reception to such translations at Oak Ridge, as reported by Zarechnak

below.

The growing sophistication with regard to translation whi h is reflected

in the b ok by Nida and Taber and in many recent publicati

evaluation of the problem of machine translation, and a new state

current situation. The requirements for translation v

ent on the

ry markedly from

audience to audience. Even a glance at the Nida-Taber book which concerns

prim ily human translations of the Bible, will disci° e the differe

translation of religious and literary materials, and translation of scIentific

between

and technical materials.

For the translation of techni al _material's, the criteria :,of quality,

speed, and'cost have been used n evaluations. In the January Conference

arranged under the Study, Bar-Hillel summarized his position on the iMprove-

ments possible in machine translation in the foreseeable future using theSe

three criteria. -It is instructive-to compare briefly_these crite ia with the

objectives of Nida-Taber-.
,

--The primary:conbern of Nida-_-Taber--is:tO- -repro_ uce the rties 'eage"
t Al`L.

texts produced by_.Cultures-of the:pa-0'C for_cUltUr.e.S OfIthe_--Present-r-



radically different cultures, suc'l as those of Africa and Asia. By contrast,

the texts of interest to scientists and technicians share a common "culture,"

whether the texts are produced in Africa, Asia or in western countries.

Zarechnak, who as director of Oak Ridge Russian-English translation is

intimately acquainted with user needs of scientific translation, reports that

American sci ntists readily understand, translations of Russian scientific

articles even wh n these are crudely rendered into English. Translations

of technical materials accordingly face far fewer problems than do literary
and religious translations.

This fact, obvious in any chapter of Nida-Taber, has often been di re-

garded when the requirements for technical and scientific translation have

been discussed Even articles and monographs dealing with machine trans-

lation have failed to be adequat ly explicit about the special problems of trans-

lating technical and scientific materials by computer. Instead, they have

confused the problem by comparing machine translation with the longpractic d

human translation, by equating the problems of translating_scientific materials
with those involved in translating literary material d bY using the a e
evaluation criteria for the results. In his appended article Martin discusses

the problem confrorking the human translator of non-s ientific material With-
=

respect to differences in-cultural associations. The example he provides

illustrates that'sorne of these pr-oblems may not joe-encOuntére- d

.and Scientifid'materiala.--
_

)p;r1-,16ngthe''HVOStE;Striking:6-dritrasts a.re the. diSr6-gard_
,

. in trariSlating



The Appendix to Nida-Taber (1969, 174-18 ) deals with the "o gani-

zation of translation programs." An organization consists preferably of

three committees: (175) "1. the Edit rial C mmittee, which has the bas c

responsibility for the work of translati n,

2. the Review Committee, consisting of highly

competent scholars whose advice and help is ne e sary, and

the Consultative Group.

After these thr e commtftees have made their contribution, a "stylist is

called in" (1969, 186). This proposed organ zation, which is not untypical

for a ademic projects designed to produ e literary translations, provides

perspective for- the statements concerning post- diting of technical and s ien-

tifi translations. Obviously, the length of ti nd the cost required to

oduce lite ary and religious translations are not factors of importance.

Yet timeliness is of in reastng importance to use s of scientific

tran lations. Even in a,relatively unhurried field like linguistics few articles

retain their importance over a long period. Statements have been made

epeatedly about the :obsolescence of4publicati ns issued a few years earlier.

The insistence among technical spe ialists and scientistt for speedy translation

contrasts -markedly with the length of time pe n-litted for completing literary

translations,- _and _alto With_"the lag-time :cr rm r"qc.p. Rt) in-Ipublidafion of,the-,

translated journals suppOrted_by-NSF." This according to`,a report ,of _the
'

National Academy orSciences, Languages ancr,Machines, 1

frort-L15 to, 26 weeks'..,;" -:ThiS,time;:span may be:a able,forzarchiYa:L45tArposes;,_ __
'for the requtrementsof,scienti

, , _._ .
e-burderi-



Given a choice between overnight machine translation and human

translation within two weeks, scientists at EURATOM invariably asked for

machine translation. The need for virtually immediate translation is one

of the major reasons for the concern with machine translation. In evaluating

machine translation versus human translati n this reason may outweigh the

difference in cost. And as Nida has pointed out, the parameter of "quality"

varies considerably a ong the different users. Bar-Hillel, who some years
ago coined the expression "High Quality Fully Automatic Machine Translation"

now states in this appended article that he applied the expression in too abso-
lute a sense. Further, that quality is related to the requirements of the user.

This statem nt echoes the quotation from Nida-Taber on the shift of focus

"from the form of the m s age to the respon

experts and scientists have reasonable prospects of virtually immediate trans-

e of the recepto " If techni_-_al

lation the prospects may well be vigorously, pursued even if the translations

will be more "I bored" and "literal" than ordinary u ers permit for their
religious and_literary works.

n reviewing the prospects fo machina translation,- accordingly, the

specific requirements must be considered as one of the major criteria.

chnical specialists and scientists, translations must be consistent, reliable

and timely, whether made by man or machine. Although the arrangements

-;:made for -human ,translation are generally:assumed tp_rbe khoWn 2 and under7-
__

_

brief comparison,Of the',cUrrent SitUation--of,hUrnan'_verSuS -Machine-
_

_
_-translation ':aneith-6-11. be, useful- before eXamining-,In:ali; the

_



2. Translation: human and machine

The topic of machine translation is rarely discussed without reference

to translation by man. In the comparison, several stereotypes have evolved.

For clarit in dealing with the issue of machine translation these may be

briefly noted.

The human translator is generally assumed to be highly skilled, both

in the subject matter a d in the source and target languages. Some commen-

tators consider skill in the source language less essential than skill in the

target language. Kay holds knowledge of the subject matter to be the most

essential consideration. Accordingly, it will be no small task to provide

machine translation systems with detailed information on scientific topics,

and to pr g am them to use this information. Human translators must also

acquire knowledge of specific scientific and technical areas. With skills in

the source and target languages, and control over the subject Matter, _the

human translator is aSsumed.to have great-flexibility Moreover, besides

flexibility he provides immediate access to the text.

When, however, soie considers the broad scope of scientific w iting,
and vocabulary, this ideal Picture loses some of its.attractiveness. The



One of the chief problems for any translator has to do with the
changing meanings of supposedly standard technical terms. A simple area
of linguistics, for example, is coMmonly subsumed under the terms: phonology,

phonetics and phonemics. The term phonetics is generally used consistently.

But among different authors the terms ph nology and phonemics vary widely
in their meanings. When such terms occur intéxts translat d by translation
services, they are handled as though they had standard, fixed meanings. But
for some writers phonology is used as equivalent to the term phonemics in

other writers. Similar illustrations could be provided from any technical
area, and all too easily supported by examples.

Without di inishing in any way the rote f the human translator,
must conclude that adequate translation requires th

we

organizational a range-
ments created to meet other contemporary technical problemS. As noted bave,

of such an organization is propos d by Nida-Taber. If for a rela-
tively unhurried problem in translation teams of specialists a e recommende

an exampl

rather than individual translat rs, it s unrealist'c to assume that an individual
translator can deal with a broad scope of technical material . Moreover
skilled human translators need retraining in expi,nding fields of science at

technology ifthey are to keep up With-new terMSrand new conc pts.

even

To meet the problem,- the _German--translation serVice_has- been compilingr_a large-dictionary of-techni:cel,ternns'ari'-d:theinjstandad:translation.- In -thi s
1compilation, -specifie- translation-a -are" fiXed Th& project-.a cordingly,,

.'designed:-to--standardi-Ze 'ahaftioriyialize'franstationS',- a --Well as to_-prciVidet

aSsistande' for:,human',_ .anSlatdr, -Moreorj th e at at lona S,'-Mrecharitied-,,t-



Eventually, any text to be translated is to be provided to the translator in

a print-out having the translations of all terms in the dictionary, as well as

the original. The translator's responsibility would then consist in framing

the sentenc s in the ta get language. He would also determine the meanings of

any new terms. In this way the dictionary would be expanded and updated.

The dictionary of the German translation service contains clo e to a

million items Problems which human translators face when using generally

available dictionaries, which have far fewer entries, may be put in perspe

tive by this resource. The arrangements for translators in the German

translation service may also illuminate the r

assisted translation.

It is occasionally pr posed that computer-assisted translation is an

quirernents f computer-

attainable compromise, vith better output than that from the individual trans-

lator and fewer awkward renditions than those provided :by machine translation.
_

Whatever one's reaction to this view, it should be noted that computer-assisted

translation requires a large staff of research scholars, and a large computer

facility. Kay, a proponent of machine-human translation, 'proposes an_eldborate

scheme to permit human beings to as ist a systeMr-that is- esSentially'a;Ma hine, _

translation system. Under, this scheme. human ,be'ings ,Woutdi Make decisions

whicn the machine would be incapable,of making ,and,th-US',aSSOre,a high-rqualit-

-=OUtPL,rt His 'sbh6mL1-' envisions- seVereChaiis--e2 -__poseibly:_rnonolingUal aspe ers--,,., . _ _
_ , - ___ ,_ -_ , - -; i ----___--,_- -- --_,, -. ,-1,--.3. 1.1' ,z-,-- , -r.:,,-- --,==.4-=, .i3,:,-4.----,z-,- __. ,_of the, source. languag ,several:,MonOlirigUal-rsOe'ais6,-orrth61,,tai7get:Janguage-,-,

ana one: highlk OOMPetept: bitingua

both -',1.-ang uageS, dbeisürité
krioNM eltI610;'



and equipment would not be small, actually larger than that for machine

translation. Clearly, cornputera si t d translation is proposed as a

second choice, through desperation that machine t anslation is unattainable

at present.

In contemplating machine translati n most observe s have s

types which are as e roneous as are the

n lato s

-reo-

The output of machine translation is suppo

printed document o 'some sort. Consideration of current cOmputer technology

however suggests a more likely output of a different kind Many users of
, .mputers already have available display pos 'battles fo

earch wo

research purposes, 1

kers wish to secure a translation little ingenuity
would be required to provide it with great effect on the CR T, as described

b low.

The current arrangemen s at Oak Ridge, as described by Za echnak

in the January Conference, -illustrate the potential_output _Scientists at Oak

Ridge Who requeSt a tranSlation have the text keypunched and mechanically

translated when computers are not fullY utilied, typically at night. The
_ translations are then available for:them 'the following,morning.

If, however, instead of-a print-oLit the translations were prepared fo_ , _

a minning display-,on--CRTIs'--:bOth'thP=Origirial and_thP_t ai:isiatiOn;would'bp

vided-on the -screen. - s6-iehtt-te n-Would the- be -a6fe-_-tO '.6-66?sUltl:the

original as well-- as see -the transl atiOh,

rder ,,suc ra syste



scientist detected an errors by referring to a picture which accompanied the

translation from the Russian. It turned out th t the Russian original con-

t ined the error which was carried over into English'. The availability of

pictures, tables and ch rts thus provides a c eck on ac

tages of displays of t anslations on CRT s will not be pursued further here.

uracy. Other advan-

One obvious advantage is the spe d with which the translati ns would

provided.

Among the advantages of ma hine trans ati

the German t anslation servi e, stand rd t
n is consistency. As in

ould lways be produced.

As a simple example the German translation service decided to u e Telefon

rather than Fernsprecher; even the variant Telephon was considered errone

In mu h the same way, any te hnical term ne d never be varied, unlike-the

practice of many translators._

If the quality of such translations is to equal that of the most accurate

human translations, a comprehensive dictionary and grammar are essenti I,

as well as the nec ssary hardware and the software teehniques. Achieving

these has been the major goal of machine translation. -In the next section w

note the current status of these three r quireMentS.

US.



3. Techniques involved in machine translation:

hardware, software, linguistics

In the early attempts at machine translation the capacities of
computers were a major proble Difficulties resulted espe ially from the

inadequacy of rapid-access memories. For processing languages the
available rapid-access storage space was filled with the major rules for
grammati -al constructions. Lexical items accordingly had to be stored in

memories, usually on tapes, which required a considerable period of

searching. As a result even simple sentences required a long time for
anal ys is. Wh n the Linguistics Research Center was carrying out it research
with an IBM 7040, several years ago the compute would "grind" all night
to translate a few senten e

To speed up the proc ss, attempts were made to develop special-

purpoSe computers used only for machine tr n lation. A notable example
was the Mark II. Intended for only a sho t period of use, it was long main-
tai sned because of the inadequac of gen al purpose computer for data_

proc s ing, including the procedures requi ed for m Chine tra.nslation.

Remarkable improvements, e pecially in rapid-access_ storage devipef;,
.--have largely eliminated the problems caused by inadequate computers. Lexical

-items can nOw be,retrieved as rapidly as were the-major-syntactic rules a

decade. ago. And with further improvementS of storage devices in precess

coMputers no longer poSe-majoriproblems in- Machine,translation._ P,roPer_

-management can assure-,the-neCesbari-dii_ace for StOring large setS 6-r lexical
and syntact-ic rules Skil,lful use of-them dependS



software developments.

Progra ming has evolved as rapidly as have computers. The early
higher level programming languages were designed largely for application

to numerical analysis oriented problems. Linguists who u ed computer

were compelled to write their own assembly language programs. Eventually,
in response to the needs of computational, linguists, procedural languages

such as COMIT were developed- in additi n, other higher-level symbol

manipulation l nguages such as LISP and SNOBOL_ proved useful for linguistic
applicati ns in mi d. A key factor here was the en ichment of programming

language data types which made possible efficient representation and manipu-
lati n of linguistic structures.

In time, procedure- rient d languages were used to produce programs

of more general usefulness to linguists. DO ctionary lookup and maintainan e

programs and context-free grammar parsing programs were followed by such

programming systams as J. Friedman's transformational graMmar tester and

S. Petrick's transformational. gr mmar syntactic analyzer. Systems such as
these can be considered to be problem-oriented programming languages. The
IBM natural language question answering project mentioned by Petrick in his

,

appended paper uses Friedman's grammar tester system aswell as a t ans-
,,

foh-national syntactic analysis system that provides for a_linguistically more
realistio,class of transformational grammars than could previously be ac epted

_6
using its predecessor.

_

,

Certainly presently-existfng procedural, and_problehn-oriented langUages-:
6 ..6

make'the mechanization of manylinguistic:procesSes_dasier than Was the -case
_



a few yea s aoo. The programming of many linguistic algorithms remains

a slow and difficult task, however, as is the case f r most complex algo-

rithmic processes.

The scope of the programs necessary for machine translation may be

noted by examining a flow-chart of the programs that had been projected, and

in part completed, at the Linguistics Re e rch Center. These were produced

entirely from scratch. Because the basic programs furnished by compLEter

manufacturers were so inadequate, the Linguisti s Research Center programs

were written in machine language The expenditure of time was enormous.

The magnitude of the problem may be noted if one compares the cost incurred

by IBM in developing RL-1; the cost of it far surpasses the entire aMount

which was sp nt on machine translation from the beginning of machine trans-

lation research.

Gradually, adequate computer programs were devised for data pro-

cessing. These now form the basis of programming systems used for machine

transl tion Like all programs

espe

they need modification and improvement,

Ily to speed up processing. The basic programs how v r are availabl
and to them the additional programs needed for language processing can be

added. Like computer equipthent, programming systems will be improved.

But in the_ same way, they no longer provide an obstacle to"wbrk in machine

nsl ati on. K y an-authority in the;field of machine,i:trthistation 'software,
'

, states flatly that "the real problems of Machine translation are ,notin program _
_

writing; they are:in lingUi iti s .

All_ participants_in the-stUdyagreed that-the eSsential-;remaining problem
_ . ____ _



is language. Language has proved to be immensely complex, far more

complex than linguists themselves had recognized. tvloreover, as noted

below, linguists do not agree on what constitutes complexity in language.

The fundamental linguisti problem for machine translation is often
discussed in terms of deep or underlying structure. Numerous ample

have been given tO illustrate the problem; among the most commonly cited are
the sentences:

I. He is easy to please

He is eager to please

Both sentenc s are alike on the surfac Yet their meanings differ, as the
paraphrases indicate:

1. Someone pleases him readily

2. He pleases someone else with alacrity

h sentence correctly. A machine using anSpeakers of English interpret ea

inadequate model of English would not. It would take 'he' to be the subject
of the erb + adjective ombination, and also of the infinitive; its analysis of
sentence 1 would therefore be wrong. A literaLinterpretation would fail-to
determine the proper meaning of thiS sentence-and many other sentences. By
determining the deep structure the-meaning can -be_more easily-arrived at.
Alternatively, "easy" May beprovided with a feature,vvhich would transform

"NP be -eaSy to -Inf":'to lit,be_easY to -Inf NP" in-aocorda-nce With Harrie
,use .of transformations

-

Language'is structured in this way in all its-`components, -t e-phono-
, _

logical as ,well-as-the- syntactic. In both' of'these' cOmponents
_ -,

1,

-"_

s co-de



rather than a cipher, system. The human brain knows how to interpret the
code. If ma hines are to interpret language, they must be provided with a

comparable capability. Engineers have: been working on machine interpre-

tation of the phonological systems it would be useful for example, if telephone

"dialing" could be done by voice, rather than manually. Engineers have not

mastered the problem, however, even though they are aware of the basic

difficulty.

The problem in the syntactic component of h s been one of

the centr l issues for linguistics since the publication of Saus ure s C urs
in 1916.(though it was known e rlier).

underlying structure. Saus

Various labels have been given to the

ure used the traditional- phil

"form" for the underlying structure and

Recently the ter

than substanc

sophical term

ubstance" for the urface structure.

surface structure has been used almost ex lusively rather

and deep or underlying stru ture rather than form.

In view of this structure of language techniques must be devi ed to

get from the surface structure to the deep st ucture. Recently linguists-have

proposed to do o by specifying the relationships between face and under-

lying structure by means of transformations. Current linguistic descriptions

state these relationships in such a waY that the abstract underlying structures

are transformed into the surface=structures. That-As toTsay,'=descriptive

grammars start from_deep structure and relate it to surfabe Structure. If,
however, transformations are -aPplied in coMpUter'analysi ef,language, the

deep structures must be primarily determined:from the-surface structures.-_

_Accordingl, for the computer reverse :transforrindtio ris must' be -deViSed



These would not simply be the obverse of transformations linking deep
structure to surface structure.

The technique of using reverse tr nsformations was explored almost
a decade ago. But it was unsuccessful, primarily because the proposed
transformations yielded too many unde lying stru tur s, including wrong
ones for any given surface, structure. In devising reverse transformations,
the linguists had not been able to refer to lexical fea u es. The 'system being
developed at the Linguistics Research Center c- n make use of lexical featu es,
and thus is meeting this problem! Descripti e linguists have also encountered
the p oblem of producing too many alternatives by means of transfor ations
and are painfully aware of it 'Trans ? rmations are nOw generally ac nowledg d
to be too powerful. (Bach; Peters and R it hi 1971).

This realization.has important con equenees for ma hine translation.
The fact cann t be e caped that in machine translation one must somehow
det rmine the underlying forms of sente ces. Pu ther, the technique of us ng
some relational fo mulae like reverse transformations is-also clearly_'neceSsary.
In onsidering linguistic techniques; the2fu damental question i : how can these
formulae be adequalelyr stricted so that they-yield only the specific underlying
structure intended by the author, that is, the proper meaning?.

TN-No deNAce-s must be!used: the lexical:elements rnust_be 'described as
precis -ly as- possible so that,-only the ideaired transformations apply; -The

transformations-,must=b_e,de;41. -Sea in such a way-that_their,use- is:Properl7 _

estricted
_

E5pl pitingthis,understanding,-of-the necessary_pro
_ _

- =equire
derabie'w6-rk The.lekieal-.7aria.191si.alone:will be a- hOge task;' It Will'2



however, lead to vastly improved general purpose dictionaries, and vastly

improved understanding of language, with implications for various appl -

cations. Jakobson confirms the inadequate state of dictionaries in all languages

Developing the necessary techniques to arrive at underlying structures will also
require considerable study.

Like programming techniques, and computers the linguistic te hniques

will continue to be impr ved. Unlike them, the techniques are not yet available

for any appreciable amount of any language. As stated above, dictiona ies

are inadequate. And the fullest account of the grammar of any language:

Integration of Transfo matt nal Theories on En li h S tax, by Robert P
St ckwell Paul Schachter and Barbara Hall Rartee i- gene ally considered
premature For these reasons, specialists state that linguistic analysis is
now the major pr blem if machine translation ts to be achieved. The state of

linguistics is accordingly of vital Importance for mach'ne translation.



4. Contributions of linguistics to machine translation

Two important t pies of recent linguistic research have been of major

concern for machine translation, and have been in part prompted by work in

machine translation: the problem of a universal base, and that of ambiguity

in language. Views on each of these topics have changed considerably, even

during the last decade. Linguists also differ in their views on each, as the

following statement may indicate.

The assumption of a universal base receis support fr m the capa-

bility of speakers t

to learn any 1

tran late. It is also supported by the c pability of infants

nguage, to learn it rapidly, and in ac ordan e with well-deter-

mined stages Whatever a baby's ancestry, t acqures the language it hears.

Moreover, the stages of linguistic development are fixed for virtually all
iñfánts, regardless of their intelligen

These observations are most Plausibly ac ounted for if we assume

some fundamental principles common to all. language; further, that thes

somehow are related to the functioning of the brain. The principles a e highly
abstract. They permit certain linguistic structures and constrain others

which are theoretically possible. .As yet they are not by any means thoroughly

explored; The term "universal" haS been t sed for general characteristics.

-

of langUage; one 'example of a universal may be exemplified here, with-two
,

sentenceS and their yepriant.S.

1.a She regretd tP.,_fiact that she 'had tal:cen the book.'

1. b She regretted the' fact that she had taken what?



2. b She regretted that she had taken what?

2.c What did she regret that she had taken?

BUT NOT 1.c *What did she regret the fact that she had taken?

The impossibility of 1.c results apparently from a universal principle which

blocks the extraction of an element out of a clau e modifying a n un phrase.

This principle was formulated by Ross (1967, 66-70) as "The Complex NP

Constraint." Since this principle applies to all languages which 'have been

examined it is assumed to be a universal characteristic of language.

Whatever the views which will be formulated concerning universals,

this principle like other univers 1 pr'tncipleà that are being investigated

restricts the possible transfo -mations for structures .of language. Since

language is governed by such constraints the model .which must be constructed

to embrace all 1 nguages must have -ertain limits Moreover, if only because

of the..finiteness of the hurnanI brain, gra mars must be finite.

These Observations lead to the ,conclusion that a mechanical translation
system n be de

much recent lingui

sed Even, more support s provided bythe con lusion

study that we may posit the existence of a universal

I base. For the surfaCe structures of any language _can be related to such a

universal- base. Since,the universal base in turn_can be used for deriving the

surface structures of any language, :the_ universal base can iserve, as,the -inter-.-

mediate language-between-aily,_po.Or9e language- and any_target,language.,

The POestbility of deiSingra tran lation system.-in view of-the fact that=

a univereal base MeXiSt-still_leavesmany PrOblerha-.-,-,Thq-surface:structUres_ _ , _

_

Of.one langUaga may map,inte=the2interenediate language differently.from those



of the target langua. Fur semantic distinctions which are overt in one

language may not be overtly expressed in another language. Different

languages may also represent differing "word vi ws. We assume, how ver,

that closely related languages, like English and German, are similar in

expressing their semantic- distinctions overtly and covertly, and even in their

surface st uctures; accordingly, they are relatively easy to t anslate into

each other. Moreover, languages strongly influenced by another language,

as.were the languages of western Europe by Latin, so that Whorf referred

to them as Standard Average European, -ha

Accordingly, translation systems may be

of any ource language is directed at a spe

current u derstanding of länguag

language to a universal baSe

are premature.- For we mu

e many surface features.

o designed that theT description

ifi arget language. And in our

attempts to mov directly from y source

in the h pe of translating into any other 1 nguage,

st take into account the

ven language and the universal base.

That linguists have not yet b

complex relationships between

en able to determine the exact nature of

a universal base does not present a problem for lingLiists who_favor machine

translation by means of an-Intermediary language. GarVin 'hd- _stated (1970,-

9°11) that an intermediarylanguageneed be nothing more than A series_of sym-

bolic notations to record the output of the recdjnifion routine for the'..eour e

larigbage and to -Serve as input Anto::the -comMand rouLine 'thr the targt =language'.
-

_
4 _

Meritibeild" in- the- -P-rCe di n6 Chapter, f'ridorouS*--_-,Prbc'edures
_

'

for-:-eStablishing-relatiOnehTPS',beteen''Surfe.Ce .uniersal
'm Ust'be'eStatillehetr.'' For -ekarnple' Ritchig-and-72F.'etel-S;Xtd- apPea.r An_



Information Sciences) have demonstrated, the transformations characteristic
of most generative g ammars are so pow rful that they permit the derivati n
of any structure. Consequently, in spite of thei contributions to our under-
standing of language, they can make no claim on properties of grammars,
on a universal base, or on what is going on in the brain. Current transfor-
mational grammars are accordingly inadequate devices for describing lan-

guages and also for u e in machine translation systems

far too many syntactic interpretations of any given sentence.

whiCh they produce

The p oduction of devices to m p surface structures stringently into

u d rlying structures is one of the most serious conce ns of current linguistics.

Bach's paper noted above (1971) is an example A device projected by Stacho-

witz has been described in RGEMT (1970).

the standard

forms.

It makes use of an underlying form,

trings of a language. Associated with these strings are canonical

which represent the meanings of given sentences. "The language"

these is assumed to be "common to all natural languages" (Stachowitz, 1970,
T-65). Fuller information on the model is given T-66ff. The, quotation_here

may be adequate to indicate that the:Canonical _form correspOnd-to a Onive:7sa

base. A description of translation as it i being pUrued.,:in._abcordance with
_

this Model at the,Linguistics ResearchCenter'is.aPpended=:(Sta.chowitz paper

Of great'iniportance far_the, LinguisticS Research, Ce-nter system is
_

well-deSigned lexieOn. the inteneive, exiCograPhiCatWork WhiCh",haS beery: ,

going,on,at the Centet",far-,more thantwoyears,noW,Ihas.i',1.:*s-ult-ed,:in great _amoUnte,

0 anti-o;an 91--;rilAti611 -Is_ urr6ntWo'F- syntactic -ihformatiOn.-- the-u--inãOrporat iOn Of e

in-probrees;,_ BecuseTc*their.;synta 1O-arld,sementi:_ct-plassification'-_- the 1



entries will limit the possibilities of relationship with canonical forms. In

this way a proper match will be brought about between the lexical and syn

tactic elements of the source language and those of the target language.

The des gn of the lexicon has been vastly improved over dictiona ies

envisaged a decade ago. Without intending to dwell on the naivete of these

and their proponents, reference might be made one further time to the saying

which was supposedly quite ambiguous and ac ordingly a p ime exhibit of the

difficulties of machine transl tion: "Time flies like an arrow." When one

notes that Austin s H w to Do Things with Wo ds was avail

saying was widely discussed the s

ble at the._time this

r limitations of a view of linguistics

which could pe mit the citing of the proverb seem quite remarkable. For as

Austin made cle

tional publications, su

nings cannot be det rmined from -syntax alone. Addi-

h as Speech Acts by John R. Searle (1969) make the

simpli tic attention of a decade ago to a highly limited type o

difficult to understand.
_

As linguists have improved their models of language, the problem o

quite

a biguity has been reduced . It may be noted that the attention to the pragmati s

of Pei repeats a position held e

attention to p agmatics, that

of language,

aehine translation research. By

information on the "origin, uses and.effects"

entences belon ing to'the class of pr verbs are not-- treated like

sentences found in Scientifid exposition. Attentibn has also been focus ed on-
such classes as illocutionary Verbs, =or on the characteristics of -Speech acts._

Thus a sentence like: I pronounce you mah and wife would not be treated as a

simple de&larative`,statement, with the:meaning of "prdnoun " in a seritenoe



like: The pronounce greasy with a voiced g oove fricative.

While models .of language in this way incorporate far more information
about individual sentences than did the purely syntactic-based grammars of
a decade ago means must he devised to take account of the more accurate

analysis of language which is now projected. Suggestions vary concerning

the implications of these developments, as the following chapters will indicate.
Some specialists consider machine translation unlikely unless at the same

time automatic information and fact retrieval are made pos ible. Others hold
that machine translation is not now, and may never be, c ntemplated for types

of language outsid- technical and scientific documents; accordingly the " rigin,
uses and effe the material to be translated are determined, and inves-

tigators dealing with machine tr n lation should direct their concerns at this
restricted type of language.

Whatever steps are selec ed to employ findings of cont mporary lingui tics
to carry out machine translation it should be noted that pecialists in machine
t anslati n have taken account of these findings. There a cordingly is no
conflict b tween specialists in desc iptive linguistics, linguistic theory and

machine translation as Chapter 6 bel. w will outline in further d tail.
escriptive linguists improve their understanding of language and the 'models

by which to xpr s that understanding, ma hine translation sp c alists will
update their procedures and models.



5. Pertinent recent work in linguisti s

Contemporary linguistics is concerned with all facets of language,

its syntax, se anttcs, aberrant uses, uses in established social situations

its relation to other disciplines, such as logic and so on. This breadth of

concern contrasts strikingly with self-imposed limitations of the recent past.

It also leads one to examine the extent of concern of machine translation with

these matters. For machine translation is an application of linguistics, like

language t a hing, design of communication chanricgs, and the like. Each of

these applications relies in part on disciplines other than linguistics. Each

may or may not be involved with the various sub-disciplines of linguistics.

To what extent applications are intricately t ed to the various conce ns

of linguistics is a highly important problem; for many of the most active

theoreticians in linguistics deplore their inadequacy in understanding langua e.

S am st te that an understanding is not foreseeable for a

of time, such as half a millennium. Moreover, there is n

linguietics theory. Most of the cu

styl

onsiderable length

comprehensive

rent efforts of Hngutsts, even those who

themselves theoreti ians are directed at minutiae. These efforts, such

the repeated exa 'nation of quantifi rs like some and mz, are carried out

chiefly to find support for new hypotheses. adequate language t aching or
,

machine translation, or any other application of linguistics is so dependent on

a thorough understanding of language that it must-be deferred until linguists

arrive at a satisfactory linguistic theory, anyone with an interest in these fields

should b'a advised of his dubious expenditure of time, energy and funds.

In dealing with this important question, we may examine the- concerns



of those linguists who are especially vocal about our lack of understanding of

language. John Ross furnished an excellent example of these concerns in one

of his presentations sponsored under the Study. It will be summarized briefly

here to illustrate topics which engage the interest of linguists, and their

possible pe tinen e for machine translation.

For some time linguists have been concerned with the role of quanti°

in language, such as some : arlz. Among such recent linguists are

Brugmann, Jespersen, and Sapir. Their discussions have not solved all of
the problems with quantifiers. CU rent concern extends beyond the simple

uses, such as those included in Fowle (1965 31): "Have you any bananas?

No we haven't any bananas. But yes we have some ban nas." This quotation

implies that some is used in positive contexts, any in n gative, even though

it is provided in Fowler's discussion of 2.51.z c= me) in positive sentences like:

",Then, for the first time she paid_p.ny attention to my exi_stence."

Fowler's entries for any and sorn entrate on stylistic matter

While

cohtern-
po ary linguists deal with the sitactic and logical problem . FOr example,

they may note that in addition to other restrictions that cannot be included he

pny is not used before ve bs with negative implication, such as doubt, dislike

and predicate adjectiv s such as unkind. For example the following sentence

is impossibl *Anyone doubts that the earth is flat. But the following sentence

is possible: An ne would doubt that the earth isf at. SiMilarly, in contrast
_

with the impossible: *Anyone is unkind the following sentence is possible:

An one who fails to send htsmothèra card on-Mother's Da is unkind The

prercise constraints have ,not yet been (defined.

25--



One of the problems in this definition is the existence of two meanings

of any, one illustrated in Ross's sentence:

Anybody could have shot Max

The meaning of any here might be made more precise by adding: whatsoever.

This use of any is found only when possibility is involved; it is not used with

must. A different meaning (some) is found in the question: Dou know any

songs? If, however, stress were put on any, especially in a negative sentence:

the "any. - -whatsoever" me ning would emerge.

Accordingly, as study of quantifiers has been pursued more extensively

it is clear that a sentence like the f..illowing c n have two anings:

We do not believe that any catalyst could precipitated the reaction

On one interpretation this sentence could be roughly equivalent to: that some

catalyst 7 that i that a selected catalyst was invol By another inte pre-

tation it would be equivalent to: that any catalyst whatsoever was involved that

is, that no involvement by a particular catalyst was possible.

This indeterminacy of usage in English presents a translation problem,

for German, indicites slight differences of meaning with quantifiers such

irgendein someone, anyone . These diffe en es are especially important

in the colloquial, as the following quotation from the Dud n Gra matik (19593

265) may indi

Irgendeiner mul3 es doch getan haben!-,

iySomeone- must Surely have done_it

Such usages are.often found in c-onjunction with modals and adverbs-, like doch

in this sentence. For the examples of an which Ross cited howeVer, translation
2 6



would not be a problem inasmuch as the ambiguity in English is pres rved

when literal translation into German is carried out.

The use of any in such a relatively straightforward sentence is simply

the beginning of Ros interest. He has pur ued the difference in uses of any

in syntactic constructions illustrating general syntactic patterns or principles
which he has investigated intensively. One of these is a "maximal d main of

yntactic processes, "in his word "island".

An island is subject to special constraints, as the impossibility of the

following exa ple indicates:

*WhO do you believe their claim that Max fi ed?

f "their claim" were eliminated, the equivalent sentence is p s ible:

Who clo you belIeve that Max fired?

By the use of claim, an island is created which does not permit the extraction

of the object of fired. See Chapter 4 abov .

In his discu si n, Ross pr

meaning of any,

FO

We do not beli

pos d that islands have an effe t on the

vs their claim that any catalyst could have

precipitated the reaction

Ross, any in such a cant ext caflonly m an "any...whatsoever". Not all
participants in the Conference agreed. Yet the rsituation is presented- he

nonetheless to illustrate the delicacy of concern which-occupies. current syn=

tacticians. Readers may decide for themselves the importance-of possible

ambiguities in such sentences,if, machine ,t

them.

anslation were confronted,with



Another syntactic principle explored by Ross is in his words the

domino effect. By this principle, selected elements like deny affect subsequent

elements in the sentence. Thus deny rules out the last of the following sen-

tences even though the others are possible:

1. I deny that anybody said :Anything nasty

2. I deny that anybody said something nasty

3. I deny that s mebody said something nasty

4. *I deny that somebody said anything nasty

In the same way, acco ding to Ross, any cannot be used in lower clauses when

so e is used in upper clauses, as in:

Finding somebody under the bed is not easy for some people

That is, if the fi st phrase read: finding anybody under the bed the s ntence

would be impossible on Ross's view On the basis of such patterns, Ross

asserts that domino constructions disambiguate. Accordingly, the following

sentence can only have the 'any. .whatsoe inte rp retationl_

We did not inform some researchers that any catalyst could have

pr cipitated the reaction-

From these examples, Ross concludes that in machine translation the sense

of an would not be determined until the machine had searched for some in the

same sentence. That i machine translation would-be''faced with a large job.

For the meaning of individual wordg could not be determined siMply by examining

the immediate contexts.- Rather, entire passages would have-to be examined:=-,

The problem would be compounded because linglaists- have-not yet datermined

the extent to which individual areas contribute to_disarnbiguating meaning; see
S

Chapter, 6.



Ross cites these and other problems in support of his contention that

linguists have a highly inadequate view of language. The extent of his pessi-

mism may be LiLustrated by his statement that the sent nce: Birds sing is

full of a host of unsolved proble

As noted above, individuals will have to evaluate our current under-

standing of language and determirie for themselves whether Ross's bleak

characterization of the state of linguistics implies that machine translation

now is impossible. The extent to which machine translation depends on the

production of a comprehensive linguistic theory was dis ussed repeatedly

during the Study. Obviously the sentence: Birds sing care be readily trans-

lated: Vogel singen, wheth r or not Ross's probl ms a e solved. In much the

same way, many complex constructions may be translated straightforwardly,

especially between closely related languages.

It may not be presumptuous then to suggest on the basis of Ross

problem-riddled example that man and machine can happily embark on t

lation projects even before current. and future generations of linguists solve

its rnqrnentous problems

For students of translation a second pap r may furnish more comfort

conce ning the contributions of linguistics--the paper of Fillmore which unde

took to dete mine t possibility of finding an unambiguous interpretation for
the sentence: May we come in? Fillmore selected the sentence, partly because

it is extremely barren in providing-assistance to a hopeful interpreter. It

contains no content word,for the subject, as does the sentenc Birds sing;

to delimit the meaning:of actor.' For ,like other auxiliaries 'ma haa'a broad_

_
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scope of meaning. Yet Fillmore demonstrated that proper use of all

linguistics features leaves little question about the proper meaning of _ e

senten_e.

Since the paper is appended, it may be c nsulted for details. The

general types of analytic t chniques as well as the types of "linguistic infor-

mation" in this senten e pointed out by Fillmo e will be su ma ized here.

Moreover, in evaluating the impli ations of Fillrnorets analysis for ma h ne

translation, it is important to note that he used only the written form of the

sentence, excluding information that might be obtained from "any understanding

of the voice quality of the speaker on the manner of utterance.."

Identifying first the "synt ctic information" in the sentence, Fillmore

uses it to determine among the three possible functions of r=a_z the one which

is appropriate in this sentence.

Next, examining the "illocutionary force of the question

notes the information on d ixis furnished by the pron un and the verb come.

The term "illocutionary force refers in Fillmore s paper to the obligation

whi h the question imposes on the addressee, that

autho ity. The te m Tdeixis" refe

s the obligation to exercise

to the various aspects of the interpretation

of sentenc s that relate to the speech act situation such as person deixis pla e

deixis and time d ixi . The p ssible meanings of come are re t icted by its

use in, a permis n-seeking utterance.

_act, "t nay be noted that,Fillmo e dete min s the meaning of the

sentence from its "surface structure." He has done so 7by using a comprehensive

lexical description for each of the four words.. The possible meanings of each
3 0



are restricted by the order of the sentence and by the selection of the other

elements. That is to say, disambiguation was carried out by using two syn-

tactic vices: order and selection.

In conclusion, Fillmor lists he various kinds of facts which must...
be included in a fully developed system of linguistic description." These are

extensive. Yet such explicit linguist c descriptions permit a mechanical

disambiguation, and interpretation, of a given sentence.

The effort required to produce these descriptions will however, be

enormous. An example of the analysi_ necessary for improved interpretation
of sentences, wh ch will be particuilarly important for information processing,

is Karttun n's paper, "The Logic of Engli h Predicate Complerr nt Constru -
tions." This paper, which is also append d leads to seven classes of verbs

ea h indicating a commitment which "the m in sentence carries along. , with
re pe t to the truth or falsity of its c mplement" and an indication of "what is

implied." For example, the b cause bel ngs to one of these classes which

carries a co mitment 'true" for main as well as complementsentencas. The

seven classes of verbs arrived at in the paper identify eanings in much the

sar e way as did the syntactic information in the s ntence: May_we come in?

Linguists accordingly are drawing nearer to lexi ographical work of

the past as rep esent d especially by Zgusta and Josselson in the Study.

Since the use of lexicographical techniques for machine translation is discussed

in the appended papers of Zgusta, they will not be further noted he e.

Current_linguistic description in this-way ib providing information on

detailed lexical as -Well_a __-n syntactic. constructions. -; These two:types
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fo ation about language, whether they be labeled syntactic or semantic,

are leadino to descriptions of language which are so precise that the sense of

a sentence can be determined mechanically.

The generative se anticists, besides Ross, who participated in the

Study: George Lakoff, Robin Lakofr and James McCawley, are also cantri-

buting insights which will sharpen our understanding of language. McCawley,

for example challenged the analysis of adjectives as reduced forms of relative

clauses. In his presentation he cited examples, such a He s an inc edible

fool which cannot be derived from: He's a fool who is inc edible. Further,

while the senten e John is an easy man to please is acceptable, the constructi n

is inacceptable for a noun like that in the sentence: *John is an easy tool-and-

die-maker to please. Such obs vations point ut the necessity of distin-

guishing sub-classes of 'adjectives" and ca efully defining :their uses in som

what the same way as Karttunen and other linguists a

classes of verbs.

These linguistic analyses will not howeve

distinguthhing su

sölve the Problem of s n-

te-nces which Austin labeled 'performatives' . One of the p

Study, F ase

icipants in

concerned himself particularly with the problems raised by

Austin, and pursued by othe philos phers such as Searle. As Austin po

out, perfo mative sentences contain "hymdru verbs'in the first person

inted

singul r present indicative active." An eXample is: "I name-this ship the

Queen Elizabeth." Few linguists are unaware of Austih's_book HoWfto bea,_

_

Things with Words (1962).- It-is noteworthy that-the book cbncluda's With 'a

Sub-clasSification of the verbb-disaussed., -There-'areTiVec Asses:



1) verdictives, 2) exe_ itives, 3) commissives, 4) behabitives and.

5) expositives. The example given above belongs to Austin's class 2. Like
the work of the generative semanticist Austin's leads to more precise

lexical analysis.

Modestly, Austin does not claim to have produced a definitive classifi-

cation but includes in his final chapter. the statement: (1962/68 146) "Now we

said that there was one further thing obviously requiring to be done which is
a matter of prolong d fieldwork." Generally, fieldwork is us d by linguists of
work in non-literate _ultures. Austin obviously recommends highly exacting

analysis of the types discuss d earlier in this ch pter.

After Frasers presentation th

lation by illocutiona y v

e problems raised for machine trans

bs were discussed, especially by Ross and Bar-Hillel.

Like Fraser Ross stated that a th

machine translation, in

Agreeing with this view,

of pragmatic information.

This chapter was intended as a survey rather than as an evaluation of

ory of speech acts is not essential for

uch as its goal is the translation of technical materials.

Hillel added that nonetheless we need a great dealt

current linguistic work as pertaining to machine translation. Linguists are
carrying on research into the narrower concerns of language, ard those listed,
in the first paragraph of this chapter. Though not all of this work may be

4 '
_ directly pertinent for Machine translati n, specialists in machine translation

are prafiting-greatly frorn it._ The implicit intereetof this wark-'-'-_ta analyze

sentences so thoroughly that 'they 'can -be7interpreted:from the lingui
- - - .

mation contained-within them--ls ol ,great'sionifiCance far m. _ , ....,

7 I
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To the extent that this interest is accomplished, machines will be able to

translate.



6. Views of specialists concerning machine translation

e of the primary problems in presenting the views of specialists
in machine translation results from the low level of research during the past
five years. Few groups received any kind of support. The greater part of
them could onlv update their previous systems, not introduce major innovations.

In view of the low funding, research was severely restricted, generally devoted

to improvements in the lexicon. This limitation in funding greatly restricted
the possibility of carrying out new experiments, let alone that of producing

improved translation systems which could meet some of the goals held out for

machine translation. The views of specialists are accordingly bas d in part
on assumptions framed so e years ago when some long-range machine trans-
lation projects were able to carry out work in programming and in linguistic

analysis, and to tst their efforts by means of computer runs.

In his summary on the final day of the January Conference, Bar-Hillel
concentrated on the linguistic situation. Noting that the primary considerations

1-e quality, speed and cost, he expected improvements in speed and cost of

output from ach,ances in computer hardware and software; but their c ntributions
to improved quality would only bi external for example as printouts would
b gin to approximate those p oduced,by print ng-p ese.s. Essential for im-

/

proving quality is improvementin linguistic the ry and analysis.
_Bar-Hillul's discussion involVed arguments On a definition of quality,

and on the receptivity of scientists to ouitpurt from the translation systems Which

now a.re in use, n tably the Georgetown syLem as use.d at Oak Ridge This
point will be discussed further below, in conne tion with Zarechnakts statements._

5
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Bar-Hillel disagreed with Zarechnak's statement that the output was

approximately 60% complete. His own estimate is around 35 to 40%. He

assumes that sustained linguistic work during the next five years can raise

this figure by 15%. And he considers this degree of accuracy less than that

which sponsors demand. But as a perceptive participant at the Conference

pointed out, Bar-Hillel's estimate has to do with readability. Zarechnak's

on the other hand has to do with informativeness as the. reaction of the Oak

Ridge scientists indicates.

Turning from this pessimistic estimate to possible palliatives, Bar-

Hil lel rejected the possibility of simplification of scientific texts by editors,

and he also doubted that scientific texts p e ented many fewer problems than

do general materi ls. Among the questions discussed during Bar-Hillel's

summary were inadequate m ans devised to measure complexity. Fraser

pointed out the difficulties involved in determining such means for c mplexities

may exist at the various levels of language, by no means in pa allel ways. The

question ac ordingly is another which has been raised in machine tran lati n

research.

In what he consider the pres nt impasse Bar-Hillel proposed that

fully automatic machine translation must be sa rift ed for the time 6eing An d

that instead efforts should be made to develop man-machine combinations For

translation He had no suggestion on the type of combination but indicated

that the m st promi ing one would have to be determin- d by research. During

the discus ion Pankowicz pointed out that no translation indeed no writing, is

published without edito ial intervention Bar-Hillel envisages more tthuman

6



intervention" than is the normal practice in translation. He concluded by
suggesting that determining a Lmeful type of man-machine translation system
would not be difficult.

However negative he is to fully automatic machine translation at
present, Bar-Hillel recommends that further research be carried out. In his
view, such work is intellectually respectable and challenging. It is of further
interest to him because of its potential contributions to information retrieval.

Garvin is far less pessimistic about the spects for machine trans-
lation. In his view, the basic problems involving linguistic analysis have been
identified. What remains to be done is application, involving detailed lexical
analysis. By Garvin's view, if adequate funding were provided, acceptable
outputs of machine translation could be achieved in five to ten years.

Neither Garvin, nor any of the other pa ticipants, however, were able
to define what is meant by acceptable translation. Moreover, Garvin believes
hat linguists must leave such determination to users- A similar position was

maintained by Kay, who stated that buyers" of translation are the persons best
nt on the acceptability of translations, comprehensive

judgment accordingly is unlikely until machine translation is carried out.
Ga yin's views on the-essential problems are indicated in his appended

equipped to pass judgm

paper. For him too, the linouistic problem is pri ry. Moreover, system
must be prepared in accordance with an adequate model. He states further
that all systems under development are of a tripartite design, but that grammar

. .and computer programs may be link d Specific problems in his opinion
must be solved in terMs of the oVe all systern. There c n.be no ha d and fast
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rules, for example, for deciding whether to handle any particular topic in

the grammar code or in the algorithmic portion of the system. Garvin is

also flexible in his recommendations for performing analysis; he does not

advocate rigid analysis from left to right, but rather selective analysis. As

an experienced practitioner in the field, accordingly, Garvin believes in

making use of any advantages which can be offered by linguiSt or progr.r mer

The designer of a translation system relies on them for any p ssible assistance,

but like any applied scientist he must decide when their contributions are useful

in helping attain his ends.

Of particular interest is the IBM question answering System mentioned

in Petrick's appended paper. This system is based on a generative transforma-

tional syntactic component that reflects current transformational theory to a

reasonable extent. Deep structures are in some cases quite deep; certain

nouns for example, are transformationally derived from underlying abstract

verbs. The use of relatively deep structure facilitates semantic interpret don;

this is accomPlished through the use of a translation mechanism due to Knuth.

(The task of relating these deep structures to surface forms is,

quite cornpl Even relatively

o be sure,

imple s ntences may require as many -as

forty or fifty transformational applications.)

The syntactic analysis algorithm which is utilized is valid for a signi-

ficant class transformati nal grammars This together with the modular

nature of the Knuth semantic interpret r, makes modification of both the syn-

ctic and semantic components relatively easy.

It should be noted that the system being imple en ed at the IBM
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Research Center is an experimental question answering system based on

a restricted subset of natural English, not a machine translation system

involving relatively unrestricted textual material in two or more natural
languages. This choice of application was made because the Theoretical

and Computational Linguistics Group at the IBM Research Center feels that
the coverage of English presently attainable by any means is too small for
the purposes of machine translation but perhaps not too small for applications
which can tolerate artificially restricted input. It should also be noted that
the IBM system is in an early state of development with the sepa ate components
(generative transformational grammar, syntactic analyzer, and semantic inter-
preter) yet to be integrated and put to use as a coherent whole.

By c ntrast the system used for machine translation of Russian at
k Ridge is essentially the GAT system developed at Georgetown University

some years ago. The lexi on cand syntactic rules are updated by Zarechnak
constantly. But the basic system based on a su face structure analysts, has
been maint -_ned. As indicated above the systems frequently used. Ac ording

report, the output is valuable, though scientists must be ome used to its
Russian-like syntax. If t anslation indi ates that a paper is p rticularly
valuable, a further effort can be made to produce a completely acc rate version
of the origina _arechnak considers the output of great valu the Oak Ridge
scientists. They must also find it useful for numerous translations arc pro-
duced on the initiative of individual scientists.

As several pa ipants in the Study pointed out, a convincing analy is
of h usefulness of machine translation will 'result only from a well-designed

39
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e periment determining reactions to its output. Yet linguists have identified

the stages of accuracy, in accordance with the levels of language which must

be incorporated in a system, as shown in the examples below. It is unlikely

that scientific or technical articles would contain such simple sentences. Yet

on the assumption that no further linguistic information were available in the

sentences to be translated, these examples illustrate successive degrees of

soph stication in the development of machine t anslation and the expected

quality at ea h tage.

Proceeding f om the simplest system to one which appr ximates the

information available to a human translator, we may propose the follow ng

progression:

tr nslat n with: 1. Lexical information alone

Synta tic information

Semantic information

C ntextual information

5. Pragmatic information

Each state incorporates all of the earlier stages- .

The following examples indicate difficulties, and characterize inade-

quacies whi-h each type of syst m fails to resolve. If that type of system

were used the3e shortc mings would have o be removed by pre-editing or_ .

post-editing._

Lexical translation with n ss t syntactic informa

They milk cows

Under such a system milk might be takn as verb or noun.
140



2. Syntactic t anslation, with no access to semantic information.

The conductor broke.

The conductor smiled.

Under such a system disambiguation would be impossible.

3. Semantic translation, without contextual theory.

We watched the conductor. He smiled.

We watched the conductor. It was on fire./

Here too diambiguation would be impo sible.

4. A system making use of contextual information would be able to
disambiguate the sentences given in 3, and other ex mples, such as the GerMan
verb beugen in the indicated contexts.

beug n a bend

= deflect (optics)

inflect or conjugte (grammar)
5 A system with

-Ge rna

ess to pragmatic information would prov de for the
sentence "Eisenhowe folgte Truman" the correct re ding "Eisenhower

succeeded Tru an" rather than the equally correct alternate transLation
"Eisenhow r obeyed Tru nan

In accordance w th this sketch of pot n ial syStems we expect the highes

TI

quality from a syst m which is at stage 5 or possibly at stage 4. The require-.

ments for these stage have not yet been handled in linguistic theo y a d
ac ordingly at present they are unattainable.

will be able to translate scientific and tecnni. al materials acceptably will

To what extent a system at stage-

depend on testing of the output and the receptivity of- u ers after such a system



has been developed. Systems at this stage are now under development.

The questions raised in the Study are also of interest to scholars who

could not participate as a recent rticle by Kulagina MelYchuk and Rozerr-

tsveyg indicates. It is noteworthy that, like Bar-Hillel and other participants in

the Study, the three authors conce t ate on the quality to be achieved assuming

that cost and time can be adequately managed.

The authors express their views concerning the feasibility of ma(_:iine

translation with regard to the ALPAC report, especially its view that machine

translation is at present impractical. They state: "We wish to declare

decisively that this view has no real supp rt: it is founded upon a failure to

understand the problem in principle and confusion of its theoretical scientific

and practical aspects. The fact that machine translation h-s been ineffectual

in practice to the present should, in our opinion, lead to an increase rather

th n a decrease in efforts in this area especially in exploratory and experi-

mental work. It is clear that no practical result can precede fundamental

development of the problem although th p ssibility is not excluded that useful

practical results may be the produ t of early stages of re earch. There-As not

and has not been, a crisis in machine translation as a s ientifi_ undertaking,

a crisis which w uld be reflected in a lack of ideas and a lack of understanding

what path to follow, Ma hine translation a a scientific undertaking. .is c
tinuing to develop actively. Th e are many interesting ideas and approa h

which are farfrom being sufficiently developed and.exp rimentally tested."

high- a

After making this critique of a negativ approa h, they state that a

- ity, higrr,quality-,.system can --eStabliShed Within--_abopt-five years.'
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if (a) the components produced under a system--dictionaries grammars
algorithms--are prepared on the basis of available theoretical developments

and experimental r sults, (b) goal-directed experiments are carried out
(given an existing algorithm), and (c) research oriented toward a future

modification of the system is carried out.

Having arrived at such a judgment the authors suggest the establish-
ment of an MT center comprised of a linguistic, a mathematical and a computer
group equipped with the best computational equipment available. From such
a center they expect not only contributions to machine t anslation, but also
to automatic language processing in gen ral. They also believe that if their
recommendations are followed, machine translation on an operational scale

can indeed be accomplished within their estimated deadline (+ five years).

The estimates, and recommendations, of this article coincide remarkably
with those of some of the participants in the Study notably Garvin. Readers

may form their own judgm nts on the basis of the append d articles n t all
of which agree in these estimates or recommendati ns. Like Garvin, Kulagina,
Mel'chuk and Rozentsveyg have been involved in the theoretical and practi

ts of machine translation. Their views a e accordingly based on

al

ntimate
knowledge of the difficulties involved in attemptin a hieve high quality
machine translation.



Conclusions

1. A technological application drawing on three base . computer

hardware, computer softvvare and linguistic analysis, machine translation

today is confronted with fundamental obstacles only in the last. Advances

in computer hardward and software have greatly reduced the earlier.

problems in these areas.

In spite of the progress that has been made in linguistic analysis

linguistic research has dealt primarily with syntactic analysis of individual

sentences nd hardly at all with semantic problems and discourse analysis.

As a r sult, current linguistic theory is inadequate for machine translation.

For machine translation, semantic represent tions derived from syntacti

structures in the source language must be associated with syntactic structures

in the target language. See Katz-Postal, An Integrated Theory of Linguistic

c iptions, 1964, 166-172. To meet this problem, linguists must c ncern

themselves with perf rmance models and with semantic and discourse analysis.

Moreover, comprehensive gra mars do not yet exist for any language. Esti-

mates of the availability of adequate grammars vary. Production of such

gram a s d pends on the complexity of the model of language and on the

rese rch support provided. Some scholars participating in the Study sugge t

a date of five to ten years, a_figure proposed also in a study carried out by

Soviet spe lists.

of the Peters-Ritchif.- results it may be advisable to ontinue

efforts witi--; more restricted grammatical models which provide exact surface

analysis based on syntactic and semantic features in the 1 xtcon Examples



are string analysis the model used at the Linguis i s Research Center,
dependency theory of the S viet type, and grammatical models whose trans-
formational apparatus iS more reStricted than that of "standa dit transfor-
rnational grammars, for example, systems which use non-ordered or
partially ordered transformations or equivalence transformations. Further,
research in discourse analysis should be increased. Since the problems in
machine translation are not the generation of coherent discourse but the
carrying across of information, the achievement of translation would be

considerably facilitated by such models. These problems may even be less
pressing in actual practice because of the user reaction that islvery often
it may not be n cessary for the system to represent al/ alternatives since
the user will be able to provide the proper r ading because of his access to
information necess- ry for comprehension. Investigation on user-translation
interact on should be carried out e pecially in view of the highly divergent
estimates of Zarechnak and Bar-Hillel. See also section 4 P. 46.

Like other te hnol gical appli ations machine translation can be
de igned with various degrees of adequacy. The history of machine trans-
lation refle ts this ituation. The first attempts were primarily lexical .

Syntaztic analysis was then added. Currently seniantic analysis is included
for projected achine translation systems.

The improved unde standing of language:re ulting from these prog es-
sively more coMprehensive deseriptions of language.leadsto improved trans-

_ _

lations. Translations based on semantic analysis Will_ be-correct when the

infor-mation needed' for disambiguation of a sentence is contained in that
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SOME REFLECTIONS ON:I.H.E PRESENT OUTtOOK

FOR HIGH-QUALITY MACHINE TRANSLATION

by.

Yehtish0 Billel



I shall take off from Jos eIson 's recent report' on the

progress of MT research tn the '1 's . By starting there, I

shall be able to restrict myself to pointing out certain

issues that seem to me not to have been adequately treated

in the MT 1 i terature, includi ng the most recent one.

For hi gh-qual ity MT it is now probably generally recognized

that reliance on the best available linguistic theories is a

necessary but by no means sufficient condi tion. But for
reasons I have discussed elsewhere at length, even the best

modern linguistic theories do not treat adequately the

pragmatical aspects of communication in natural languages .

As a matter of fact, these aspects are siniply not yet suffi -

ci ently wel 1 understood to recei ve a satisfactory explici t

formulation, not even to the degree that the so-called

semantic aspects have al ready recei ved.

Appl ied linguistics,.orthetheoryof linguistic
nslation is a part,

of such as basic uni ts

to provide a transl ation

performance, of which the theory of tra
works wi th utterances and .sequences

What a translatfqn Program is meant
for is primari ly utterances

and only secondarily, f at all , sentences
such); though, in some sense, translation of
sti 1 I be based on translation of sentences.

Utterancesni ay:

Jt npw 41 4ii9-St genera 11 y .:agreedUpo n th,at high q UalitY

MT is possible- only when the text to be translated ihas been

understood, in an- 6-pprcipriatesens_e, by- the translating.-

mechanism. A full understanding ,requires:taking into _acCount
_

the pragmati c_:aspects . of theZtext, ,Such as by,.:,who'in ,the ,text

was producedi, for Which,kind-:Thof audience-tit was_ meant-, -which

-kind ',pf backgreijnj knowledgel-, odbeer- of the text assumed

he-,audi'ence,4

e sfrt-U



In view of the present non-existence of an adequate
theory of the pragmatics of communication in natural
languages and the small likelihood that such a theory will
be produced in the near future, the question arises to what
degree disregarding the pragmatic aspects of the production

of a given text will diminish the quality of its translation.
There exists a good amount of published material on this
matter, with regard to human translation, but sx, far we

have little systematic insight and still less experimental
evidence.

In p inciple , understanding a given text means,, fo

instance, being able to tell which, if any, statements the

producer of this text intended to make, which, if any
questions he intended to ask, which, if any, commands he
intended to give, etc. In order to manipulate these state-
ments , questions commands , etc., e.g. in order to produce
another text in a different language, by which the same
statements can be made, the same questions asked, etc
it seems in general to be necessary to reformulate

statements, questions commands etc in some constructed,
non-pragmatic language, the so-called intermediate or pivot
language. This issue has been adequately covered in the
literature, and I have no' new comments to make, exce

state 'that -in view of the enormoUS di ffi-CUl ties th-dat Starid

in the way of such a language, any attempt for MT research
to wait for the completion of this task would just mean the
end of this research.

_

I am An no Tositibn to-estiTate' to' what' degree a -lowering

of this aim,-vould enable Ml-firesearch to continue; a 'clarifi7

cation of thts issue would-:be-,vital -It,2isInot-I,inconceivable

th,at a certdin aMotlipti-,of'lexpertmentatts5i0-coiftd4 6 6rfOrmesV-

wIth-huMan transl'itórsifitiho-wbUtaii=tie_thstructedto:Aellber,,

t-ei Y: di S,red-a o rffe?1,- onal 1 h 40,0C sf7'1h 6



would usually take into consideration and to compare these
outputs as to their degree of satisfactoriness for a

variety of users in a variety of conditions.

In other words, it now seems more than ever that the
ideal of obtaining MT of a general quality comparable to
that of a good human translator has led to a dead end. It

seems the efore to be mandatory to investigate, more

thoroughly than before, the various possible substitutes:

(1) Machine-aided human translation, (2) man-aided machine

translation, (3) low-quality autonomous machine translation.

These are all eminently practical matters that still have to
be based, in some form, on linguistic theory, particularly

on psycholinguistics, but will have to rely to a much higher
degree on investigations of man-machine interactive systems
and on the psychology of the behavior of humans in such
conditions

It seems, then, that we have turned full ci

research and are now approximately back where we s arted
some 19 years ago. MT will probably have to rely on language-
dependent strategies rather. then on some highly developed

theory, but it is quite clear that the detour has enormously
helped -clarify the issue, has dispelled any utopian hopes

_that weare now in, a much better position to vttack this
problem afresh-

Let me make a side remark_ When I started using the
term "high cNality" a number of years ago, waS' ueip'g it

in a much too absolute sense whii-ch' canInbt be seriously

justi fied. "Hi gh gual ity"' haS o be rrel ati zed with
regard to users',and with 'rega'rd tb -sttuationS raps -

lati on ,whi ch is, ofgood i4ual

certain _situatioii mfght be p

uier fri a- diffe'r'en ituatiOn ,



whether in the same or in a different situation. What is
satisfactory for one need not be satisfactory for another.
This remark, of course, is trivial as such, but its impli-
cations for MT might not have been alwayS fully realized.
It is therefore, for instance, not inconceivable that a
translation program with an unsatisfactory output for a
certain user under given conditions might turn out to be
more satisfactory if the conditions are changed, for instance,
if the user is allowed to ask back certain questions and the
computer is programmed to answer these questions upon request.
Again, clearly, much expe imentation is needed to get more
light on this issue.

Altogether,
any further rese rch
canonization, or other
to MT will prove to be
research, if at all

I am rather doubtful whether at this stage
on the possibilities of normalization,

types of regimentation of the input
useful . At any rate, this type of

should not be undertaken by MT research
groups but by linguists at large. The results, if any, of
their research will have a much broader application than
to the problem of MT alone. MT research should restrict
itself, in my opinion, to the development of langtiage-
dependent strategies and follow the general linguistic
research only to such a dpgree as is necessary without
losing oneself in utopian hopes. Every prOgraiii for-mzichirie
translation should be immediately tested as to its effects
on the human user. He is the first and final judge, and
it is he who will have to tell whether he is ready to trade
quality for speed, and to what degree.

ljosselson.,, Harry H.. 1A-Li.ngui.sti,c,Interpretation of
MT in the Sixties. Eleventh Arfnual Pro'gzes Report,
Research in Computer-71-1-dTCTranslatiorr'; Waynet.State University,,
August 31, 1969,! '3-4,2.



ON A FULLY DEVELOPED SYSTEM OF LINGUISTIC DESCRIPTION

by

Fi 1 lm



In this paper I offer a preview of the scope of linguistic
description, insofar asthe field of linguistics touches on

questions of the meanings of sentences. I take the subject
matter of linguistics, in its grammatical, semantic, and

pragmatic subdivisions, to include the full catalogue of
knowledge which the speakers of a language can b.e said to possess
about the structure and structural affinities of the sentences
in their language, and their knowledge about the appropriate
use of these sentences. I take the special explanatory task
of linguistics to be that of discovering the principles which
underlie such knowledge. I will exhibit the range of informa-
tion which speakers possess about the sentences in their
language by examining, as thoroughly as I know how, one
English sentence. The sentence I have chosen for this
demonstration is simple and short and extremely easy to unde
stand; it is the four-syllable question, MAY WE COME IN?

Instead of beginning with a set of observations about a

particular utterance of our sentence, by a particular speaker,
on a particular occasion, examining all ef the social_and
psychological and acoustic and biological and physical aspects
cf the situation to which we can gain access, and speculating
about which of these can be said to exemplify specifically
linguistic facts about the sentence in question, I %Ill

conduct a thought-experiment that will be simpler and more
limlted and that will be guaranteed to point solely to
linguistic information. The thought-experiment I have in
mind is this= we are to assilme =that we know, about_some real-
world situation, only one single fiet,and th-at is, that
somebody uttered the sentence MAY1!IE COME IN A qualification
on the nature of ill'at'iliforMatiOnis'that We haVe

_

notation which fails to include,any 'Understanding of-tfte-Noide

quality of the speaker or the manner of tteranc



only that it was an utterance of the Eng ish sentence that
we ordina ily have in mind when we write -MAY WE &iME IN?

Our task is to make explicit everything that we know
about the sentence as a linguistic object, and everything
that we know, as speakers of English, about the situation,
or class of possible situations, in which it was uttered.
We will be interested, in short, in the grammatical form of
the sentence, the meanings and grammatical properties of its

words, and in the assumptions we find ourselves making about
the speaker of the sentence and about the setting in which it
was uttered.

Our account will exclude information about the range of
possible phonetic realizations of the sentence, and we will

furthermore disregard the uninteresting possibility that the
sentence was uttered hypotactically: we will not bother with
the infinite range of possible conditions for the utterance
of this sentence that includes somebody responding to the
request that he pronounce four English monosyllables, or a
speaker of a foreign lan'guage imitating an English utterance
he once overheard, or a librarian reading -aloud the title of
a short story.

Assuming that the- sentence was uttered_ in conformity

with the System .,of linguistic convention§ wbose Oaracter we

are trying ,,tc -make explicit, -, we will probably- find ourselves

imagining a_situati3On,i_n_volving:spme kind of enclbslire,, Cal

it E; at: l-a§:t -,three-beings , call them A,B, and
_e e s,

w Flo m`, .:41-§

s en ten ce; one of whom, B,is beleveA eiT; a _
,

English a
knA .tric



outside the enclosure E, that A believes B to be inside E,
that A is interested in the possibility of his gaining
admission to E in C's company, and that A believes that
has the authorityor represents somebody who has the authority--
to decide whether or not A and C may enter E. We further under-
stand that the uttering of this sentence is an act which
socially requires B to do something--in particular, to say
omething--it being understood that what he says will count

authorizing or forbidding the move into E on the part of
A and his companion C.

These, then, are the main things that we might find
ourselves imagining, on learning about a particular situation
that somebody has made the request, MAY WE COME IN?. This is
the most straightforward understanding we might have of the
appropriateness conditions for uttering our sentence. Actual
situations in which the utterance is used may depart from
this description in several ways and for several reasons:
some of A's beliefs may be mistaken; A may be speaking
insincerely; the number of A's addressees may be greater than
one; and the number of A's companions may be greater than one;
and other arrangements of the personnel are conceivable.

As linguists_we need to ask what it is aboUt the
structure of the_sentence MAY WE'COME IN? that makes-it
possible for speakers of English to agree on the nature of
the conditions in which it can be used. We may ,begin our

analysis of the sentence'with-an analysis of its words,-

one at a time, beginning with MAY.

The,only-syntactic information-ye' Wtll" rndtoappeal
_

is the_lnformat-ton\that'jhe, s-enten-Ce



are separable as its (I ) epistemic, (2) pragmatic, and
(3) magical functions. In its epistemic function, i t is

used in connection with likelihood-estimating expressions
such as HE MAY NOT UNDERSTAND YOU. In i ts pragmati c functi on ,

it is used in sentences utterabl e as parts of permissi on-

granting or permissi on-seeking acts , such as YOU MAY COME IN
NOW. In i ts magi cal function it is used in the expression

of wishes , bl essings and curses , such as MAY ALL YOUR TROUBLES
BE LITTLE ONES or MAY- YOU SPEND ETERNITY ROLLER-SKATING ON
COBBLESTONES.

The magical function appears only in sentenc.eswith
initi al MAY , but there only i f the sentence is not construed

as a questi on. YOU MAY SPEND ETERNITY ROLLER-SKATING ON
COBBLESTONES may count as a warning or a gloomy predi cti on ,
but not as a curse Our sentence, MAY WE COME IN? , is a

question and does not al low the magi cal i nterpretati on of

The epi stemi c and pragrnati c functions of MAY can
seen ambiguously in certain sentences , as for exampl e in

JOHN MAY LEAVE THE ROOM. The person who utters that sentence
may either, in doing so, be authori zing somebody named JOHN
to leave the room, or he may be expressi.ng his bel ief in the

possi bil ty of that peron 's 1 eaving the room at some time
in the future.

The epAstemic and-pragmatiC-senSes are nqt apprOpriate
to every use df' MAY , ,hOwe'verl,'-rt happ-e-nS that 'the -twb uSes

_

of the modal are- associated with -two grammati cal ly quite

di stinct sets] of contextual possibili ties ,- and, instances.., of

ambi gui ty: with, res,pect to these.,;twol-Sen-ses ane -instances qf
acci dental overlap of thes'eq tWa- context sets- I will , content

myself with-merely} giy-iytg examples it is ----proEfably immedi-ately
cl ear that the permission-granting s erlse



absent from JOHN MAY HAVE LEFT THE ROOM, and that the
possibility-expressing sente Is absent from MAY JOHN LEAVE
THE ROOM? By that I mean that JOHN MAY HAVE LEFT THE ROOM
does not permit a pragmatic interpretation, as, say, I HEREBY
GIVE JOHN PERMISSION TO HAVE LEFT THE ROOM-, and the qUeStion
MAY .JOHN LEAVE THE_ROOM? does net permit an epistemic inter-'
pretation, as say, IS IT POSSIBLE THAT JOHN WILL LEAVE THE
ROOM?

:Mese ob-ervations are to he actoUnted for by noting that
the pragmatic sense of MAy simply, does not show uvwithi the
s'otalled perfective oonstructiOn, and thAtthe epistemic
sense does not show up in luestions, It was because our _

sentence MAY WE :COME 1N? is a question thatwe knew It:had:
to do with permission7grantin

The recognition that the sentence is a question then,
rules out, for interpreters of MAY WE COME IN? the possibility
that MAY is used in either its epistemic or its magical senses.
We are left with the assumption that it is used in its prag-
matic sense, and therefore that it is used in a socialr . .

situation involving permission7granting in some way.
PerMission-granting -situations- involve two parties , the person

.

or. persons accepted 'as havi ng -authority to grant the permissi on ,_ .

and the person or persons whose actions are to be authorized.
A sentence with pragmatic MAY may be uttered performatively,
in which case the utterance is a part of a permission-seeking
or permission-granting act, or it may bp uttered non-
perfornlatively,. In the latter case, it is ;a stateMent or

_ .

question about somebody!s' having-i.permission to do semething,
=It ,is the non-performative use of-- pragmati-c= MAY 'whi ch-is
taught in the .ci assroom -as; the .0,referred way...of speeking- of, , - , .

permi sSi on -poSseSSi en Th is use is quite unnatural to most
1::_ke.i.s of English.-an-d wili be ignored here Forpesons

who- ha-ve- 6e'en --influenced' by' tha classroom raditfon, our ;
_sentence _has_ the poSsibte,_interpretatiOni,'HAVEWET, BEEN -.G1VEN.:

PERMISS1ON-TO 'COME-iIN? e-..i_nterpretatiron ish'.6ther...wOrdsA,,-



which would be associated, in the speech of most of us, with

the question CAN WE COME IN?. In what follows I will be
disregarding the non-performative sense of pragmatic MAY.

In a performative utterance of a pragmAtic MAY sentence,
the possessor of authority is taken to be the speaker if the
sentence is an assertion, the addressee if the sentence is a

question. Thus, the _speaker of JOHN MAY LEAVE THE ROOM is,

in saying the sentence, authorizing John to leave the room.
The sentence we are examining, however, is a question, and
in uttering a question with pragmatic MAY, the speaker is
acknowledging the addressee's authority with respect to the

permission-granting gesture. This alternation of the authority
role between the speaker of an assertion and the addressee of
a question must be accounted for in terms of general principles
of conversation and general principles in the logic of questions

and answers.

Without touching on the details it is at least clear,

or the rules of two-party discourse, that the speaker and

addressee roles alternate in ways exhibited in such exchanges

as I DID A GOOD JOB / NO YOU DIDN'T or HAVE YOU SEEN HIM? /

YES I HAVE. In general, if A asks B a question A acknowledges

B'_s authority to answer the question, and B in t Ying to answer
the question, acknowledges that acknowledgement. AnY of the

ways in which the A's sentence assigns separate roles to
speaker and addressee must have those assignments reversed
B's contributions to the same conversation. In a sentence

JOHN MAY LEAVE' THE ROOM, the speaker of that sentence is the
authority with, respect to the permission7granting act which
a performance of -that tenter-lee-may conStitute if that ,

sentence fs, as it 'is, an authcirizeder to-,the, question
MAY JOHN LEAVE THE 100MT, it'follows that-the addreisee of
the questi on' ,has the saliie role-as tfie, speaker of the,,.

,

corresponding assertibn.-

_



So far, then, we have seen how a speak r of English is
able to reach certain conclusions about our sentence: from
the fact that it is a question and contain's the modal MAY,
(1) it involves the permission-granting sense of MAY, and
(2) it is the addressee of the sentence who is taken as
having the right to grant the desired permission.

Recall that I have pointed out that assertions contain-
ing pragmatic MAY could be uttered as, or as a part of, or as
constituting, permission-granting acts. Because of that fact,
my use of the term 'assertion' was not quite appropriate--
though I will not abandon it since I have not found a
suitable alternative. An utterance of YOU MAY COME IN is
not merely a statement declaring or asserting that some
state of affairs exists--it is rather an instance of a type
of utterance that has some sort of extra-linguistic validity
as defined in particular sorts of social situations. It is
a sentence, an utterance of which, under an appropriate set
of conditions, constitutes an illocutionary act of the type
that we have been referring to as permission-granting. A
sentence like THE CAPITAL OF FRANCE IS PARIS cannot, in

any perfectly straightforward way, be uttered as one step
in a socially dynamic situation, but the sentence YOU MAY
COME IN can

We must ask, then just what is the illocutionary force
of the question MAY WE COME IN?. This question imposes on
the addressee the obligation to exercie his authority. An
utterance of the question, Under the conditions mentioned

-above, is an illocutionary_ -act- whose effect_is to get the
other party toi perform a related illocutionary act; an
utterance orLB's part of the answer YES or the answer NOr
to this question 'will _be,taken as a-n authorizing or as a
forbidding act-respectively.



I have mentioned several times the role of speaker

and addressee as factors to deal with in the interpretation

of utterances, and I have referred to the fact that in two-

party conversations, the identity of the speaker and the

addressee will systematically alternate. Aspects of the

interpretation of sentences that relate to the speech act

situation are known collectively as deixis, and reference

to the participants in a speech act are covered by the term

person deixis. When explicit reference is made in an

utterance to the speaker and the addressee of the utterance,

the English pronouns I and YOU are used; b1 ut we have seen

from the analysis of assertions and questions with pragmatic

MAY that not every appeal to the participants in a speech

act involves the presence of one of these words. Oth_er

forms of deixis, soon to be mentioned in another context,

are place deixis, involving reference to the location of

the speech act 'parti ci pan ts (as seen i n such words as HERE

and THIS), and time deixis, involving indication, direct or
indirect, of the moment of the speech act (as seen in such

words as NOW and TODAY).

We turn next to the person-deictic pronoun in our

sentence, the word WE.- The traditional grammatical term for

a linguistic form which identifies the speaker of a sentence

is "first person", and the traditional label for pronouns of

the type of English WE is "first person plural". This charac-

terization is, of course, rather odd. If we identify the

"first person" as the speaker--the-_one who pronounces the

sentence containing tife -"first-person" ,fOrm-then the .

destriptiOn s t "person -plural mAkes---sen-Se. onTy In -the
_

case of choral:- recitatfoii,-;sPe'akin'g trr lünison. ; The English-,
'ffeeent'-us-6.;=:-.1t-5denti-ffe-s,

a- gr'oup of individuals includfngthe speaker 'Vfs-Ahe'
'sentence_;.:1 t refers, fp otherz words-..



In-. many languales- a distinction is made- in their

so-called "first .person plural" forms depending on Whether

the group does or does not include the addressee of the
sentence.- Such languages distinguish aft 'incTUSive form,

designating .the speaker and the addressee (and -maybe others),
from aft 'excluSive form,- designatinT'the speaker --and one or
more beings not including the addressee..

_Linguists find it necessary to speak of the inclusive
and exclusive -uSes _of the English pronoun WE. In translating
from English into a language which makes this distinction
explicit, one needs , obviously, to assign one or another
"clusivity" value to each instance of the pronoun. In

descriptions of the speaker/addressee alternation in
conversations, different values of_ .WE must be assigned to
the first contribution to each of the following conversa-
tional exchanges: DID WE MAKE A MISTAKE?/YES, WE DI.D. DID
WE MAKE A MISTAKE /YES, YQU DID.

In the sentence MAY WE COME IN?, it is clear that the
WE is exclusive, and that was in fact the reason we were
forced to imagine three beings in the situation calling
for this particular utterance. The individual we have

_ .

been Cal l frig C iS the"Somebody else" included- in-Me-scope

of-WE and distinct from the addressee, B. In the permission-
granting situation, the person with authority and the person
or persons seeking permission, are necessarily distinct, as
we have seen. Since in a- question with pragmatic- MAY the
addressee is the One with 'the authority, the addressee
cannot be included in the-scope of the .subject expression.

. So_ =far, this -iS -whaX-we knoW1-: froii,--,the:--_ at -that -our ,

f s-enten_ce- tsr_a,-questien ;kavin:g4/1Ay_-,as.itsma n4mbdal:,-; wp::know
,.. _

, that,: is -h-ai to - witft a pe,Mi:-S:si,ont4st:tngS'iMittpil-',
_

-1-,from- the- fact, that it tS_-6.-eu-eSt-ton:-fiAatheY.,-thaiv_a4v:iiis-ert-ilom,
_,



we know that the addressee is assigned the authority role;
from a general understanding of permission-granting
situations, we know that the person having authority is
distinct from the persons who need and seek permission to

enter, and therefore that the pronoun WE is used in the
sense which is exclusive of the addressee.

We turn now to the third word, the word COME. We notice
first of all that it is an action verb, and therefore the
ac ivity it identifies qualifies as something for which
it makes sense to speak of granting permission. If our
sentence were something like MAY WE UNDERSTAND YOUR
PROPOSAL?, we would have had to reject it as a well-formed
pragmatic-MAY question, since one does not speak of needin
permission to understand something. As an action verb,
furthermore, it is not an "achievement11 verb If our
sentence were MAY WE SUCCEED ON THIS PROJECT?, i
have to be rejected as a pragmatic-MAY question since
SUCCEED, as an achievement verb, refers to carrying out
an activity which leads, fortuitously, to a particular
consequence; and one does not speak 0-f needing permission
to have good luck.

The verb COME, secondly, is lexically simp e with
spect to the -type of activity it- des-ignates; In this way

it is unlike a verb like SWIM which has associated with it
both the idea of motion and an unders:tanding of the manner
of motion._ if our sentence were _MAY WE SWIM IN?, we would
have had to point out_ that-.2thiS sentence,'can be used --under

two distinCt_ conditions in a,:permissicinieeking situa:tion.
Suppose, for, illustration' , that, the speaker arid his
compani ons were 'swimmtng in a body" cif':'itate-r, that 'ente'red

_
a= cave-, and they: were---;addrssiiigi,'-a. erS;d-n---:dua:rdi,n'g. the=,
entrance to -thil-CaVe`.-._ h'ere iis noqüestion
Of thei r needing - per'miS's i "as'ki

_ _



permission to move into the cave while swim ing. The
sentence, in that case, would have heavy stress on IN.
Suppose, on the other hand, that the speaker and his
companion have already been granted permission to enter
the cave, and they wish to know whether they may do this
by way of the stream, that is , by swimming, rather than
by using some other means. In that case, i t is . understood
that they have permission to move into the cave, and what
they are seeking is permission to do this by swimmihg. In

that case the sentence would have heavy stress on SWIM.
The verb COME. I suggested, does not have this sort of
lexical complexity, and so there is not the same sort of
ambigui ty wi th respect to which aspects of the situation
are those for which permission is needed.

The verb COME, however, has other sorts of 'complexities.
The description of the presuppositional structure of this
verb requires reference to all three
person , place ahd time .

type's- ofdeixfs--

For sOeaking of temporal matters in the semantics of
natural language sentences, it is necessary to distinguish--

the simplest level - the time of the speech event, op the
e hand, and what.- we ,might call- the time- of focus , the

time that is being referred to or_ focused on_ in_ the

sentence. We can see how both of these types of refe ence
Can figure :: i n the description -ef: A-slhgjesentenCeTty

.considering a sehtehce lile qoHN WAS HERE LAST TUESDAY.:
The time of focus is identified by the, phrase, LAST TUESDAY,,
and the time Of the speech act is involved tn- the% i nter--

pretation_ of-,the wer& HERE: HERE-is-the,_ place where_the,_ _
speaker:fi nds-, FtiMself 'at -the- time- of his -pronodncing- the-
SehtenCe:. ::(Even forfairly,-_,Simp,le eases ts,Lpec'e,ss_ary_,

to distiriguiSh more than just
n_ts twoJ0-1-1- -0," F



The role of deictic categ ries in the interpretation
of sentences with COME may be observed with sentences of
the form "X" CAME TO "Y" AT HT" where "X" is the moving
entity, "V" is the destination, and "T" is the time of focus.
(Here, "T" is taken to be in the past, just for the sake of
simplicity.) It happens that sentences of the form "X" CAME
TO HY" AT "T" are appropriate just in case any of the
following conditions obtains:

1) the speaker is at Y at the time of the speech act
2) the addressee is at Y at the
3) the speaker was at V at 1-

4) the addressee was at Y at T

time of the speech act

To see that this is so, take JOHN, THE OFFICE, and
YESTERDAY MORNING as values of "X", "Y" and ."1" respectively.
A sentence like -JOHN CAME TO THE CFFICE YESTERDAY MORNING is
appropriate under any of the four Conditions just indicated.
It is a sentence I can say appropriately if- I am .in the

office when I say it, if yuu are in the office when I say
it:to you if I was in the office yesterday morning when
-.J911n Came Office -.Y.esterday,., mOrn.i.ng_

-When .--JOhn tame- :There-'are-iiseS.-,-Cif:iihe..:Verb,--_.-COME:-in pOre

-thtrdpersOn narrative which are
eescri pti on, and- there are' personal identifications

, :

-places -disti- mnotfro physically being 'a 'place for
. .

COME is nevertheless appropriate; but on these matte
reader's indulgence is requested.)

Limitati'ons on these appropriateness conditions appear
when we substitute' fOr t-he "X" and' "Y" of the formula

expressions of Person deixiS and place,deixis_ 'res'pectively.
-

For example, if I, say 1-CAME THEREYESTERDAY MORNING, -it is
not possible that- I ,,am, "there now ,- 6ecaus'e- THERE" is by

definition a---place-Where 1 am-not notic-loda:tediind- it is --
= _

-tha-tf-=I liras -:--all-pa'dy!,Ahei.e -r. yeSt-er=day----m-Orni n

r-.1.4666- r- came-.
,



But now what are we to say about our sentence, MAY WE
COME IN? We have seen, from the fact that we are dealing
with permission-granting MAY in an interrogative sentence,
that our pronoun WE is exclusive of the addressee. That
same conclusion could also have been reached by noticing
its occurrence with the verb COME. COME is a verb of
locomotion which indicates a change in location from some
point of origin to some destination, this latter conceived
of as a place where the speaker or the hearer is at the time
of the speech act or was at the tIme of focus. In a
pe mission-seeking utterance With

_ the_modal MAY , there is
lacking a definite time of focus, and that leaves open only
those possibilities that refer to the participants' .location

_ .

at the time of the speech act. Since the pronoun WE has to
include the speaker and does not have to include the addressee,
we are forced to include that ME is exclusive; since the
,addressee must be at the place of destination in order* for
the use of this sentence to be appropriate, he cannqt be
included in the group seeking to move toward that destination,
Again our analysis supports the .picture we had at ,the
beginning,_ of ./9i o the outside, speaktng on -behalf[ of
himself and C, also on the outside, and addresstng the

The verbi'!..-COME, 144('-e, 1 -s.'_,Parther,:-: GO, is One of the few'

verbs of motion in English that require a destination
complement in syntactically complete sentenCes. In our,

case the destination complement,has, the _form IN,_ which we'

may take _as an ellipsis for IN(TO) _THE: MACE,

The parttcl e IN as cri bes to the destination the i nfo rmati on

that tt,ts some sort -6T- enclosure.- Thatijnformtipw.;_

Of- _the; vOrb COME, isvzhatjmposesthe lOr'S:Ean
tjes-±haVp -as- fheif:,',0:int::65--.:;-.6f:jjii

_ t
which-iss not ptice,

. _



different assumptions about tbe relative position of speaker
and addressee would have been taken if the sentence had been

MAY WE COME UP? or MAY WE COME THROUGH? or the l ike .

So far we have examined c rtain properties of the
individual words of the sentence; In doing that we have
fairly exhausted, because of the simplicity of the sentence,

whatever there is to say about its grammatical structure as
well , at least its "surface structure". There are current
arguments in support of the claim that the deep structures
of sentences will correspond to their fully specified semanti
descriptionsincluding an account of their illocutionary
force--but since my effort here is to uncover and detail
such a semantic description, it will not be necessary to adjoin
to my discussions any specific claims about the nature of the
deep structure.

The illocutionary act potential of the sentence must be
studied in the context of the systems of rules or conventions
that we might choose to call discourse rules , a subset of
which might be called conversation rules. We have seen, in
what has already been said about the illocutionary force of
our sentence, that it -is :not to be construed as a request for -
information, but as a -request for the- addressee- to- "perform"-

,some wa. It _is _us_abl_e-___asa way of getti ng_the_conversa7______
tional partner to perform the neede'd permission-granting
(or, of ,cours_e, permission-denying) act. _In the sense that

_

a question liké----spALL -WE -dn:---utterance sp-okeni to-

get-- one weerl1ot-ti_tor5.-ton---issue ,'an -.order; :th-le-;:quest-ion---,MAY-------,,, --,-. --,-,

oV-1 d te spoketf to -,gett t -e, a _ i._eiie-e----,t6:=-,,gi!.-afit_
-, __

_
ecause:_:61-.-Atti e ._;1 1- n gi -7 ntef'0--,,e-r;Spii-a-1

,,- ---- ,_ ,., .,,
-_-_S-i_tuatio-n:,_ a--,,compl-e--te, esc-r1,--p_ ion,-o -__ esentence -muS-tspeca,,._ ,. - _ __ _ __ _ _ -. __ _ ,,,_ _ _ ___



that he has uttered the sentence in good faith. We have
agreed, for example, that the speaker must believe that his

interlocutor is inside E, that he and his companion are

outside E, and that his interlocutor is a person capable
of authorizing admission into E. By viewing these as belief
conditions , we are able to recognize various ways in which
the sentence may be uttered deviantly. It may be uttered
mistakenl, in case the speaker's beliefs are incorrect;
or -It may be uttered insincerely, in case the belief
conditions are not satisfied.

The speaker may be mistaken in his belief that he is

outside the enclosure E; he will realize his mistake if his
question is answered, WELL, IT LOOKS TO ME LIKE YOU'RE
ALREADY INSIDE. He may be mistaken in his bel ief about
the location of the addressee; he will real ze that if he
hears , from an unexpected direction , the reply, YOOHOO
HERE I AM. GO RIGHT ON IN. He may be mistaken in his
beliefs about the relative social positions wi th respect to
his acti vity of himself and his addressee. It may not be

necessary for him to receive permission to enter, as he wi I l
find out if the answer is , OF COURSE The person he i
addressing may not have the z-Athority admit him,
wil I learn if he hears the answer, DON'T ASK ME.

The sentence can be used "ins ncerely" in ei the of two
ways It may be used politely, in which case the assumptions
associated with the .senten'ee about: the social dominance._:(on

_this occasion, at' east), of- the addressee are intended ,,_as

a polite social gesturp;',-Or: t may- be used ironically ,_as
in cases where the_ suggested,- domin.ance 1nel ati on is clearly
-contradicted -by ',the real e-,situatTory.--,,Ari-,exami31,

cif an -ironi c_ use can-- bP,,Seen in a
, situation --whi ch a prison

warden addresses, the question to- - aprfsoner in:th_is cell -,-;,or

n- the case _of; a Railr of---,,aggressiye ecncYcl ope,dia salesmen -

_ who 'have al ready':diftered -the -ii-ving--,room.



The conversation rules of a language govern not only

the conditions under which it is appropriate to perform a
permission-requesting utterance of the type we have been
examining, but they must also determine the principles by

which a speaker of English is able to recognize appropriate
responses to the request. If the question is used in

absolutely its most straightforward way--a rare occurrence,
I would guess--the normal appropriate answers would be

merely YES, YOU MAY or NO, YOU MAY NOT. Such an answer

merely acknowledges that B does indeed have the requisite

authority and that he does or does not tolerate the entering
into his territory of A and C.

If, however, the question was asked in the way it was
asked out ot politeness, as an instance of the sort of

social gesture that occurs in conversations between equals
or near-equals, and if B recognizes and wishes to return

the gesture, he would say something like YES, PLEASE DO
or COME IN, BY ALL MEANS. These answers, having the form

of imperatives, have associated with them some of the
conditions appropriate to imperative sentences--one of
these being that it is in the speaker's interest to have the
_addressee _act_as,commanded. Thus on being asked wilether
one would tolerate admission into-a room', the person who

responds with YES, PLEASE DO shows that he not only tolerates
but deSires such a move.

From observations:suth-'as these, -it is now obV1:ous that-
-._

the rules of conversation must not -only specify .the appropri

ateness- conditiOns for:an utteranceand the-nature'of the

most straightforward:appropriate second-speaker-responses
to utterances, but mustbe 'capable oftmaking use of certain

,logical operations bk which-it can-be shown ,that somethin-;.1

equivalent to a -straightfOrward'res'ponseAs deducible--from

the actual occurring response.. .In Particular, suth
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principles would include the information that desiring
implies tolerating, that necessary implies possible, etc.

Let me now tummarfze the various kinds of facts which

must, I suggest, be Included ln a fully developed system
of linguistic description.

The linguistic description of a language

(1) must characterize, for each lexical item in
language

(a) the g ammatical constructions in which it can occur,

(b) the grammatical pro-Cesses to which it is subject in

each relevant context,
) the grammatical processes which its presence in a
construction determines, and

(d) information about speech act conditions, conver-
sation rules, and semantic interpretation which
must be associated in an idiosyncratic way with
the lexical item in question;

it must provide the apparatus which characterizes

(a) the grammatical structures of sentences on the
"deep" or abstract level, and

(b) the grammatical processes by which abst act
linguistic structures are processed _and become
surface sentences;

(3 ) it must contain a component for calculating t e comple e
semantic and pragmatic description of a sentence given
its griplithatical structure and information associated

with ezich lexical item;
it must be able to draw on a theory of illocutionary

acts, .in terms of whtch the calculations of oy are
empowered to provide afull account of the potential
illocutionary force of each sentence;



(5) it must be able to draw on a theory of discourse

which relates the use of sentences in social and

c-onversational situations;- and

it must be able to draw on a theory of "natural

lo-gic" by means of which. such judgments as the

success of an argument or the appropriateness

elements in conversations .can be deduced.
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The late Uriel Weinrelch in the first of his lectures in the Trends in

Linguistics lecture series at the Indiana University Linguistic Institute on

July 13, 1964 referred to machine translation as "linguistics' most conspicuous

and expensive failure. "1 Two years later the Automatic Language Processing

Advisory Committee of the Nat onal Academy of Sciences, National Research

Council in what has since become known as the ALPAC Report (1966: 24)

st ted that "No one can guarantee of course that we w II not suddenly or at

least quickly attain machine translation, but we feel that this is very unlikely."

In the light of these twO highly author tative statements of positi n,

and in view of the abrupt reduction of funding for machine translation res ar h,
is it at all reasonable to discuss operational problems of machine translation

these days? The answer is of course th t if ne is to talk about machine trans-

lation at all, it must be in terms of some reasonable operati

since research without such objective

The que
_

translation only indirectly.

nal objectIve,

will at best be related to achine
_

tion as to whether or not such objectives

are reasonable depends in this author's opinion upon the researcher' basic

orientation: with a predo inantly theoretical orientation, machine transl Lion
res arch will clearly be close to pointless; with an operational orientation, on

the other hand, machine translation research will not only be interesting and
-valuable in its own right, but will also censtitute one of the few available con-

-clusive means of verification of the findings of linguistias (cf. OarVin 1962: 3 7
_

This paper will atteMpt a survey Of the MajOr contF.oversial issues in
_

__the-field-of machine translation, alLqf whi
-

re éonSi de re d Operational -. The

categOries:` linguistic probleirn
_ _

+_

h, _in the-light-of thd above diScuSSiOri,-



LINGUISTIC PROBLEMS

The R le of LI nguistics Theory in Machine Translation

It is a commonly held view among linguists, both the few who are

interested in machine translation and the many who are not, that any appli-

cation of linguistics--and in the linguist's view this certainly includes machine

translation research--must be based primarily on a strong linguistic theory.

(For a recent statement of this v ew see Bar-Hillel 1970). This is essentially

a capsule view of the theoretical orientation. While nobody will deny that any

applied work must have a sound theo etical basis from an operational stand-

point there are a number of things seriously wrong with an over-emphasis on

theory.

(1) Machine translation is c n idered p 'marily n operational rather

th n a theoretical problem Con _equently, an application of sound linguistic

research meth ds is more impo tent than a further el boration of linguistic

theory.

H oweve

2 ost st 1.inguistic theories a e essentially generative in nature.

the basi problem in machine translation is not a generative but a

recognition probl m. Recent rEsearch in psycholinguistics ,has confirmed an

opinion long held by this investi1gator, namely that a recognition problem annot

be resolved by simply reversing a generative system.

(3) The _kind of questions that arise in machine-translation research_
are not necessarily the kind of questions that are most popular among lin6uistic

the rists.-- More specifically, the basic problems of ambiguity resOlution are

different in machine translation frorh the forMulation theyi haVe receiVed in
4, _ 4 ,_



recent explanatory linguistic theories.

(4) It is an old operationalist adage that one can best learn by doing.

This is part ,cularly true in the case of machine translation where the machine

manipulation of linguistic data forces the investigator to recognize a great

many inaccuracies and intuitive shortcuts that are usually glossed over in

theoretical linguistic research. Thus rather than relying excessively on

the contributions of linguistic theory to machine translation research one should

expect significant contributions to linguistics from r search on machine trans-
lation.

N ture of Models

Linguistic models can be categorized as strong or weak depending on

whether or not they have strong or weak formal pretensi

in linguist cs favor strong mod

attitude that

ns. Current trends
ls; f course based on an epistemologi al

o tented towards the elaboration of theory rather than of metnod.

In line with the dis u sion in the preceding section, it is h re considered that,

particularly for purposes of an application su h as maChine translat.on weak

models are to be prefer ed to st ong ones. The reason is that strong models
are con idered to prejudge the direction of i^esea ch'in a situation n which
there.,,a toorriany unforeseen and as yet insuffi iently known factors. Clearly,

there have to-be:grammars of both the source_and target-languages at the base.
L

of any machine translation sYstem. Equally clearly,- however, these grammars
-need not be forrhal grammars; :as a'rhatter:of-faCt, in this author's opinion

_descriptive,,grammarS,are .strangly-P'referable to forMal grammars far purposes _



of machine translation because they are much better able to account for the

indeterminacies of natural language structures which, as was so well stated

by Charles F. Hackett recently, are essentially ill-defined systems (Hackett

1968 44-45). Descriptive grammars can best be developed in a prima ily

method-oriented, rather than a primarily theory-oriented, frame of reference.

As a matter of fact, in such a frame of referen e conventional grammars may

be used as a rea onable point of departu e with the necessa y modifications

introduced as the requirements of machine translation become apparent in

the process of the development of experimental systems. Operationally

oriented machine translation research both in the Jnited States (cf. Garvin

forth oming) and in the Soviet Union (cf. Bel'skaja 1969) has done just that.

This author has made strong claims on behalf of his propos d version

operational machine translation system (Garvin 1967); it is n

along comparable Soviet versions have progressed.

Aspects of Lingutstic Structure

t know

f an

.ow far

All linguists seem t agree that the system oflanguage is hierarchically

structured. That is, they all look upon-the system of a language as havin

different levels, or strata or components. om a machine translation

standpoint, of course it is moSt important to know which distinctions between

different aspectS of,language are ,relevant for the,development of machine

anslation systems.; Theleast SighifiCant Seems to be that of phonology'and-

grammar, Sihce no machineAranslation system tO this author's knoWled6e is

concerned with phonologSi at all: l'-The most important ;is the-distinction-between
-



grammar and lexicon, since all machine translation systems known to this

author m ke some di tinction somewhere b tween a dictionary lookup based

on the lexicon and an algorithmic portion based in part on the grammar.

Linguistic approa hes differ in regard to whether or not the lexicon

considered a part of the grammar or a dimension separate from it. In

eith r case, the lexicon and the grammar (or the remainder of the gramma

are kept clearly separate by most linguists. The difficulty in machine translation

is that the lexicon and the grammar cannot be hermetically s aled off from each

other. The dictionary and the algorithmic portion correspond only roughly to

lexicon and grammar respectively; the dictionary, after all, contains a grammar

code which is based on the grammar, and the algorithmic porti n servesto

resolve not only grammati al but also 1 xical ambiguities. Nevertheless an

n lexi on and grammar is es ential for

nal ass s ment of all the variables that ent r into the design

unde standing of the differences betwe

proPer oper

of a machine translation system.

Related to the conception of levels or strata of langu ge is the methodo-

logical problem o conducting the analysis 'from the botton up or "from the
top down In the fir t,case the minimal .Anits of l nguage are considered

as the input into the analysis and the output yields the maximum units which

for all practical purposes, the sentences of the text. In the seCond case,

the input are the sentences and the output is a decomposition .of the sentences

into their cOnstituents Clearly, since in machine trantratton the gram-matfbal

--- _information is-transmitted-to the ,algorithmie. ,Portion-from-the_didtionarY by a
2

,

lookup -of individUal textwords, and- sin6e ,therefore thednitial- input elements



into the algorithmic portion are the "bottom units", a "bottom to top" approach

is the most operationally efficient one for machine translation.

DESIGN PROBLEMS2

Sensing Units and Translation Units

This is one of the oldest and al o most important proble s faced in

the design of machine translation systems. Sensing units are linguistic units

which the computing equipment can read, that is, for all practical purp-s s,

strings of tette s separated by spaces arid/or punctuation marks. Clearly,

these correspond only partially to the translati n units, that is to say, the

qr3mmatical and lexical. units that must be manipulated in order to effect

translation. The problem consists in providing the machine translation system

with a capability fo transforming the sensing units into appropriate translation

units. In a sense', the entire recognition problem in m

consequen e of this diffe

Wer

nce between sensing units

chine translation is a

nd translation units.

it not for that the brute force conception that machine translation can

be effected by a large enough di ti nary with some adaptations to make ro m

for :syntactjc and s mantic differ nces between the two Languages would indee

ad quate. And needless to say, everyone who has had any experience with

the field knows that this is not s

Intermediate Language

There haS been a-good deal of discussion in the machine translation

literature about the presumed advantages'of an intermediate -language fen- an-.
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example of this, cf. Andreyev 1967). It has, for instance been asserted

that with the help of an intermediate 1 nguage one could ultimately accomplish

translation from any one of a number of different languages into any one of a

number of other languages much more economically than by designing a

corresponding series of translation systems for the differ nt conceivable

language pairs. Some have gone so far as to give a mathematical expres

this theoretical economy. From an operational ndpoint, of cou se, the

real problem is whether or not machine translation of any satisfactory quality

can be achieved at all rather than how it can be acnieved most economically

for an indefinite number of language pairs.

Nevertheless the question of intermediate language dese ves serious

c-n ideration from an operational as well as from a theoretical standpoint

Some autho su h as Andreyev (ibid.) have talked about a intermediate

language as if it were a reallanguage su h as English or Russian. That is

t anslation would be done from the source language Into an intermediate langua e

conceived of as a real language and then back-out of the intermediate languicje

into the target language. If the intermediate language is so conceived, then

this means encumbering the translation process by an additional step: inste d
,of translating in a one-step process direCtly frbm the° ouroe language-into

the target language it becomes e.A.wo-step process in which translation-is first

effeCted from the_Sci_UrCe lanb6agerintothe intermediate language; then from__
,

the intermediate langUage-into ti;16---targOt-tarigLiage.
_

_If on the =_Other-and,ithe-!.intermediateflanguag

genuine_l_anguag with all- the appurt nances,



language becomes much more rational from an operational standpoint, and

also much more trivial from a theoretical point of view. In that case, the

intermediate language is nothing more than a series of symbolic notations to

record the output of the recognition routine and to serve as input into the

command routine by which the text in the target language is to be generated.

This, as was said, is operationally ffective--it is also operationally necessary,

because there mu t be some way in which the infor ation gather d by the

recognition routine is stored and transmitted out into the command routine.

The use of the term intermediate language then becomes trivial, because this

information store will certainly not have the language-like qualities which the

term implies. It is furth r conceivable from an operational point of vie

although certainly premature at th present state of machine translation

resea ch, that the same information store can be filled by a number of different

recognition routines for different languages, and in turn feed into a number

of different command routines for different target languages. The informati n

store then will be combined with a kind ol- switchboard that will direct th

appropriate recognition routine into the store and make sure that the output

of the. store is fed_into the appropriate command routine. Thus- the theoretical

effeciency talked about-in the preceding paragraph is conceivable, but in a

sense which for the, current state of affairs -Is operationally trivial.

Total Accountabilit

Many linguistically oriented researcher in -machine translation have

claimed that in order for machine tranSlaticn to 'be possible, it is necessary
102.



to account for all of the linguistic conditions that exist in a language. Some,

such as BarHillel (1970) have gone even further and claimed that not only

linguistic conditions, but also pragmatic conditions have to be accounted for

in order to make machine translation of the desired quality possible.

From an operational standpoint, this is an inappropriate identification

of the aims of exhaustiveness in linguistic re. earch with the aims of machine

translation. Clearly, only those linguistic conditions which have a bearing

on the translation process need be accommodated in a machine translation

scheme. Thus, most of derivational morphology, although of great interest

to the linguistic researcher, is essentially irrelevant to the translation process,

since derived forms can be entered into the machine translation dictionary with

their appropriate translations without going through the trouble of u derlying

analysis. Similarly, it is certainly not be be expected of a machine translation

system any more than of a human transl tor to translate unambiguously passage !

which are inherently ambiguous in the source language Likewise, no machine

translation system should be expected to account in its entirety for tho, e

pragmatic factors which under ordinary c rcumstar;ces would reMain obscure

ew linguistically oriented machine translation researchers have

given a great deal of attenti9n to automatic ma phorogical analysis a

translation proeess. This analysis has been primarily cdncerned

with attempting to dete mine morpheme boundaries within printed words; some
10 3



reseat-chars have limited themselves to separating inflectional endings from

the base portions of the words while other researchers have gone further than

tt at and also included the segmentation of derivational morphological material.

One of the reasons g ven for this has been the requirement of total accounta-

bility which was discussed in the preceding section. Another, operationally

more valid, reason has been that separating inflexional endings from base

portions, while it m y encumber dictionary lookup, saves a great deal of

storage space in the di tionary portion of the program. The reason given

for segmenting derivational material has been that it facilitat s the recognition

of neologisms. Clearly, the latter two reasons apply primarily to "highly

inflected" languages such as Russian or German.

As far as the segmentation of inflectional morphemes is concerned,

which some machine t anslation groups have called "stem-affixing", this is

a perfectly reasonable space-saving procedure when it comes-to high f equency

regular inflectional patterns. In the case of the - alled exceptions parti-
cularly when the irregularities i

words

valve changes in the base portions of the

no operational gain is derived from the segmentation of infl ctional

morphemes from base portions.

As far as the segmentation of d rivational elements is c icerneu,

the advantages derived from the facilitation of the rec gnition of neologisms

have to be weighed against the di advantages of introducing an additiona

elaborate systems task into the design. In this autho a opinion the segmen-

tati n of compounds into their components may well be extremely useful in the

ecognition of neologiams. On the other hand
10 4
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morphemes from the remainder of the base portions of the words is both

operationally more cumbersome than the segmentation of compounds anL;

less likely to yield results in the correct recognition of neologisms. It is,

after all, well known that the lexical meanings of derived words, particularly

in the Slavic languages, are often not predictable from the sum of th meanings

of the derivational morpheme or morphemes and the remainder of the base

portion.

Grammar Code and Algorithmic Portion

Most workers in the field of machine translation agree that grammatical

information is stored in the form of grammar codes' in the dictionary of the

system; the term grammatical information is here us d loosely to include
(

whatever lexical and oth r seantic info mation id available to the program.
IThis information is then calld by the algorithmic portion of the system for

fu ther pro e sing to effect the r equired recognition of the sou ce language

input and subsequent gen ration of the target language output. This raises

the que tion as to how much informatio

and how much

s to be stored in the grammar _ode,

f the recognition and sub equent gene ation task therefore is

be left to the algorithmic portion. The current t end in much of linguistic

the rizing has been to emphasize the significance of rules; this m ans, from

a ma hine translaion- standpoint; that a great deal. f the recognition burden

is pla ed on the algorithmic portion, with only as mu h contained in the

grammar code as is c nsicle:-ed theoretically desirable Since h wever

table-lookup operation o perfo m than an algo ithmic



one, there is a distinct operational advantage in maximizing the grammar-coded

information and minimizing the role of the algorithmic portion. This does not

of course mean that under any circumstances the role of the algorithmic

portion becomes as trivial as some early machine translation researchers

have assumed it to be. The other question, namely, whether or not the algo-

rithmic portion should contain a separate table of rules, will be discussed in

a subsequent section on bipartite and tripartite design in machine-translation.

Content of the Grammar Code

One of the lessons learned by all machine translation research groups

has been that the amount and type of grammatical information contained in

conventional grammars is wholly inadequate for machine translation purposes.

At least the following types of information have been found e sential for most

full words in a language such as Russian: (1) Word class information. This

includes not only indication of the conventional word dies , but requires

reformulation of wo d class distinctions in terms of syntactic functioning of

Rus ian words. Thus for instance instead of including participles under

verbs as one of their forms as is done in many traditional_ grammars, parti-

ciples are c nsidered a special type of attributives with the particular functi n

of having the potential for governing dependen st uctures

are included n a category

. Thus parti iples

f governing_attributives together With a number

of adjectives that are functionally equivalent to them and are not included

the ame class with verbs. Similarly, infinitives are considered a separate

word class because, unlike finite verbs thdy do not-ordinarily have subjects,

and unlike gerunds which likewise do not have subjects, they-may serve:themselves



as subjects of Russian clauses. (2) Agreement information. This has to

include information with regard to modifier-head-type agreement, as well al_

information as to whether or not the agreement is of the ordinary type (as lor

Russian adjectives) or of the exceptional type (as for Russian numerals).

(3) Modifiability information. This information has to state what dependent

words a giv n word may be modified by. That is in the case of nouns, what

adjectives may modify a given noun in the case of adjectives, what adverbs

may modify a given adjective; etc. (4) Complementation information. This

information concerns the type of complements which may be associated with

a given verb, noun, or other Russian word that may have a complement in

association with it. Thus, verbs or nouns of location may have certain types

of complements of place accompanying them; verbs or nouns of time may have

cert in complements of time accompanying th m etc. (5) Governor class
information. For th se words which may be governed by other words, infor-

mation in regard to the particular kinds of words which may govern them:

for instance

be modifiers

be modifier

in the case of adjectives, the kind of nouns to which they may

in the case of adverbs the

) Government information

d of adjective to which they m

Those words which gov rn

depend nt structures the kind of dependent structures which they may govern.

For instance the kind of case a verb or noun may govern whether or n t more
than ne dependent structure may be governed and n which case each of the

possible dependents- will stand, whether or not there is prepositiOnal gpVernment-;

whi h preposition nd demanding which case),

For verbs 2 the class of subjects which

-nanimate, human, etc.- Object class information. The:same typ6 of

c. 7 Subj ct class informatic

given verb m y take, such as anirnate
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information as for subject class, except of course, concerning the object

which a gwen verb or a given governing attributive may take.

The above includes only a part if the kind of.information required for

a complete grammar code. Much of this information is commonly considered

semantic rather than grammatical; much of it has to do with n t only the syn-

tactic recognition of the sentence but also with the recognition of semantic

compatibilities. A great deal more information is needed if in addition to

this type of rec--vnition corre t choices are to be made in the case of multiple

meaning.

Bipartite versus Tripartite Design3

The issue here is whether or not the rules of the grammar of the source

language should be contained in a table to be called by a parsing algorithm, or

whether these rules sh uld be w itten into a more elaborate ego ithm of which

they be ome an organic portion. In the fi st case, the machi e translation

program would essentially consist of three portions: a dictionary, a parsing

algorithm, and a table of ruleshence, the terrn tripartite.

case

I n the second

e ma hine translation program will consist of only two por ns:

dictionary, and a tran lating aLgorithm---hence, the term-bipartite.

The main arguments in favor of a tripartite design are: (1) that it

allows the processing by one and-the same parsing algorithm of more than

one table of rules; thus, if any corr _tions in the grammar are to be made,

this involves only a relatively simple updating of a given rule table and does

require an vision of the algorithm itself; (2
10 8
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who is responsible for the parsing algorithm can be kept separate from the

labor of the linguist who is responsible for the table of rules. In theory,

these two advantages appear to be overwhelming. In practi e, it turns out

that the fundamental problem in the automatic recognition of grammatical

structure of text is the correct sequencing of the application of the rules of

the grammar which are supposed to effect the recognition. In this author's

opinion, such a sequencing of the application of different grammatical rules

can be effected only by making the rules of the grammar an organic part of

the algorithm; this is the only way to insure that a given rule will be called

only after all the conditions that a e necessary for its operation have been

ed not only on

previously recognized by other rules of the progra a d that such a recog-

nition has been effected in the correct order.

This r quirement of sequencing of rule application is ba

the re g lition that the grammar of a language is hiera chically structured

that is that there are levels to be gone through. It is also based on the r cog-

nition that in addition to the levels of the language, there is also an operational

order in which grammati al and other informati

program. Thus
on b comes available to the

once again it is apparent that the operational requirement

does not parallel the theoretical de iderata.

Recognition Strategy

As was stated a a bipartite machine translation design iS considere

operationally preferable to a tripartite one. This.Means that the algorithmic

portion of a machine translation program operates on the basis of something
1



like a pattern recognition strategy, rather than a parsing strategy. This

means that the algorithmic portion will in essence carry out a number of

context searches to recover the conditions necessary to effect recognition

and subsequent translation.

This conception of recognition strategy raises the basic problem of

the proper organization of the searches in a bipartite system. Two basic

types of search patterns have been proposed in the literature: one is predictive

analysis, devised by Ida Rhodes of the National Bureau of Standards and soon

thereafter adopted by the then Machine Translation Research Group at Harvard

University (Oettinger and Sherry 1961); the second is the author's fulcrum

approach (Garvin 1966). Predictive analysis employs essentially a straight-

forward left to right search pattern. The algorithm looks at the grammar

code of each t xtword, as it h s been 1 oked up in the dictionar. from left

to right. For each textwo d it records its grammatical potential in the form

of predictions and not s the extent to which predictio s of previously noted

words are fulfilled by ea h current word. If this succession of predictions

and their fulfillments do s not result in an appropriat

syntactic structure of the senten

recognition of the

then unfulfilled predictions and unused

are retested in a program compon

sight. The basic difficulty of this approach is that the mor

sentence the greate

nt called hind-

complex

the burden placed upon the hindsight. from an operational

standpoint the greatest weaknesS of this approach has been that the hind
_

ight

fulfillment possibilities

has never. properly been worked out. In the'fulcrum approdch on the other

hand, searches are deSigned to use words in order of their gram atical signi-

ficance rather than in the ear order of their-appearance in text. Thus
110



the searches are directed first at those words which contain the most gram-

matical information from the standpoint of the recognition of a particular

structure (the so called fulcra), then they branch out from these pivot words

in order to encompass the remainder of the structures in question. Since

not all grammatical information is retrievable in a single pass, the ful um .

approach uses a succession of passes for the retrieval of the grammatical

information contained in each sentence.

The reasons f which the ful rum approach is considered operationally

preferable to predictive analysis are the same for which a bipartite system is

considered oper ti nally pref rable to a tripartite one : the need for the

appropriate sequencing of the application of grammatical rules to the elements

of the text.

Single ve sus Multiple Interp etation of S ntences

Many approaches to automatic syntactic analysis, whether connected

with machine translation or not, favor the outputting of as many parsings of

each senten e as is c nceivable in terms of the giv n gra mar code. The
reason for this preference is the theoret cal interest of showing the variety
of conceivable analyse based on a. giVen grammar code . From an operational

standpoint this is clearly undesirable, since the.. 3per'ational aim of machin

translation is not to show the variety Of conc ivable interpretations of each

given sentence, but-to arrive a

minimum of waste mo n.

some reasonable form of translati n with the

n an 'operational approach to machine trans-

laticon p iority must be giVen in ea h case to the most likely interpretati n of'
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any given sentence in the hope that this will indeed turn out to be the inter-

pretation applicable in the particular case. As the machine translation

system is refined, provisions can be included for superseding this most likely

interpretation in favor of a leSs likely one if the latter turns out to be the

one applicable to the particular case.

Filter versus Heuristics

This question is closely related to the one treated in the preceding

section.

A pr gram component called filter has been used in some of the Soviet

approaches to operational machine translation (cf. Melt k 1964, Iordanskaja

1967). The intention of these systems is essentially to produce if not all, then

a number of, the different possible syntactic interpretations of each sentence,

by mea s of an algorithm which incorporates numerous table lookups and is

essentially based on a variant of dependency grammar (cf. Hays 1964)4

is not known to what extent this approach has been operationally successful,

it i known, however, that the Mel'Zuk group has sin

other probl

e tu ned its attentio

a more the retical nature (cf. Melee.uk a d Zolkovskij

to

1970).

machine translation design which gives a p eferred single nterpre-

tation La e ch sentence obviously does not need a filter for t he selecti n of

a capability for theone alte native from among many. What it does need i

revision of the one selected.single alternative

in the c, al makeup

anothe r etation

in case overriding conditions

of the sentence require hat it be superseded by

.-The mechanism for overriding ier
112
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determinations as to the interpretation of sentences is given by the inclusion

of a heuristic capability in the machine translation design. The initial preferred

interpretation of a sentence is given on the basis of information derived early
in the syntactic processing. This information may have to be overridden on

the basis of more powerful information obtained at later stages in processing.

Cons quently, the heuristic component must both recognize which inte pretations

may be subject to lat r revisions as well as identify the conditions on the b sis

of which any pri r interpretation is subject to sucha revision. Usually, the

original interpretation iS arriVed at on the basis of the immediate context and

m the inclusion of a broaderwhatever revisions may be ne essary arise r

usually clause-wide, context. The adv ntage of combining a single preferred

interpretation with a capability for revision based on heuristics is essentially

that in most cases the original preferred decision, precisely becau e it is

based on greater likelihood, may be allowed to stand. Thus a great deal of

the processing involVed in the use of filters can be avoided. (F r a detailed

discussion of the use of heuristics in the fulcrum approa

172-81).

BREAD-AND-BUTTER PROBLEMS

Quality of Translation'

A great deal of discussion in the machine translation literature has

been devoted to the feasibility, o ,r non-feasibility of high-quality machine- tran

lation. Much of this discussion ,has been quite unrelated to reality, because_

it has been based on an A Priori abstract conception of what constitutes high
113



quality translation. Clearl.y, the question of the quality of translation has

to be related to user need: stile greater the need, the more it is possible to

compromise with quality. This has recently been recognized even by Bar-

liel (1970). For many purposes machine translation output will be only

ca ually scanned rather than carefully read; from a great mass of documents

so perused a few m ty then be selected for later, more careful, human trans-

lation. Another factor to be considered is the speed with which machine trans-

lation can be effected, as compared to the time required to produce good

quality translation by human labor. This has, of course, been used as an

excuse for the perpetuation of operating, though operationally unviable, machine

translation systems. Nevertheless, it is one of the practical problems deserving

more careful consideration than has been affo ded them in the pa..

Input Preparation

the view of most observers the greatest practical han icap in the

use of machine translation has been the high cost of key-punching the original.

document for input into the computing system. Ole rly the only way of

rooming this handicap is by the use of automatiove c chara ter recognition.

Recent claims to the effoc t that character recognition is now feasible

for a suffici nt nu be of fonts te be practical seem t o have some validity.

Undoubtedly, this will h ve a great effect on the evaluation of th conorni

of machine translation in the future, provided the question can `-be appro. ried

with uffi ient detachment from the mistakes of ;the past.
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Staffing

This is the most complex practical problem in both machine trans-
lation research and in the maintenance and updating of the machine translation
systems of the future, if indeed such systems will ever become practical.

The reason this is such an extremely difficult problem is because
both the development and the ma ntenance of machine translati n systems
require the cooperation of personnel with two sets of qualities that are very
rarely found in the same individuals. On the one hand, work in machine
translation requires great originality, expertise, intuitive brilliance, and all
the other qualities that make for good researchers. On the other hand,
machine tr nslation research also requires extreme intellectual discipline
patien e, persistence, and willingn ss to give up one's individual original
ideas in favor of the established parameters of the system.

One of the more e- sily resolvable problems of staffing is the decision
as to whether the work of linguists and programmers should be combined in
the same persons or whether the two competencies should be kept separate.
In this author's experIence, no linguist will ever b come good en ugh
p og ram me r , and convers ly. Therefore, in order to maintain the highest
p ssible level of professional competence in the researcn staff, the t
competencies should be kept separate but should learn to work in clo e coor-
dination. This again Is an extr mely difRcult objective to achieve in practice,
although it is much talked ab ut in theory.
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Footnotes

1 This statement was not included in the published version of his lecture

(Weinr h 1966).

For a discussion of the design of the author's proposed machine- ranslation

system,. see Garvin 1968.

For a detail d discussion of the author's views of this issue, See Garvin

1966.
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The Lagic of En lish Predicate Com lement Constructions 1

Lauri Karttunen

0. INTRODUCTION. The title of my paper is an intentional
variation on the name of Peter Rosenbaum's (1965) werl-known
MIT dissertation 'The Grammar of English Predicate Complement
Constructions'. It is intended to be suggestive of a difference
in emphasis between the early work on complement constructions
by Rosenbaum and others, and the more recent studies by Paul &
Carol Kiparsky, George Lakoff, Jerry Morgan, and myself just
to mention a few. 2 It is these newer developments that I will
discuss in my report.

In the appendix to this thesis, Rosenbaum provided
classification of English verbs in terms of the complemen
structures in which the verbs may participate. His analysis
of complementation has since been challenged, and the basic
criteria for his classification have now generally been

3rejected. But of course, the general principle of classifying
verbs in terms of their syntactic properties continues to be
valid. For example, it must be stated somewhere in the lexicon
that verbs like order and force take sentential complements only
in the presence of a real noun phrase object, but believe and
realize can have complements as their objects. Or, if you
prefer another terminology, realize is a two-place and force
a three-place predicate. On the basis of such simple criteria,
one might arrive at the conclusion that the verbs listed in

divide naturally into the four groups which are indicated(A)

there.



(1)

(b)

(o)

(d) seem(S) happen(S) certain(S) odd(S)
possible(S)

order(x, y, S) force(x, y, S)
realize(x, S) believe(x, S
manage(x, S) decide(x, S) able(x, S)

For instance, on syntactic grounds there are good reasons for
regarding the verbs happen and seem as similar, since they
both take sentential subjects and undergo many of the same
syntactic transformations.

In Selecting these examples in (1) I have not been quite
as arbitrary as it first appears. It does not take long to
notice that just those verbs which here fall into the same
class on the basis of some superficial syntactic criteria
turn out to be different when the same verbs are grouped on
the basis of their semantic properties. At this point, you
might take a look at the classification in (2) , which gives
a preview of what is to come, and compare it with (1).

(2) FACTIVES: realize, odd
IMPLICATIVES: manage, happen
1F-VERBS: force, certain
ONLY-IF VERBS: able possible

Sometimes it is possible to show that there is a definite
connection between the semantic properties of a verb and certain
syntactic characteristics. For instance, it has been observed
(Kiparsky 1968) that all of the factive verbs of the type (1d)
are exceptions _to the transformation that relates a) and (3b).
Therefore, (3d) is ungrammatical.

a) It was certain that Bill was alone.
Bill was certain to be .alone

It was odd that Bill was alone.
*Bill was odd to be alone.

However, I do not believe that the validity of the p
classification crucially depends on us being able to

121 .;
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syntactic parallels for every distinction; and here I will not
try to present any. For the purpose at hand, it is sufficient
to demonstrate their semantic reality, to show that they
actually play a part in our everyday reasoning.

1. FACTIVE VERBS. The term 'factive verb' is due to a
pioneering study by Paul and Carol Kiparsky (1968).4 An

illustrative sample of these verbs is provided in (4).

(4) FACTIVE VERBS: significant resent
tragic know
relevant realize
odd bear in mind

take into account
regret make clear
ignore find out

What is common to them is that any simple assertion with a
factive predicate, such as (5a), commits the speaker to the
belief that the complement sentence, just by itself , is also

true.

(5) (a) It is odd that Bill is alone.
(b) Bill is alone.
(c) It is possible that Bill is alone.

It would be insincere for anyone to assert (Sa) if he did not
believe that (5b) is true. Intuitively, in uttering (Sa) the
speaker must take it for granted that Bill is alone; he is
making a comment about that fact The same relation holds
.between (6a) and (6b).

(a) Mary realized that
(b) Ii.was. raining.

(c) Mary-believed that.

Notice that these relations break down if -we replace
possible- and realized by relieved. (5c) and (6c) do not
carry a commitment to thc truth of the complement sentence.

With factive verbs, it does not -make a difference whether
t e main sentence is affirmative or negative. The negations
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of (5a) and (6a), which you find in (7), also obligate the
speaker to accept the complement as true.

(7) (a) It isn't odd that Bill is alone.
(b) Mary didn't realize that it was raining.

Even the illocutionary force of the main sentence is
irrelevant. The question in (8) carries along the same
commitment as (5 ) and (7a).

(8) Is it odd that Bill is alone?

These facts about negation and questions become important
later on when we have to distinguish between factive and
implicative verbs.

1.1. PRESUPPOSITION. What the above examples shoW is that a
sentence with a factive predicate indicates belief on the part
of the speaker in the truth of the complement sentence. This
relation is usually described by saying that the complement
of a factive predicate is a 'presupposition' for the sentence
as a whole. The term 'presupposition' comes from logic but
it is currently used in linguistics in a mor- general way than
the common logical definition would actually allow. In logic,

s customary to give some definition such as (9).5'

(9) P presupposes Q iff
T(P) TCQ) and

' is true

That is, P PresuPPoses
a truth value.

.just in case is true whenever P las

However, this definition in terms of 1trüth values is not
very helpful to linguists. They -tend to rely on a more or less
.

\

. .
,

intuitive notion-of presupposition, which I have tried to, ._, , , 7 i
,explicatein '(10) rather-unsticceSsfully I-must say6.

,. _ _
_



(10) P presupposes Q just in case that
if P is asserted, denied, or questioned

then the speaker ought to believe that Q.

1.2. POSSIBLE WORLDS. In his paper on presuppositions,
Jerry Morgan (1969) pointed out that there are sentences
such as the examples in (11).

(11) (a) If I had missed the train, I would have
regretted it.

(b) I dreamed that I was a German and that
nobody realized it.

The problem with these examples is that, in both cases, the
speaker apparently does not believe that the complement of
the fac ive verb is true. In (11a), the pronoun it stands
for the sentence 'that I had missed the train'. Since regret
is a factive verb, the second clause of (11a) pr supposes that
the speaker has missed the train. However, this is just what
is denied by the preceding counterfactual conditional.
According to what we just said about factive verbs, (11a)
ought to be self-contradictory. Similarly, (11b) ought t
imply that the speaker believes that he is a German, even whe
he is not dreaming. Both of these predictions are clearly
wrong. On the other hand the examples in (12), which are
very similar to those in 11) pose no problems at all.

If I had regretted that I missed the
I would not have mentioned it.

I dreamed that nobody realized that
German.

(12a) can be sincerely asserted only by someone who belieVes
that he has-:misd the-trainl in (12b),.-th-e speaker-Musi believe
that he reallY -lira: German; r= Th'6 'CrUCial':differende' bOtW6en1(11)

and (12) is that, in (12a), the sentence with a factive predicate
is the antec6dent clause- of a_counterfactual conditionaL

.construction and, .it is 'the first sentence following
-the verb dream.



Morgan concludes from examples of this sort that the
conditional if, the word dream and all similar verbs are
to be regarded as 'world-creating'predicates. A sentence
in the scope of a world-creating predicate is assumed to
be ttue, not in the actual world, but in a 'possible world'.7
A possible world receives its characterization in the usual
left-to-right order of distourse. For instance,,in (11b)
the first sentence following the verb. dream, 'I was. a German'
is understood to be a fact in the context of my dreaM world;
therefore, it can stand as a presupposition for the following
sentence, 'nobody realized that I was.-a German', which also is
in the scope of dream. Similarly, in (11a) the antecedent
clause of the conditional construction, 'I had missed the train'
defines a ppssible world in which it may then also be true that

regret that fact..

This analysis exp ains the difference between the examples
in (11) and (12). In (12b), the complement of realize has not
been established as a fact of the dream world; therefore it

ought to be a fact in the actual.world of the speaker. (12b)

can only be said by someone who believes that he is a German.
_

In (1.1b), the complement is introduced as a fact in a dream.
It does not matter if the-speaker does not believe it to be true

actual world.

I don t intend -ro.try to give-any formal account .of how
possible worlds ought to be incorporated into a theory ef
Ianguage donit think that thore_is,_at this-point.,_ much
to be said-dout it_ beyond 'the kind of sugges-tive remarks that-
I have presented. This is an area where there-is bound to be
some eaCchange-of:Tdeasbetweeli'linguists,and modal logicians,
who'have traveled in7-possible'WorldS far_ more.7,-:ext6'nSiVely than

-we have-. But neither,linguists nor philosoPhers-=have aCtually
_

been thinking about 'sentenCes like-those in clly for 'Very:Jong.



1.3. DEGREES OF FACTIVITY. Another outstanding problem is
that some of the factive verbs in (4) do not carry along the
expected presupposition in all syntactic environments. For

example, there is an unexplained difference between verbs like
regret and realize in conditional clauses. Although both verbs

are factive as far as simple assertions are concerned, if-

clauses with realize as predicate do not presuppose the truth
of the complement. Consider the difference between (13a) and
(13b).

(13) (a) If I realize later that I have not told the
truth, I will confess it to everyone.

(b) If I regret later that I have not told the
truth, I will confess it to everyone.

It is obvious that (13a), with realize in the if-clause, does
not presuppose that the speaker has not told the truth; it
merely admits that there is such a possibility. On the other
hand, one cannot utter (13b) without thereby conceding that
one has not told the truth. Another ordinarily factive verb
which loses its factivity under the same circumstances is the
verb find out.

As far as I know,
unexplored und poorly

. IMPLICATIVE VERBS The next class
is illustrated by the examples in

(14) IMPLICATIVE VERBS:

manage.
bother-
happen-

get
care-

_

fMisfortunel
have the lforesight

take. the). Opportunity-
trouble-

condescend
-

If we just look at affirrmativ,e as,seTtions implicative ,verbs
_-

are very similar to faClives,: A ,s.entence like Mie ,examples



in (15) commits the speaker to the belief that the complement
sentence is true.

(15) (a) Yesterday, Bill happened to break a window.
(b) To everyone's surprise, Sam managed to solve

the problem.

(16) -(a) Yesterday, Bill broke a window.
(b) To everyone's surprise, Sam.solved .the problem.

Asserting (15a) obligates the speaker to accept (16a) as true.
The same goes for (15b) and (16b). -But if we replace manage
with a verb like decide, the same relation does not hold any-
more. There is no such connection between. (17) and (16b).

(17) To everyone's surprise, Sam decided to SOlve-
the problem.i

However, notice that the adverbial modifiers of the main
sentence,- y_e_f_yday in (15a) and the phrase to everyone'
surprise in (15b), by implication also seem to belong to the
complement sentence. Another striking difference between
factive and implicative verbs shows up in negative assertions.
This can be observed by compa ing the examples in (18) with
those in (7). As you remember, in case of factives negation
in the main sentence has no effect on the assumed truth of
the complement. But when a sentence with an implicative
predicate is negated, it commits the speaker to the view that
the complement is false. For instance, one cannot since ely
assert (1 a ) unless-one believes (19a

(18) (a)_ Sheila didn't bother to come.
(b) Max didn't have the foresight to stay a_Way.

( 9 ) :(a) Sheila didn't-come.
(b) M6:x t

contra dictdry to S'aY:S-6methin
,



(20) *Sheila didn't bother to come, but she came
nevertheless.

Similarly, (18b) implies (19b).

2.1. IMPLICATION. In saying that (18b) implies (19b), I am

not using the term 'imply' in the sense of 'logically implies'
or 'entails'. The relation is somewhat weaker, as indicated
by the definition in (21).

(21) P implies Q iff
whenever P is asserted,
the speaker ought to believe that Q.

I believe this to be the same sense in which J. L. Austin
(1962) has used the term. It is also closely related to
B. C. Van Fraassen's (1968) notion of 'nec ssitation'. 8

Note that, for our weak sense of 'imply', the rule of inference
known as 'Modus Tollens' does not apply. It is not required in
(21) that asserting in -1,Q should, in turn, obligate the speaker
to believe that ruP. The reason why this point is worth making
is that Modus Tollens is a valid argument form for the two
other common senses of the term imply', materially implies'
and 'logically implies', which we do not want to get mixed up
with. Using the term in-the sense of (21) we can say that
(22a) implies (22b).

(a) John managed to ki

(b),. John kissed Mary-

But it would be mistaken to conclude from this, by Modus TollenS,
that the negation of (22b) implies the negation of '(22a )- in
other words, that (23a) also implies (23b)..

231 ) John didn't kiss ,Mary-
(b) 'John-didn't-manage to, _kiss Mary

,-

-_ If you' contemplate ,--forrs-_a , while--,thes',--ttia.,.-_sentences,_i,in,,

will-- soon -,realiiel that,: one can ,PerfectilY. well 'assert,-,
. --_, . -, _- .- ..

- .. -.. , , . .

,'-_-1: i thput 69mmi t t iirg,, orie e 1f ,--_'-ta ;_ tlie' , -fie f;: th-at,.: 2-3b_ -, i's: -._ _ _ -, . _

7 rg



The verb manage in (23b) carries along an extra assumption
that is not shared by (23a). It would be appropriate to
use (23b) only if John had actually made an unsuccessful
attempt to kiss Mary. Therefore, these two sentences are not
logically equivalent; the implication only holds in one
direction, from (23b) to (23a) and from (22a) to (22b)

2.2. MEANING POSTULATES. Let us now consider the problem
how these facts about implicative verbs ought to be accounted
for. One might, for example, propose that the semantic
representation of (15a) actually contains the implied
sentence, (16a) , as a subpart. If one is a generative
semanticist, one might even assume that (15a) be trans-
formationally derived from some structure that properly
includes the underlying structure of (16a). Under this
proposal, there would be no distinction between the semantic
representation of a single sentence and the set of inference
derivable from it; the two notions would be equivalent.
This is not the approach that I have chosen. Instead, I
assume that the implied sentence is not included in the
underlying representation of its antecedent but is to be
derived from it by means of meaning postulates_and general
rules of inference-

have proposed (Karttunen 170a ) that- the facts about
implicative verbs be accounted for in the following manner.
What all verbs such as manage, bother, etc. haVe in common
is that they are understood to represent some necessary and
sufficient condition which Ialone determines whether the
event described in the complement takes place. They all have
the same two meaning postulateassociatedwith%theM.
Using v'for any arbitrarx:implicative yerb,and S_for its
complement, we canrePresent.these-two-meaning:postulates
roughly as in (24).



(24) (a) v(S) 73 S 'v(S) is a sufficient condition
for S'

(b) n,v(S) : 'S tv(S) is a necessary condition
for S'

What actually constitutes this decisive condition depends
on the particular implicative verb. Ii may consist of making
a certain effort, as in bother, showing enough skill an.d
ingenuity., as in manage, or it may be a matter of chance, as
in happen. A sentence with one of these verbs as predicate
can be looked upon as a statement about whether this decisive
condition is fulfilled, and under what spatial and temporal
circumstances this is the case. From an affirmative assertion,
we can then infer that the complement is true; from a negative
assertion that the complement is false. The rule of inference
I am assuming here is, of course, the familiar Modus Ponens
which is illustrated in (25).

(25) MODUS PONENS:

For example, note that although all the sentences in (26a)
assume a different kind-of decisive condition for the truth
of the complement, they all assert that yesterday, this
condition was not fulfilled.

happen
(26) JohnYesterday, aid not manage

- both-er,-
_kiss Mary.--,_ ,_... ._ ,

See -fit

bl Yesterday, ,:,John,-did_-nqt ,kiSs Ap..ry.

Therefore
inference

(26b)_canA210-Jlex1V6d_Lin.-all
,

in-- -th-e,i_manner-riii-lustrate-d

-cases legitimate_



2.3. NEGATIVE IMPLICATIVES. Next I would like to point out
a group of verbs that are in every other respect like the
implicative verbs in (14) except that they work the opposite
way. A short list of these negative implicatives is given
in (27).

(27 ) NEGATIVE IMPL1CATIVES: forget (to)fail
neglect

decline
avoidrefrain

An affirmative assertion with one of these verbs as predicate
implies the negation of the complement. For instance, (28a)
implies (28b)

(28) (a) John avoided getting caught in the traffic.
(b) John didn't get caught in the traffic.

On the other hand, a negative assertion results in a positive
implication, jIst as we would expect on the basis of the Law
of Double Negation. Thu, (29a) implies (29b)

(29) a) John didn' t avoid getting caught in the traffic.
(b) John got caught in the traffic.

There are in principle two way_ to account for these fac s in
our analysis . One way is to say that we have a separate pair
of meaning postulates for negative implicative verbs This
set would be the pair given in (30)

ls a sufficient
for S,

,vv(S) (S) is a necessary condition
for et,S'

The other ,possibility is, to assume thatnegative -implica iv
in_-fapt conLain negation in their--underlyirig,-syntadtic
structUre_2arid..thati there_ As_ a-_proceas-- of lexical -insert-ion

that can replace, some- :ordinary,:4mplicative---yerb

preceding negation :marker -With- one, of the'-verbs in this specIal
class . For- instance,- there would be- rules such as 1 which



says that the verb fail, in one of its senses, is equivalent
to not succeed. This equivalency may then be
permission to substitute fa.il for not succeed
lying syntactic structure.

(31) fail a not succeed

One immediate advantage of such an analysis
set of meaning postulates is ne ded, namely

interpreted as
in some under-

is that only one
the-.pair in (24).

On the other hand, there is the apparent problem that,most of
the verbs in (27) do not have any implicative positive counter-
part. What, for instance, would:be the positive counterpart
of avoid?

At this time, I do not know of any decisive argument for
choosing between the two alternative analyses that are avail-
able for negative implicatives.

2.4. SPECIAL CASES. In additIon to .the verbs listed in (14)
and (27), there are of courSe many other implicative verbs,
After one becomes aware.-,.02,.their existenCe they are not ha d
to catch. There aresome that a e especially interesting .

For instance-, the words true and false, at le t in their
everyday sense, are implicative. They would, in fact be the
best example to use, if one wanted to argue that negative
implicatives are to be defined in terms of positive ones.
Nobody but a three-valued logician would refuse to accept the
word false as the equivalent of not true. Another implicative
word is the noun fact, which is not factive, as one might
expect from the name. For that reason, it may be appropriate
at this point to sound a warning and say that the verb implY,
in turn, is not implicatiVe. On .onelland, it"is'a'factiVe
verb, on the' other hand,, it may-also be' a,me-mber Of'anothel:
categorythatwe,have-not-discusSed_yet-the'lfverhS:



3. IF-VERBS AND ONLY-IF VERBS. The next two classes of verbs
also give rise to implicative relations, although in a less
perfect fashion than implicative verbs proper. What is common
to both of these types is a kind of asymmetry between negative
and affirmative sentences, so that the implication holds only
in one of them. It appears to me that these verbs are associated
with only one of the two meaning postulates in (24 ). Verbs of
one group express a sufficient condition for the truth of the
complement. For that reason - and for the sake of brevity -

I refer to them as 'if-verbs'. Verbs in the other group express--
a necessary condition; they are the 'only-if-verbs'. Later on,
I will sometimes refer to if-verbs and onl -if-verbs jointly as
'one-way implicatives' in order to distinguish them from 'two-
way implicatives' discussed above that is, from verbs which
yield an implication both in negative and in affirmative
assertions.

3.1. IF-VERBS. The set of if-verbs includes those in 32)

32) IF-VERBS:

cause m ke sure
make bring about
have see to it
force

rtain

prove

If one of these verbs appears as the main verb of an
assertion the complementis implied
consider,the. examples in -(33a).

/

forced
(33) (a) John made - -Mary to- ay home.-

caused,

mean
imply )
indicate
show

affirmative

-(b) John-
fordered
iasked
Cadvised

In all of,the a-'senterceithe''Speaker'-'is:co*itted' to '-the,

belief that Mary stayed hOme- would not_be,hon-est,-to,asSert



any of the sentences in (33a) if one thought otherwise This

fact distinguishes the verbs in (33a) from such syntactically
very similar verbs as those in (33b). It is clear that none
of the sentences in (33b) has a definite implication one way
or the other.

On the other hand, in negative assertions, the difference
between if-verbs and those in (33b) disappears entirely. In

(34), force and order are just alike; both are equally non-
committal with respect to the complement sentence.

(34) (a) John did not force Mary to stay home.
(b) John did not order Mary to stay home.

and she didn't.
Cc) but she stayed home anyway.).

As you can easily observe, (34c) is an acceptable continuation
for both of the preceding sentences This fact indicates that
although the verb force expresses a sufficient condition for
the truth of the complement sentence, it does not express a
necessary condition. We can only assign to it the first of the
two meaning postulates

(24a)

namely

v(S) S (S) is a- sufficient_ ondition for-

Thus far I have only di cussed ifverbs which take
infinitive complements. But in general Ithere appears to be no
connection between the semantic properties of a verb and the
syntactic type of complement clause it takes. Just as there
are factive verbs with infinitive_complèthents,:such _as wise --
and proud-,' there.are_-also--lf-verb*--whith'takel-that'-cOmplements;.

s

_for
__-__

ye s-reaTly -_are ,-if,7-verb'S ancL- not- factiVes_ canTbe_--shownby_pointi--pg,
_-

_ - _ .

out _,:thatLf55 - canaskedfe-liqi-t-oUsly--, Somelonewhodoes,not.
,,.._

example, bring dbout; see 'to it, ,and make-sure. That these

:know,L,whether Mark :-CM.-nfed



Furthermore, an affirmative answer commits you to 'the claiM
that Mary actually got what she wanted; a negative answer is
nontcommittal in thisrespect.

It is int re ting to notice that all the clear if-verbs
seem to be in some intuitive sense, causative verbs. It
would be very interesting to find some clear cases of non-
causative if-verbs, but all the likely candidateS that I have
come across appear to involve some additional complications.
For example, consider the word certain. There is no doubt
that certain is an if-verb in constructions like (36a).

It is certain that Sheila left with Max.
(b) Bill is certain that Sheila left with Max.

Surely, it would be dishonest to say (36a) if you did not
believe that Sheila left with Max. But it is also clear that
certain is not an if-verb in (36b). It seems likely that
in addition to the complement clause, the verb certain
always involves another underlying noun phrase, in Fillmore's

11terms, an 'experiencer '. This noun phrase may remain
unexpressed if it is identical with the speaker, as in (36a
The verb certain does not count as an if-verb unless the
experiencer and,the Tspea1cerare the same person.

Thea same problem show§ up in verbs like mean and imply,_

as you can observe from the examples in 37).

(37) That the, grassis wet implies that



complement is concerned, they are factive.. (37a) and (37b)
both presuppose that the grass is wet. Because of these
complications, it is 4ot clear whether these verbs should_really
be regarded as if-verbs at all.

Another interesting case is the verb prove. Unlike the verbs
just mentioned, prove meets the criteria for if-verbs no matter
who the 'experiencer is. All of the exampl s in (38) imply
the truth of the complement.

(38) (a) Bill proved to me that Max was a liar .

(b) Bill proved to Sally that Max was a liar.
(c) That there is no money in the bag proves that

Max is

On the other hand; the esp_onding.,..negative assertions are

non-committal.

(39) That there is no money in the bag doesn t prove
that Max is a liar p rhaps -he is perhaps

he isn'_t.

As far as these datd are.-Concerned, there is no r ason not to
consider prove as an if-verb.

However, it is also possible to account for just the same
facts by a mbtb Complex analysis- of prove-. Let us assume that
prove is ass'ociated with' the meaning postulate in (40 in

which the consequent consists' of a edusatiVe sentenee with a

factive compleMent.
-

(40)Tprovepc,, cause(x know(y,
_.---_--

-The fact that-all_the-exanIples---An (38 ) -iMply_,Z,theircotplement_
, , ---

c-an7.-now-be-explained,b -,the-combined:effect-of Cause--and knOw.
-7_ - _ - - _,-- - -

-.Or',4 XaMiSie given thejth eanii.igi--bst'uldte',in-i (46yr,i-_,(38bIimiSlies
..

,

t_-, - r -.-'',--

41 1.14:ch, in-rtUr'n'-im _-_e :Iatter-- .96'i:fence has- a

'e-dPC-dte P
--

-re-SUPtitiS'eS-: -1:0-Which--,i-Sj-the=,

erelic



(41) (a) Bill caused Sally to know that Max was a liar.
(b) Sally knew that Max was a liar.
(c) Max was a liar.

On the other hand, the fact that (39) is non-committal
with respect to (41c) is explained by the fact that since
cause yields no implication in a negative assertion one
cannot infer from (39) either that I know Max to be a liar or
that I don't know that he is.

The same type of analysis can also be applied to verbs
like indicate, show, etc. Assuming that such verbs are analyzed
roughly as in (42) , we can explain some of the puzzling facts
mentioned earlier.

(42) indicate (x, (y,

For example , we have an explanation for the fact that only the
first of the following two examples commits the speaker to the
complement sentence .

(43) there is no money in
o me that Max is a lia
hink that he is .)

That there is no money in the b g indicates
to Sally that Max -is a liar (But I don
think that he is . )-

The fact that , in (43) , the identity of the experiencer
determines whether or not",the- implication hol.ds can be attrib-.

uted to ;the fact that the complement of ..--cause in '(42) contains
'a non:- fact_ive ye_rb or this. ,re as on (-43b) only implies -.thzat:
Sally beIieVes Max to be a liar, it -.12s, non,r-committal_as,-far:as.,
the speaker is =rconcerned

3-.11.- NEGATIVE IF-VERBS. There- is- also a class o
rf -verbs , which,: includes the verbs listed in A-



(44) NEGATIVE IF-VERBS: prevent
dissuade
keep (from)

discourage

Like their positive class ates,-negative if-verbs carry along
a commitment with regard to the. complement_in -affirmative
assertions. The difference- is -.that the. complement -is implied

to.be false.. For. example, (45a) -definitely-implies that Mary
-did not-leave,

(45) (a) John preven ed Mary from leaving.
(D) .*but she left anyway.

On the other hand, a negative assertio such as (46a) is non-
committal. It is compatible with either one of the two
continuations in (46b) It Ts this fact which distinguishes
prevent from avoid and other such two-way implicatives listed
in (27). They are committal even in negative assertions.

(46)

. Negative if-verbs .bring up the same pyoblem as negative
implicatives . In principle, there.. are_three: ways to account
for their negative prOperties One . way s to ipostulate_ for,

. _

them the first of the two meaning rules in (30) :

C30a -v(S)- v(S) is a sufficient conditi n
for rt,S

The other possibility is by way of lexical insertion rules
that ,replace some _pieCe:,of underlying, syntactic' structure

including a negation, marker by-one of- the _verbs in.'(44) .

This al-terna-tive- hasT-Weei1,--prib-pbsed by Gebrg6 -Lakoff (1969)-

It- iS_ eaSy -to- -see for instance-,-.-that=,--we teuld"account Tor-71-

the-negative implication:of- discOurage by, defining it aS. in

(47a- _



On the other hand, it is a little harder to see what the under-
lying structure of keep might be. (47b) is an educated guess
Of course, it remains to be shown that the logical properties
of keep really correspond to those Of the complex predicate
cause not to be able. That this is really the case Will
hopefully become clear later on when we discuss the semantics
of be able and other 'only-if-verbs'.

The third possible way to account for negative if-verbs
is the same that was already suggested in connection with
prove and indicate: setting up new meaning postulates.
Obviously, these meaning postulates would be similar to Lakoff's
lexical insertion rules. HInstead. Of having arule
the structure cause not to be.able with the single-lexical item_

keep, _ne would Set up a meaning, postulate such as, (47b*), which
allows one :to derive the former .from the latter as a logical

for replacing

inference.

keep (x, y S) cause

It is doubtful whether there is any c nclusive argument

g.,able(y, S))

choosing between the last two alterna 'yes. However, note
that (47b*) makes a weaker claim than its predecessor. Unlike
a Lakoff-type insertion rule, it is not open to objectitms which
are based on the claim that the transformationally inserted
lexical item is not really synonymous with its supposed
paraphrase.

Instead of trying to settle the issue here, I will simply
assume that negative if=verbs---arP i-assOcaated-_withl-.the..i:mean'ing

postulate_ (3-0a) ,, which is also shared-by,' avoid ,-and -other
_

similar two-Iway:-_implicativesr.

_3.12. --_,OTHER

_-f Toth 'sUppo,rt
-to the so-called tcausative _ahAlYsi's
break. JaMes
such ,verbs--shOuld--,,no

-like -ki1,1 -and`-- ---4-=;--4----,7-,,--',-
c,Oawl-- 966 ',-ari thre,:proP5s-e'th'tha-,,--10-

ex ehis"--.;---1
_

-Underlyingf-syntactic-'-xe
,

OU



inserted transformationally by a rule that replaces a subtree
in which cause .5 the topmost predicate. According to this

view, the underlying structure of kill is roughly as in (48)

(48) kill E Ca-12Se to become not alive
Since cause is an if-verb, It follows from this analysis that
kill should also belong to this semantic category. As the

following example shows, this prediction seems to be in agree-
ment with out intuitive judgements. An affirmative assertion
with kill as predicate implies that the person referred to by

the object NP dies (i.e 'becomes not alive' ) Thus (49a)

implies (49b).
(49) (a) John killed Harry.

(b) Harxy died.
John didn't kill- Harry.

A negative assertion, such as (49c) is non-committal in
respect. (49c) is compatiblo with the belief that Harry is
still alive or with the belief that Harry is dead but somebody
else killed him. The causative analysis of kill, with no
further assumptions, correctly explains the semantic relations
betWeen the three sentences in (49) . Again, if it should become

. .

impossible to maintain.the view that kill is introduced.trans---- .

formationally ,_ there will haye to -be a corresponding _meaning

postulate ,_ such_ as (48?:)

(48*) kill (x y) caus beco e (alive (y)))
_

-

3-2. PNLY IF-VERBS'. ,The_- secndmaj or, group_ of -on.e-way
,imPlicatives,_ that.' .deserv,es,:our attention are the only-i
verbs- of which ,a sample is given in (50

(So) 'ONLY4IF7VERBS,.---
7



the examples in (51).

(51) (a) Sebastian did not have
leave the country.

(b) Sebastian was not able

(e) ...*but he left anyway.

an oppor

to leave

In (51) and (S1b), the speaker is committed to

unity to

the -country.-

the view that
Sebastian Aid not leave. It woUld be contradictory to continu-e-
either sentence with (51c). This fact indicates that the
in (50) express a necessary cendition for the truth of th

"-complement.- That is, they are associa ed with the second
meaning postulate in (24) namely

(24b) v(S) v(S) is a neCessary condition for

Given this meaning postulate, we can infer from a negative
assertion like (51a) and (51b) that the complement is implied
o be false.

In the corresponding affirmative assertions however, there
is no definite implication one way or the other. The two examples

verbs

in (52) are both compatible with the continuation in (46c)

(52) (a) Sebastian had an opPertunity to leave the country.
(b) Sebastian was able to leave the country.

but he chose not to do so

Therefore, the verbs in- -are 'net. -tWo-WAY impl-icatives;
they do not express a sufficient condition for the truth
the complement.

perhaPs Worth pointing 'mit- that there-are at _least_

three semanti_cally differentgroups of- predicates thatall_

appear in Alle_ same surface c6nst-ruc_tion , have the -t(to)
:Some_ of lthemli are- full_ two-way iMplicatives -,iike-=,h-aVe the '-fOre-,

sight'ila have-the -misfortune- ich we- encounte-rpdin
_

,
_

-:those -in (50) are-_ only-one iinplicatives Thethiri
coiisiSts---; of =prediCieS- which-:! do anyin
at all with reSpeCt, to th-e coinplement,senten-ce-.

them is ,given- in -(53) .



(53)

have (the)
.1right
authority
permission
orders

It is easy to see that a negative assertion with any of these
verbs as predicate is non-committa.I. Unlike the sAmilar
examples in (51), (54) leaves open the possibility that
Sebastian may have left anyway.

CS_It Sebastian did not hava a permission to lea- e
the cOuntry'.

3.21 . NEGATIVE ONLY- IF-VERBS . Since there are both negative
two-way implicatives and negative if-verbs, one expects to
find some negative only-if-verbs as well. A verb of this
sort would be like be able and other positive only-if-verbs
in the respect that it would -yield a definite implication only
in negative assertions. However, the implication must be of
the opposite kind, that is, -a positive. implication. -I qese

verbs would be aSsociated with the- second meaning postulate
in (30) namely

(S)

On the othe
as predicate

'v(S) is a no essa
-for SI

hand, affirmative asser
should be non-committal

y condition

The class of verbs which have the desired properties
appears very small. The only verb I know of which certainly
is a negat:ive onlyif-verbis the wor 12'd heSitate.
the following

COnsider

(55 ) (a) Bill did no hesitate -Co call hiin
.(-13)Bi 11:- calaed hilii: -::iiar-.r--- -- _ , - ,

Who ver asserts;-- 55-a ceinMitS2t-himselfto_ .

the-c corresponaing,affl-rmdtiVe,aSSertion
committal It'

conti_nuations3:n C56b

However

the VW-6



(56) (a) Bill hesitated to call him a liar.
Therefore, he didn't say anything.
but his conscience forced him to do so.3

{
(b)

That is, hesitate is not a two-way implicative like avoid.

There is no obvious reason why hesitate should be the
only verb of itS kind, but thus far I have not found any
other negative only7if7verbs.

Note that hesitate and prevent, which is a negative if-
verb, both share one of the two meaning postulates in (30),
which jointly account for the semantics of two-way implicatives
such as avoid These three verbs stand in the same relation to
each other as their corresponding positive counterparts be able
cause, and manage, which share the meaning postulates in (24).
As we mentioned above, it may be possible to eliminate the
class of negative if-verbs, such as prevent, with the help
of their positive classmates by regarding them as replacements
for structures like cause not to be able. If thi.s method were
applicable to all negative implicatives, there would be no need
for the second pair of meaning postulates in (30). How ver it
is doubtful whether verbs like avoid and hesitate caii be
lexically decoMposed in a similar manner. Therefore, I
assume for the time being that the two sets of meaning
postulates, (24) and (30

4. APPLICATIONS. I have now introduced six categories of
implicative verbs:- two types of two-way implicatives and four
types of one-way implicatives. Most of the'eXamples thus_far
have been very simple sentences with no-more than ,one leVel
of embedding. It is now time to 'look- at some more complicated
cases, in 'which verbs_of differenttypes-altern'ate-_with negation,
in_the same compaex sentence jie:should_check that. the___

-semantic relationS pre'dicte'd_bY, Our analysis continue to-agree
withur intuitive judgements Considerfiist -th6eXaMple in

e



(57) (a) Bill saw to it that the dog did not have
an opportunity to run away.

(b) The dog did not have an opportuni y
run away.

(c) The dog did not run away.

Since (57a) is an affirmative assertion and has an if-verb
as predicate, it implies (57b). This is a nega ive sentence

, with an only-if-predicate; therefore, it implies the negation
of its own complement, which is (57c). Thus there is a chain
oimplications fTom (57a) to (57c). Since the notion
'implies' obviously is a transitive relation, (57a) should imply
that the dog did not run away. Now, look at another config-
uration of the same verbs in (58

(58) a) Bill had an opportunity
the dog did no run a ay.

Bill saw to it that the dog
The dog did not run away.

did not run-away.

Since have an opportunity is an only -if-predi e although
(58a) is an ,affirmative,assertion. it,does not imply the truth

of its complement sentence, which is (58b)- If (58b) were
itself.implied to.be true, it woul(Lin_turn
But-since (58b)- is not implled_br (58a),_there iSno .chain_
of implications that would link (58a) with its lowest embedded
sentence. Therefore, (58a) should not commit the speaker to
any view whatever about,the dog. It seems clear that the .

predicted_semantic relations in these and other similar
cases turn oUt-to match olir intuitive judgements:

Incidentaly, pote,that-theexample in 59 arries

along the,same implicatipn as-q 5,7a

_
59. --John-,',preVen-ted'- the

_

Note also that - the -negations
_

, equally_ non-committa1 iw-ith=, r

rbiii-rUnning aiva
_

and, -(59 ) _=,are

o'rthe- _theco



Negative if-verbs, such as prevent, are in this respect equivalent
to the configuration: if-verb ... negation ... only-if-verb. It

is this fact which makes it possible to propose that they be
introduced by a transformation.

As a final example, consider the-sentence.i- (60).

(60) Bill did not have the foresight not to force
Mary to prevent Sheila from having an
opportunity to try that new detergent

The question is whether (60) is non-committal with respect to t e
truth of its lowest embedded clause or whether one is justified
in inferring from it that Sheila either tried or did not try the
new detergent. Although most people at first do not fael sure
one way or the other, it does not take long to discover that
(60) must mean that she did not try it We can show this
formally in the following way. Let us represent (60) schematically
as (61).13

.(61) -1,V1

Where have the foresight

[two-way implicative]

force [ f-verb]

prevent [negative -verb]
V = have an opportunity
S = Sheila-triedthat new detergent.

[only-if-verb]

Assuming that tab verbs, in question have the seMan'tid.propertie
:that we have'assiglièd to tilem, if Caii-be showlittEaf(6I) :yields

the desired -inference. :-.,In-the ,following, the mumberTon:the-right-
of eaCh line refers--tothei-rMeanin-gpos,tiliate-thatwasused.-in,-

deriving that line:frOm'the-p-ra-C'e'dini-:One

(62



(e) ( S ) 30a)

(f) S (24b)

The last line of (62) indicat s that according to the proposed
analysis,

(63)

(60) implies (63)

Sheila did not try that new dete gent.

The pr sent example may well be too complicated for some
speakers to understand. However, it seems that, as far as people
have any intuitions at all about its meaning, their judgements
support the proposed analysis.

5. INVITED INFERENCES. There are certain important facts that
have not yet been accounted for. Consider the example in 64a).

(64) (a) John's wooden leg didn't keep him from
dancing with Mary.

(b) John danced with Mary.
If one reads (64a) in isolation without thinking too much about

_it, one is very likely to get the impression that John danced
with Mary, in spite of his -wooden-leg. However, a more careful
analysis of (64a) shows -immediately that this sentence does not
imply(64b) AS- a nekatiVe if-verb, keep Cfroni) shb-uld yield
an inference--only-in-affirmative--asserti-ons-.- --Since-- 6-4a -is

a- negative-assér-tion; _ lt shOuld, be: itori.-coMmittal,as- far -as (6415) -_-_-
--

is _tencerned-. _ prédiCtion,_ as---shoWn
by the_fact -that ,(64a ) can, without any contradiction,_ bp embedded
into a Context, where-it is made 'clear that-John did 'not, dance 'with
Nary-. _ exp.ande_d,. 6

danCing
nsb'and--



(66

(b)

Bill did not force Mary to change her mind.
Mary did not change her mind.

However, it seems that there i a-temptation to con lude
(6.612) from (66a) if no furth r information is giVen.

The same phenomenon shows up with only- f-verbs If there
iS no particular- reason to believe otherwise, most people will
take (67a) to mean that John in fact left early..

(67) (a) John was able to leave early.
(b) John left early.

Again (67a) should be non-committal. Since be able is class-
ified as an only-if-verb, it yields an implication only in a
negative assertion. Why should it be that, although (67a)
does not logically imply (67b), it nevertheless strongly
suggests that (67b) is true? Here, as in the two preceding
examples, a one-way implicative predicate invites one to draw
a conclusion which would logically follow only from a two-way
implicative verb. That is, in concluding (67b) from (67a) one
interprets be able as if it were a verb like mana:ge.

It is very likely that this problem is another manifestation
of a principle which Michael Geis and Arnold Zwicky (1970) have
diseUssed-in connection with Conditional sentence-s. As Geis and

-Zwicky-point-out, there-is-a natural tendency-in:th-e-Jiuman mind
to perfect conditionals tq bicOnditionals. 'Students in an
elementary logic course often propose,that eXamples such as
(68) are to be ,formalized as-biconditionals rather than,
conditionals. -

J

(68)- 7,-rf-,-,ydia*MOW,-t he_,lawn_,: I ',II- gi-ii_e-2-yon'EIV-e- -doIlars.:,
, -- .

--'- -'-Tiflis, most' peOple feeli-that the*PPropriate 16ga-cal-form-Of
-statementlike-

_
is-the-OnjUct'ibn 69,a. and (6-9b



it is clear that in a great majority of cases where a conditional
like (68) is uttered, the corresponding statement of the form
(69b) is also tacitly assamed
suggests rather strongly that
I won't pay you five dollars.
stating a condition which was
the truth of the consequent?

. In natural language, (68)
if you don't mow the lawn
What would be the point in

not a necess-ary condition for
According to the principle

proposed by Geis and Zwicky., any asSertionof the form -.(69a)

suggests, or "invites the:inference",- that :the correspcinding
Statement -of the form .(69b) is also true.. JKowever,-.this is only
an "invited inference" and'the Speaker may indiCate that it does
not hold wi hout therebycentradicting himself. This is the case
in 70).

(70 ) If y u mow my lawn, I'll give you five dollars, but
I'll give you five dollars even if you.don't.

The only thing that is odd about .(70) --is- that it makes one
wonder why anyone would bother to set a condition which is
not a necessary one. (70) may be pointless but it is not
contradictory

Similarly, we can say that, although an if-verb, such as

force in the example (66a), strictly speaking is associated
only with the meaning postulate (24a) v(S) : S, it also
"invites" the corresponding negative meaning postulate '(24b)

This explains why (66a) suggests (66b) , 'although
it does not actually imply (66b). On the otherliand, an only-if-
verb like be able, which is associated with the meaning poStulate'
(24b) -uv(S):, 4,S, "invites" (24a) v(S)=, S. This is the reason-
for the tempation to conclude (67b) from (67a):. Something like
the Geis-Zwicky principle is clearly involved in the general
tendency to understand one-way implicatives as full_twe-Way
implicatives; unless the contekt makes it necessary to interpret
them more strictly.



6. SUMMARY. The following chart is a review of the semantic
classes of verbs which have been discussed in this paper. The
chart indicates under what circumstances a main sentence implies
the complement or its negation in each of the seven categories.
The 14-T Sign is used when a sentence is to be regarded as true;
'-' is a symbol for a false sentence. The 41-' sign means that
a sentence may either be regarded as true or regarded as false.
The variable ' may take either + Or aS itS value. It is
used to indicate that the complement has the Same truth value as
the main sentence. A complement which has the opposite truth
value with respect to the main sentence is marked with '-u'.

CLASS ,MAIN-
SENTENCE

EXAMPLE

Factive
Implicative
Negative Implicative
If-Verb
Negative If-Verb
Only-If-Verb
Negative Onl f-Verb

regret
manage
avoid
cause
prevent
be able
hesitate

Prom'the first column of features.-one can see Under what
conditions the main .sentence carries along a'.commitment.with
respect to the truth of falsity of its complement. For
example, it shows that a sentence:with a_fiegative if-verb
as predicate ,just in case it is to be regarded as true. The
second feature column indicates what is implied. In-the case
of negative ,if7-verb the complement is implied to be false.
On the other 'hand, sentences with an RElyiTif-Verb` as predieate,

_tarry al6rig an impliCation-with respect to the-complement Only'
5 -,

if they-are tbv,b'e regarde-d'aS_ false. -Full two-way implicatives,
, _

such;as manage,and avoid,::.Yield'an'impliCation both in affirm-
ative and_negative ASsertiens, and,,the-.fmplication



ative or negative depending on the main sentence and the type
of the verb.

Finally, the next chart gives a sample verb from each
category of implicative verbs and the meaning postulate(s)
it is associated with.

(72)

(24

(30

V(S)-.= S -cause

niV(S) be able
Manage

v CS fx,S p event

S S hesi ate
avoid

It is evident that logical relations between main
sentences and their complements are of great significance
in any system of automatic data processing that depends on
natural language. For this reason, the systematic study of
such relations, pf which this paper is am example, will
certainly have a great practical value in addition to what
it may contribute to the theory-of the semantics Of natural
languages. It also seems to be the ca e,that logical
relations are also involved in a number of problems that
have sometimes been regarded as purely syntactic. Two
well-known examples of such phenomena are the constraints
on coreference (Karttunen 1969) and the problem of polarity-
sensitive lexical items (Baker 1970)



FOOTNOTES

1This report is an extended version of a paper that
originally written under the auspices of the 1970 MSSB
Advanced Research Seminar in Mathematical Linguistics and
presented at the Annual Meeting of the Association for
Computational Linguistics, July 23, 1970, in Columbus, Ohio.

2
-The following are some of the relevant papers:

Karttunen 1970a and 1970b, Kip rsky 1968, LakOff 1969 and
1970, Morgan 1969 .

3
A summary of various arguments against Rosenbaum is

presented in the Final Report of the UCLA Syntax Project
(UFSP Vol. II).

4 In their paper, the Kiparskys distinguished between
'semantically factive' and 'syntactically factive' The
reason for this distinction was that a few words, e.g. know
and realize, which would otherwise qualify failed to meet -Some
of the syntactic criteria the authors had established for
factivity. I will use the term 'factive' as equivalent
to their 'semantically factive' . Also, I do not see any
reason to assume, as they did, that surface complements of
factive verbs are commanded by the noun fact in the deep
structure.

This particular definition is due to Van Fraassen 1968.
6
Currently, there are at least three different locutions

in use; sometimes they can all be found in the same 'article:
[in uttering the sentence 'the speaker
presupposes _that
'the verb X presupposes that.
'the sentence X presUpposes _that

Actually, (i) and (ii) _seem to_ be: some, sort of shorthand
formulas for 'longer jx-Pressions_ that 'InvolVe_, (fii) -For
example, (ii) is generally ,intenUed to mean- something like
'any sentence with _the verb X -as _preditate' presilp-poSTeS_-that
It need not be the case thatthere -really:-a .gennine: cc:infusion
in the mind of the_,usersabout -whether--'presupposition -is an
act by ,the speaker-, a-_rerationbeiwe-en- ,a'verbl arid: its :coMplement,
or a relationtbetween. two;-gropeSktions.- -Howevertlie andi-Scrint--
inate_ usage is- breeduchconfus4on.inthe:in
minds of others. _

7The -nation of possible world' is
_ 4,

logicians- e.g see,'Hintlkka -196.7=.-
,

be'irowed rfrom- modal
_



8Van Fraassen 1968 gives the following definition for
'necessitation':

P necessitates Q if and only if, whenever P is
true, Q is also true.

ThIs relation has also been called 'semantic entailment'.
9These are equivalent concepts for some writers. For

example, Irene Bellert (1969) explicitly defines the semantic
representation of an utterance as the- set of consequences which
can be derived from it.

10 The notion of 'meaning postulate' comes from Rudolf
Carnap (1947). As he uses the term, a meaning postulate is a
sentence of a formalized language which expresses a relation
that holds between some primitive predicates of that language.
For example, if the analyticity of the English sentence "If
Sheila is a spinster, then she is not married" is to be preser ed
in translating it into a formal language, the language has to
include the statement

x) spinster(x) => married(x
as a meaning postulate.

In our case, we need meaning postulates to ,aCcount for
. _

logical relations between main sentences and their complements.
11
Verbs of this kind were discussed by Charles Fillmore in

his lectures at the 1970 Linguistic Institute. The 'Experiencer'
case together with another new case, 'Goal' , have replaced what
Fillmore used to call the 'Dative' case in earlier presentations
of his case theory.

The verb be afraid comes close to being a negative only-
-verb. Although one can argue that-

(i) The princess wusn ' t afraid to kiss the frog .

does not actually imply that she kissed him, the suggestion tha
she did is quite strong unless something is 'S-aid to indicate
otherwise.

Another possible candidate is help- in the c6nstruction
can't help ...ing. If ilrlp we-re a ne'gative -only--ifverb, ,(ii
should-imply -(fi) and iv) -oughtJ to non-committal.

i) ,The-, frog coaldnJt help-feeling happy.
, , _ _

iii) , The -,frog fe_lt, haPpy.
(iv) ,-*The -frog 'helpecl'feeling happr.--.

Indeed, i impli4-;-(iii; )' Buthelp could -also-be-a two-way'
implicative-like 'avoid, yin which,, case_ i -dught tb imply that
the frdg dichirt feel 'happy-:' . 'Since-

,---
ungrammatical-

,
'-it is

-'--7hard- to-,-decidel- one- way --CO r;-,-the-ather ;
,,

For -the sake of sinil1 CitY,;- I reat al theerbs in-
'if, they _were one-place predicates . r-throukhoUtthispap,rer

_ , _ _



also ignore the problem how the correct tense is assigned to
implied sentences.

14This observation may also explain the alternation between
and and but in certain cases. For example, consider the example
T46a) wiTHits two alternative continuations. Since prevent is
a negative if-verb, (46a) suggests, but does not imply, that Mary
left. We get but instead of and as the conjunctive particle if
the conjoined sentence cancelThe suggested inference.
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THE FEASIBILITY OF HIGH QUALITY MACHINE TRANSLATION

John Lyons

This brief memorandum is intended as a contribution to
the project entitled "Theoretical Study Effort of High Quality
Translation" being conducted at the Linguistics Research Center
CLRC) under Contract F30602-70-C-0129. It is a simple testate-

,

ment of views expressed during formal and informal discussions
in which I have taken part at LRC in September and October 1970.

The aim of the project is to evaluate the developments
that have taken place in linguistics and computer science in
the last five or six years in relation to the feasibility of
fully automatic high quality translation (FAHQT). Not having
any specialist knowledge of computer hardware or software,
will confine myself to the linguistic aspects of the problem; A

I would, however, point out that the doubts expressed such
scholars as Bar-Hillel about the feasibility-of FAHQT in the
early part of the 1960's had very little to do with the speed_
of operation and capaCity of computers that were airallable at
the time. Their, critical: attitude: fOwards the _leaSibility of
FAHQT Was: deterMined fat to-re- by -thei-i-in'CreaSed aPireckatien

of the theoretical complexity (and perhapS ultimate impossibll-
_ _ _

ity) ,of specifying- aigorithmi-c,Procedures. -fot Syntactic- analYSis
and for the- resblution- of ances made_ _ _

- .



in computer capabilities over the last decade would not
therefore seem to-be Very relevant to an appraisal of: the
validity of their statements -in the light of present knowledge
(Advances in_ computer capabilities_ may of course be relevant
to the pursuit of some less aimbitious system of MT -to which
I refer below.)

Let me begin by making the obvious point tha "feasibility'
presupposes "possibility." Is FAHQT even possble7 This
question cannot be answered without first deciding what "high
quality" means in this context. Not even the most competent
human translators can be relied upon to produce a "perfect"
translation of any text submitted to them. Moreover, it is
arguable that in certain styles or certain subjects of
discourse "perfect" translation is impossible in principle.
A fortiori, it is not feasible. The point I have just made
would be accepted by some linguists and rejected by others;
and I. am conscious of the fact that my attitude is- here in
conflict with that of many semanticists, whose work over
the last few years has been inspired _by their commitment
to the poss,ibility of describing the semantic structure of
all- languageS, in -termsf a Aet:p-f univerSal_ semantic

_
i'features' c_ concepts

_

that , at _the _present.: tiMe the predispositions of certain,
-

scholars- in- ,favour of universal_semantics _are methodological

or philosophical in -cliaraCter, _ and--,Cannot- yet- be justified
-

by_-- any convincing appeal toempirical evidence The fact
thatmanyinflueii-tiad linguists have adopted the "inliversalist

_

-rocerit'-yeai-as irierevan't-*to-oUr-

_reappraiSal
_ _



which a translation is intended. I would endorse his pragmatic
attitude to this question; and I would make two further comments
in the same pragmatic spirit. One kind of "quality" (in a
translation system, rather than in a translation) might relate
to the range, in style and content, of the material for which
the system is designed. It would be my assumption that any
MT system that is really intended to be at all viable will
deliberately rest ict the range of the input that it will
accept. It may be impossible to specify any lexical item
or any particular sense of a lexical item) or any construction

such that one can be certain it will never occur in "scientific
English" (or whatever the source- language is
restriction of style and content iS eSsential.

A second kind of "quality" might relate to the incidence
of failures to translate or of mistranslations . The difficulty
of foreseeing all possible cases of 'this kind and of programming
for the recognition of contextual cues to the resolution of
ambiguity (granted that the text will always contain determin-
able cues) was one of the principal difficulties referred to

Dy-Bal-Hillel and -other critics -of FAHQT in the early- 1960'
None of the recent- work in syntax and semantics would lead me
to believe that= the -prosjects- fdr' FAHQT have- in this-respect
improved. At the present time, it would seem to be impossible
to design an MT system that TS absolutely "fail-safe"; and it

_

may very well be the case that this goal Will nevef be achieved.
Just how serious a problem 'this is in 'practice Can hardly be
decided on theoreti61 grounds . It -may be that:texts _Of the

_kind that are- to be -tranSlatgd by the system can be "assume-d- to-"-
coritain7indt--morethan- a-it-Olerable-_nUMber f_fphfas-es7-drid--

tericesi:. that -are-baUndlito.
_ _ _

_
serious _wrongly- translated; I _have no opinion, on , this queStion.



Neither of the two points. I have just made is of
course original. I am concerned merel)i to reaffirm their
continued validity.

Let me now turn to the more specific questions raised
by the present "feasibility" study. Much of the earlier work
in the field of MT was based on a totally inadequate concep-
tion of grammar. Considerable advances in syntax have
undoubtedly been made over the last decade. It is therefore
reasonable to enquire whether the models of syntax that have
been proposed recently provide any surer basis for MT than
did the earlier, now obsolete, models. In one sense, the
answer to this question must be positive. By this statement
I do not intend to imply that there is now some possibility
of an algorithmic determination of the syntactic structure
of input sentences, although there appeared to be no such
possibility before.I do not believe that the situation has
changed very much in this respect. What I mean is simply
that linguists designing computational procedures for syntactic
analysis now have a better idea of the range of phenomena that
they need to take account of than they had_a decade or so ago
Much of the current work in syntax however would seem to be
irrelevant to the_ problems confronting MT-workers. For
example, it is difficult to see'how a decision for or against
the "lexical ist". position could have,. any impliCations -for the
design of anr_MT-system.. Nor.is it obvious, in general, that
mb_del of graMmar that has been proposed by' llnguists-witheut

reference to -the problems of- translation.-andthe practicalities
of coMpUtation'should be the best-.model_for MT._ We are, in-any
case, us fur, from agreement about the formalization of grammar

_ as we ever were , and we :may: even- be further.
_

One of the-more striking developments in linguistics in
the last-few years has-:been the increase& attention given-to
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semantics and, more particularly, to the integration of
semantics with syntax. Once again, it must be asserted,
on any objective assessment of the current state of semantic
theory, that such progress as has been made in this field
seems to be almost totally irrelevant to the practical
problems of MT. I have already alluded to the question of
universal semantic "features" ( nd my own scepticism on this
score) This is but one of the many points of controversy
among semanticists at the present time. Others have-to do
with the degree to which the non-occurrence or abnormality
of certain combinations of lexical items is a function of
the meaning of those lexical items and the degree to which
it depends upon the belief-systems of spc,,akers of the
language. In the case of both of these questi ns (and of
a number of others that are currently being discussed),
decisions we might come to independently of computational
considerations seem to me to carry no implications at all
for the design of a working MT system. It might well be
that "real world" information relevant to the resolution of
certain foreseeable ambiguities in the source language would
be -more cenveniently coded-_in thelexicon inan MT system.

so, that is a sufficient justification of the-procedure.
Whether the semanticist would_agree. that "real_ world."
information is rightly regarded as Tart of the meaning bf lexi al
items on theor tical grounds is in this context, of no
consequence.

To summarize. If by FAHQT we mean a 'fa 1-safe"
system which accepts for translation texts varying widely
in content and style then there is no reason for us to be
any more optimistic about the feasibility, or indeed
possibility, of this than such critics as Bar-Hillel we
some years ago. I would _not exclude the possibility of
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constructing a practical system for translating scientific
texts from one language to another to some lower, but perhaps
tolerable, degree of accuracy. Whether the construction of
such a system is feasible or not, I cannot say. But if it
is feasible, my feeling is that it will neither contribute
very directly to, nor depend very directly upon, advances
in linguistic theory.
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Fhiloso f Lanua e and the Feasibilit of MT: A Position Pa e

If this contribution to the project is to be considered a kind of

crucial insight to be provided by the present author representing philo-

sophy to the question of the feasibility of machine translation, it will,

I fear, be a disappointment. The most important reason for this is,

think, the perhaps embarrassing, though by no means obvious consideration

that the concerns of philosophers with the problems of language intersect

with the issues important to machine translation only tangentially. In

stating this position, I indicated that this relative lack of relevance

has not always been obvious. Subsequently in this essay, I shall be

able to illustrate this in particular cases. For the present, I think

it will suffice to indicate the illusion of greater relevance than I

believe in fact exists comes about from the habit of philosophers generally

to speak in terms of extreme generality and at least partly as a result,

to avoid consideration of those little pragmatic factors which usually

distinguish success from failure.

a phil sopher,

ship are

ssful= marriage tends to be -for-

either an arrangement in which some aspects

satisfactory, thus making

end in divo ce or to be one

of-the relation-

successful virtually all of those that

in which ea h partner plays.his_role

tually all existing

philosopher usually neglects make clear the highly systematic

cha acter of his te ms one can easily be misled into assigning far greater

practical consequences-to his conclusions than they_warrant_.

For openers, one might point_3 pec*liaritie-s of the translation

situation which would seem to make machine translation in-principle

'



impossible. If one views the purpose of translation to be the production

of a text in the target language which will be of the same approximate

length as any arbitrary text of the source language and will share with

the source material all features of a semantic and pragmatic character,

will inform with respect to the same features and suggest the same features

to the same degree, there is every reason to doubt that machine transla-

tion is possible. No program, suggested or in p oject or any theory of

how one might be constructed, has even the remotest hope of accoMplishing

this. Before however one yields too much to despair because of this it

should be pointed out that this result holds equally well for human

"normal" translation as well. The present author is quite familiar with

both Dutch and English and has indeed translated material b tween these

languages professionally. The requirement outlined above in this case

would ho ever require being able

cultural features in the Dutch

relation to the sea,

to convey in a few words such subtle

as their peculiar love-dependence-fear

the effects of high population density and t

oddities of periods of Frisian cultural dominance and inferiority,

mention but a few.. Since these featUres can .acarcely.be explained

adequately in a full sized book, f011ow -tr vially th t short passages

sense. Anddependent on them:cannot be translated at-ell

this In

the intended

pair of languages extremely closely related. The point of this

is not of course that translations cannot be done at ell, but this

particular "strong"_sense.of translation represents-an ideal extreme which

can only at_ times be realized. _Now of colirSe for Some' eases even -this._
_

extreme Can be realized and indeed by. computers. The existing'Iprogram at-

the Linguistics Research Center when provided.with a standard- Dutch-

English glossary (provided this contains standard mathematical terms



and even a relatively partial syntax would have no difficulty translating

in this "strong" sense page 7 of volume IV of the ENSIE encyclopedia (this

a pnr.: ion of an article on set theory).

The difficulty with much, perhaps most, talk concerning machine

translation by philosophe s (and not only philosophers) is that so much of

it is devoted to the proble 'in principle." Thus Herbert Dreyfuss, h ld-

ing phenomenological vie s of human intelligence, argues from the inten-

tional nature of human language to the impossibility of translation by

machine. Here our examples are, I think, instructive. In the phenomeno-

logical sense "intentional" phenomena covers a large range of psychological

data, including on one hand processes known to be strongly rule govrned

to processes whose nature we have difficulty in formulating even for

purposes of identification. As a result the encyclopedia page cited

above is as intentional as the most difficult culture-spec fic poem. Yet

as I indicated above, the problem of satisfactory machne translation of

the page in question-may

that the argument establ

afely be regarcea as 'solved it follows then

shes the untransIatability by ma hine- only of

those kinds of linguistic material whose intention l character cannot be

approxi ated by a aChine, frm which followS that

(1) Not all linguistic material can translated by Machine--

a conclusi n consideration of human translation causes us to

be willing to agree to eVen without the argument,for reasons
_

we have cited', and

(2) Those passages-which éannot'be it;achine processed cannot be

translated by.a machine.

On the' Other,hand we, haVelarillifients-baSed on-.a'Verysalacted corpus. --__-, .- .

.--of-sentences-Combined with -limited groasary_whichj-by identifying.
, - _ .

_
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the familiar with the universal create the impression that relatively

simple grammatical analysis together with a simply structural dict4onary

will suffice for the task. The impression thereby created is that context

dependence is limited to what-is involved in transformation grammar and

the resulting ambiguities resolvable by dictionary rules of,agreement.

This attitude is for instance implicit in the discussion by JerroldKatz.

And, indeed, so they are in a great number of cases. What'is ignored

here is that this common means of reduction of ambiguity is but one of the

linguistic devices for this purpose. Even worse, this view requires that

that there be discrete senses of words leaving us in a quandry as to

whether e. bachelor = unmarried male and bachelor = chaerfnl fellow

constitute one, two, three or perhaps even More Senses- of-bachelor

does not require much ingenuity to argue for any of the possibilities

Essentially what I have_been arguing_here is that what-philosophers

of language have hadto say about the, possilMlity

p_ication) are largely

MT (direetlyor by

completely irrelevant to the question of the

feasibility of MT in the sense in which this question is of importance

to MT researchers and users. A partial exception must here be made with

respect to Bar -Hillel, primarily because he has generally been concerned

with the pragmatic rather than th "in principle" questions

Now if the argument I have been advancing is correct and we cannot:

expect solutions of the feasibility problem from the,philosophers of

language, it does not however follow that these will have no contribution

whatever. Ip a certain sense, the contribution that I_foresee does not
_

differ in its most general description from that which one might expect

of theoretical linguists , although due in part t differences ,of; profes-

sional_ emphasis there is reason to suspect that these will differ in
,



exact content. More specifically:

1. Since there are parts of language for which the MT problem is

relatively simple and definitely feasible it is to devise general

description, or models, of these situations and to do so in as general a

manner as possible. Some of this process is clearly grammatical and

le teal but at least part of it appears to be the sa e as, or very

similar to, what has been termed logi al analyais. In both the linguis-

tic and logical areas, it is likely at this point to appear to the un-

sophisticated to be simply a matter of description, but in both we have

found that the facts, at least as far as they are known, ean be described

in many ways, some indeed more promising than others. This process

consists not infrequently in the embedding of the linguistic pheno ena

in a larger whole and in many cases can be helpful in pointing out the

possibilities of useful "normal f rms" for the purpose of representing

information within the computer.

2. Since,aswehavé en, ertain linguistic phenomena make

excellent translation extre ely difficult and in so e cases de facto_ _

impossible, whatever may or ay not be the ca Hi principle, lat3_ve

success in mechanical translation is ve y likely to depend on our ability

to understand what these phenomena are.
I

us better to estimate what it is

This is

imply uneconomic

not only n allo ihg

t y and dishonest tO

promise, but also because it may give us convenient guidance concerning

useful modes of man-machine organfzation. Let me illustrate this. Most, _
MT programs depend critically_ on a lexicon -Which in one way or another

contains semantical and usage context notes. The normal way ,in which- ,

_

this information 'is used is- te, systematieally_ utilize agreement_ information

together with perhaps -some additional information ,explicitly fed_ in--e.g.
,



this is an article on petrology: dialectal readings will be improbable.

One kind of application which occurs with some frequency in language use

(although certainly more common in verbal than written language) which

is usually completely ignored is the use of earlier passages to help

indicate the meaning of later ones. In normal use the mechanism is

apparently not usually a direct effect linguistic context matter, but

rather seems to work by modifying the expectations of the heare /reader.

This observat on suggests on one hand the possibility that some improve-

ment in ability to inte pret and hence presumably to translate may be

achieved by assigning and in some way modifying probabilities of one

reading over another. Unfortunately at the present time our knowledge

of anything beyond the general outline of

slight that it is difficult to even begin

this interpretive pr cess is so

to answer the question that

must be posed before we can use it on a machine. For nxample, presumably

if this technique is to be used we need to attach to our glossary initial

probabilities-of readings. we get thema Do we s an a large corpus?

Ask sPeCialistS? ASk "men On the street"?-. Once we haVe them, how

How do

strongly should a' onf

Finally, it apPears

-degrade

.rthéd "improbable" eading modify the p obabilities.

pretty clear that any such modification

te the.normal probabilities (assuming we have them

assage of time. But how fast should this occur? In short considerations

Should':

with the

. ,

of the phenomenon and its apparent structure tell-us in a rough way what

we would need to-do to tmplement_this andAlso Specifies a-large Illimber-

of diffiCult problen whICh would have'te'be overeoble'to do this.' But

- ,

there is at least one additional-advantage that can be-gotten out of this

consideration. SuPpoae we wish to seriously consider having our transla-
,

tion procedure ,mCcommOdita--the feature we haVe beendiscussing-but, re



pessimistic about our ability to easily overcome the difficulties indicated.

This ra the question as to whether we might not be able to get part

the advantage with the help of human intervention. If we look into this

problem, we can conceive of at lea t three possibilities. We might as a

variant of pre-editing have an expert call out unusual readings in advance

We might have the machine call out alternatives

ment and dominance rules. Finally, we might h

respond to the

reader compare

of the latter

are going= to accomodate our phenomena

output indicating which readings

the input .and the

wcialternatives

not determined by ag

ve either a lay reader

output. Assumi

say even

PP

ee-

r wrong or an expe

g we wish to explore one

the last one, it is clear, if we

that we will be going into a mode o

n-machine cooperation in translation which has rarely been consid red.

That is instead of ccristruing the function of the operator an primarily

analogous to that of a normal editor, he will by virtue of the fact that

his remarks (to have the effect indicated) must be fed into the computer ' s

xicon in some appropriate forni and modify the computer s, -presumably
_

second-pass , output, become part of an iterative loop- with the computer.
_

How practical this alternative may be I would not at the moment pre-

sume_ to guess . It does .however-,illus trate one of the possibilities 'for

further development., I passing ,it _is worth _noting that_ this , (in c rnmon

with several, other , ideas which_, I suspect- will ,,be =worth:examining in the
. _

_next, year represents.a.n-_ahandonment of the ,picture, of MT which has

=been,more-, or-Flessndonanant:- namely, the lpiature of a process iri -which
1 -J

a

,-human participation; iS limited :to:"the design, but is excluded completely
-

present only, at- the ,fringesref'-the operation dfl the., system. There is

noseof:- cour= ;_r_eason, toi conclude-fromithe.,;obVious-izde irability,all things :_ , .
.

being et:11-.1al` :such- an the conclusion,:arrangement ' td:.1,- tha t
...

such a
....-

. ,;



system either nnot be designed or more accurately) if des-igned is only

of limited use, that the possibility of computer participation in trans-

lation ought to be abandoned completely, any more than the unfeasibility

of completely eliminating human intera tion on tactical data systems leads

he corresponding conclusion.

In concluding my discussion, it may perhaps be worth while for me to

indicate those features of language processing concerning which I believe

there to be some reason to hope for some contributions from general or

philosophical c nsiderations of language to MT--perhaps it may now or

soon be advisible to signify the position I am taking, in this respect in

agreement with ing numb r of people, among others Bar-Hillel and

Kay, by ta christening it as machine assisted translation.

1. I think that there is likely toThe

systematic work on question answering

some ad

_odels

antages to he gained from

both the logically ori nted

pr jects based upon the p edi ate calculus or combinatory 1 gic and the

_pre linguistically: ted ones .

The information incident to .thej)erformance of certain types 0

linguistic acts, m

-ary,

Since

especially chose of the type Austin terms illocution-

frequently provides special uses in the interpretation utterances.

ertain verbal forms are associat,..d with these, in any event

connections

here), one can see the potential-utility of the translation program making

systematic use of this. Some of the basic linguistic work incident to

this is being pursued. If useful in MT; one would-anticipate that

typically (it i -much more difficult to argue -for invariable

would be so primarily in Creating greater-flexibilitY in dfinition of

the relevant context.' There are indeed-many problems, including the



strong likelihood that illocutionary acts are rather strongly culture

dependent, so that it may be that then, for instance may perhaps be no

equivalent illocutionary act in a society without feudal antecedents of

the giving of ones "parole" or "Ehrenwort". Even this type of situation

might ho ever enable (assuming one could find appropriate ways of storing

and referring to the information) improved disambiguation, such as per-

haps avoiding translating the Dutch "Wees een beer in de verkeer" (a

safety slogan meaning "be courteous in traffic") as "Be a man in traffic."

In passing let me remark that the implicit identification of illocutionary

acts with pure p rformatives (i.e. locutions which in the first person per

se perform the act to which they refer, such a "promise") which plays a

strong role in Austin and some of his followers seems to me probably

misguided. I note that Alston appears not to do this--and that an enumer-

ation of illocutionary acts is in my view an outcome and no an input of

a theory of illocutionary acts certainly of one likely to be of use.

3. As I indicated above, the phenomenon of use of an expressi n pr marily

or exclusively to alter in the su ceeding context appears to have some

promise for MT (as I indicated abo ) It should perhaps be remarked that

this iappears to be cl sely relat d in any applications to the disambigua-

tion processes connected with specifying-the subject-matter.

4. Finally (for the present purpose ), there is the phenomenon in which the

hea er (orreader) xpects under normal circumstances t e speaker

reasonably atteMpting

atter at ha d to. help

fulfill h s apparent,purpose-fr-to inform:about the- .

solve the problem, :to induce the behavior he

ishes, or the like, as the case may -7and interprets his utterances

_accordingly and furthermore the.:._speaker relies on the expectation-that the
. -

hearer -will do so an a-somewh t oversimplified descr on
_
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has recently referred to this as the requirement of the 'good will" of

the hearer.) Among other things, this results in the strong tendency to

reinterpret apparent tautologies like "men are men" as non-tautological.

This is of course related to the phenomenon discussed under item 3. It

should be remarked that this phenomen n is by no means limited to the

assumption that the speaker will not gratuitously contradict himself--

although it includes this--but also that he will on one hand agree with

the information both he and the hearer accept as "obvious," but 'even that

unless there is some doubt about it, that he will not state the obvious.

Because this extremely great burden of knowledge about the world which

this would appear to place on the computer, this phenomenon would appear

to rule out MT irretrievably (and, in private conversation, Bar-Hillel

has recently expressed himself al ng these lines to the present author).

That the situation is not clearly quite this bleak appears to me to follow

from the following considerations. Firstly, the material of p imary

interest for MT--in particular, scientific arti les and the like--may not

be quite as open-ended as all that; the example of the encyclopedia article

shows in any event that there are times when it is not. SecomAy, when

the translation oc urs between elated cultures, the process may_

frequently have only secondary effects since the interpret ve proce

one -language ill. then simply parallelthat n the ôther reinteroretinp._

'Vhirdly--this process

can not infrequently-function

and disambiguating ususally in e actly the same

and t e related one referred

save.Il what. Wchild otherWise
_

under item

poor translatien For-examPle,

ranslatjng theEnglish "I'msprry into Dutch ad Fiet. Pii (which

indicates substantial regret and not mere simple apology) in circumstances

of simple apology, usually does not occasion any misunderstanding (since



the normal interpretation gets rejected as inappropriate). We accordingly

get a non-colloquial translation which in terms of information con%eyed

remains adequatO. Finally, the possibilities of human interaction to

provide the reqflired inforMation on an ad h_c basis, either by inte medi-

ate discussion C3r by the kind -f successive attempts ecicin discussed

above may be of substantial help. Accordingly, the phen-menon ought to be

rather the occa ion for more intensive research.

Norman M. Martin
University of Texas at Austin
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1 Two Kinds of Models

TO begin with, I would like to assert that computational linguistics

(henceforth: CL), despite its qualifying ar4jective, has to do with human behavior,

and, in particular, with that subset of human behavio: 'al patterns that we study in

linguistics. In other words, the aim of CLas a science is to explain human behavior

insofar as it avails itself of the possibilities inherent in manfs faculty of speech.

t is sense, CL and linguistics proper both pursue the same aim. However, there

are differences, as we will see sho tly; for the moment, let us jutt establish that

CL can be considered as a subfield of linguistics, and leave the delineation of the

boundaries for later.

An important notion in behavio al sciences is that of a model as a set of

hypotheses and empirical assumptions leading to certain testable conclusions, called

predictions (on this cf . e. g Braithwaite 1968; Saumjan 1966). I would like to call

this kind of model the descriptive one. "Descriptive here is not taken in the sense

that Chomsky distinguishes descriptive adequaw from explanatory adequacy: indeed,

the function of the descriptive model is to explain as will become clea

wever, there is another respect in which the des

below.

riptive mod l remindS one o

some of the characteristics attributed to Chomskyan models: it need not be (and

should not be ) considered a aithful" reproduction of reality, in the sense that to

each part of the model there corresponds by ome kind of isomorphic mapping, a

particular chunk of "real" life. In other words, this descriptive kind of model does

not attempt to imitate the behavior of its descriptum.

The other kind of model I propose tc .all the simulative one. As the name

indicates, we are dealing vith a conscious effort to picture point by point the
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activities that we want to describe. Of course, the simulative model, in order to

be scientifically interesting, must attempt to explain; a rna hina loquax, to use

Ceccato's expression (1967) is no good if there is a deus in machina. Although the

idea of building h munculi robots and what else they are called is not exactly a new

one, the advent 0 the computer made it possible to c nduct these experiments on a

hitherto unknown scale, both with regard to dimensions and to exact:tude. In fact,

one of the popular vtews of the computer is exactly that: a man-like machine.

Inter- tingly, .the fears connected with this kind of image (such as an impending

take-over by some super-computer like HAL_ in the movie "2001) have their counter-

part in certain objections that are sometimes voiced against the other kind of model,

the descriptive one: namely, that it de-humanizes human activities (such as speech),

and establishes a new kind of man, made in the machi image: machine-like man.

Below, in section 3 I will discuss some Of the impli ations of these views for corn-

putatiorial linguistics; but fi st I want to raise the question: wry.z:t import n e do the

two inds of riodels have for linguistics itself?

2. Competence and Pe formance

The distinction bet e ri competence and perfo mance in linguistics ha

belabored often enough to let me queak by here

been

ith a short restatement of Chomsky's

rem rks in Aspects (1965: 4 et p ss. ): competence is the speakerts knowledge of a

language, performance is what he actually does with his knowledge in a given situation

that involves linguistic activity. A theory of competenre, Choms1-y says is not a

model of the speaker-hearer; ac ording to the distinction made in section 1, ab v

would rather say that it is not a simulative model, but a descriptive one. In other

words, the model that is a grammar does not 'attempt to explain linguisti activity on
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the part of the speaker or hearer by appealing to direct similarities between that

activity and the rules of the grammar. Rather, the activity of the speaker (his

performance) is explained by pointing to the fact that the rules give exactly the same

result (if they are corre t, that i as does the perforMance of the speaker-hearer:

the set of all possible utterances of a given language.

Although a theory of perfo mance thus is closer to the idea of simulating an actUal

linguistic situation, it is by no means identical with the simulative model. Rather,

simulating actual linguistic activity depends on such a theory for its success; without

it, a simulative model will be of little interest to linguists. To take an example: in

any concrete linguistic situation there will be a lot of "unexplained" phenomena, such

as hemming and hawing, false starts anacolouths, etc. I feel that Chornsky is wrong

in ascribing aU of this to what he calls performance: linguistic theory should not

account for these aspects of speech (they belong more prop rly in what one might

call "cor ective linguistics"). A simulative model wanting to represent th s kind of

II performance" would be waste of energy and time.

What, then, is the proper object of a theory of lingui tic performance. To under-

stand this question is to answer it: if pe forman by definition is actual human

activity, then linguistic performan e is activity exercised by humans in the form of

spee h acts. In terms of the restriction made in the p e editing paragraph, ou "ideal"

performance is that activity minus irrelevant "noise".

does n

Notice that this ideal performance

olneide with that of Chornsky' "ideal peaker-hearer of the language: as

understand this- pe son, he is sor-Ns kind of linguistic Superman (with-unlimited memo

boundless embedding facilities etc, ). In other words, Chomsky's "ideal speaker"-

reflects competence rather than_performance in Chomsky. s sense

200
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simple example: the set of sentences generated by a grammar is potentiallv infinite;
this is a fact of competence. However, any actual speaker or set of speakers will

always generate s me finite subset of the set of all possible sentences: 7 fact of
performance. On a more sophisticated level con ider such questions as: why is i
the case that regressive embedding beyond a certain bound is unacceptable? Chomsky

calls sentences such as The rat the cat the d g chased kill d ate the malt "pr rfectly

grammatical" (1963:286) true enough, if one understands by this term: generatable

by a competence model. But a perfor nance model would have to incorOorate s me

restrictions by which these "improbable and confusing" sentences (Chomsky, ibid.)
would be ruled out. Actually, much of the research in the fields of psycho-, socio-,
neuro-, etc. , linguistics deals with performance; it is my thesis that computational

linguistics, too, is a province of the same realm.

Competence and Ferformance in CL

The next questi n to be an how do these theoretical _onsiderations

reflect on past and current work in Cl..=? Until recently, very little attention has

been paid to the performan e aspect of CL. The only really large-scale computer-
aid d research in per?ormanôe has been concent ating on machine translation and

related areas . The la k of success that characterized these efforts has been

material in turning off research funds as well as researchers The result has been

that CL. work rs now mainly direct their at t.t7,..,LItion to such q.)estions as: how to
implement g mmars on the machin , and: how to let the machine take over some

of the work that linguists tradition lly have done by hand? An example of the first

kind is the transfo mational g ammar developed by Friedman c.
fo merely Stanford (1968 et seqq.); work in the second cat
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from fairly unsophisticated and theoretically uninteresting "book-keeping" and "fact-
finding aids to theoretically motivated work in the development of syntactic and

phonological rule testers (e.g. , Lond & Schoene 1966; Fraser 1969). Comrnoi to

this type of re_ earch is its ancillary character: these models (desc iptive) purport
to be an aid in the establishing of a theory of c mpetence. As to performance (and,

by inclusion, simulation), it is interesting to note that some of the more worthwhile

results of MT research fall in the area of competence, too. I am thinking here of

such by-products of MT as context-free and caitext-sensitive recognition procedures

and their theoretical foundations (as explored, e.g. by Kuno, Greibach, Griffiths,

Petrick, Peters and Ritchie, and, most recently, Woods (1970)). The results

obtained in this area have certainly helped to clarify the theoretical issues involved,
and as such, are of great value. But (as competence theory in general) they have nct

stimulated research or clarified any of the problems In the area of performan e

(except of course indirectly inasmuch as any theoretical development in one s ctor
affects the whole field).

On the other hand, computerized efforts diredted at Simulating hu an lingUiStic
perforrnan cannot boast of any great achievements either. The fate of MT ay

have acted as a deterrent, but cannot be said to be the only reason why theoreti al

research has shunned to a large degr e questions of simulat on. In linguistics in

particular, the dominering trend of theoretical research was, until recently, to stay
clear of what goes on in the- peaker7hearer.

perfectly true th t-

aS Ohorn

to s

As 1.pointed_out. above; in a -senSe it is

grammar is not a model of what is going on in the speaker's head;

ld the world in Syntactic Structures grammar does not tell

peCt

'us how

utterance; it ''''Is-nottell us how to analyze a particular

17 9
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utterance. In fact, these two tasks...are both outside the scope of grammars..."

(1957:48). It should be kept in mind, though, that the grammars discuss d here are

concerned with co petence, and that performance, in early generative grammar, was

thought of as something less than ideal. I have the feeling, how ver, that the

Manichaean streak which accompanied the distin ti n competence-performance at its

birth is ab ut to lose its power, and that competence now is s en as relevant only

inasmuch as it can explain performance. But why talk about a theory of performance

at all, then? Would it not be possible, with people su h as Bar-Hillel (1970), to

abolish the distinction altogether, and s y: "competence is the theory of performan

or something similar In the following, I will attempt to show that a theory of

performance serves a purpose of its own, dependent on but distinct fr m a theory

of co petence.

eft

4. A Tale f Two Machines

In this section, I will conduct a Gedanke xperiment. Let us imagine h

rrputers (or two computer p og ams), one (A) with the characteristics of a compe-

tence model (e.g., a system analogous to the transforr ational grammar de c ibed

by Joyce Fri dman), the other (B)- resembling more

(see above, and also Mey 1968).

part-of the pr gra -d try t

r less Ceccato s machine loquax

Let us furthermore concentrate on the accepting

figure out what happens in case the machines are

The basic idea behind this expe iment is-due to Schenk (1970 hank makes

his purpose_ clear as follows: "...the notions -of acceptability-and-grammaticality are

part of the justification and purpose of transformational grammar. Our purposes are

entirely different. In terms of analysis we are concerned with assigning a cOnceptUal

realizate to a string." (1970:41)
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confronted with a sentence that does not conforM to th "r specifications. To take a

concrete example, take the sentence: Colorles- green ideas sle p furiously. Suppose

A has built-in restrictions that, among other things, state that the subject of sleep has

to be D-Animate], that the adjective green selects a [-I-Concrete] noun, and so on.

Since the sentence presented to A violates almost ail of the given selectional restric-

tions, the - sult would predictably be that A prints out a "r ject" message, possibly

with the reasons for rejection attached.

Whet would.our "Zwittermaschine" (Klee 1926) 5 do? Since B is a model of a

human, and expressly purports to i itate human behavior, we can look towards a

human hearer to obtain an answer. (Klee wouldn't lie). I think it was Arch Hill who

first remarked that such deviant eentenees sometimes are very well received by

humans; in some of his experiments, students thought sentences like the above to be

n t only ' modern poetry", but "good m dern po try" (Hill 1961) There is also a

persistent rumor around that Dell Hymes, having read Syntactic Structures, promptly

sat down and conce ved a poem whose first line read : "Colo less green ideas sleep

fOriously, Not to mention of course, that all-time status symbol, the bumper

sticker carrying the same text and serving to fatten the pockets of some enterprising

graduate student, while providing the mo well-heeled members of the trade with a

convenient shibboleth. To come back te, our machine a under the given presupposi-

tiens

to the

t would have to find some way of imitating this human behavior, so disturbing

reators of th selectior.al restrictions design d to produne the ultimate impos-

sible sentence For let us face . there is no sentence

lumen, in s me devious way,

glance a

a impossible that some

cannot assign a possible interpretation to A qui k

modern poetry will, convince even the 'most incredulpus (see also;an article
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)y Joseph Featherstone in The New Republic, 11 July 1970, "On Teaching Writin ",

Nhere some interesting experiments in teaching children how to write poetry are

Jescribed). This is not tc say that selectional restrictions are for the birds (not even

:he one sitting perched on the leftm st handle of Ki machine); only that it seems

:o be an innate human trait always to try to make the best of seemingly impossible

.inguist c input. If a machine loquax (or audiens, for that matter) wants to be true

:o its name, it will have to imitate this kind of behavior, Lnd by doing so, explain

som 1e or all of it. ) And at this point I wish to discontinue the Gedankenexperiment,

since I do not know how to make my machine do all this. But I rope to have made the

issue clear: a simulative model, such as the one described, is different from a

iescriptiVe model. The difference becomes even cle er when one tries to implement

Doth models on a c mputer. The simulative model requires a theoretical base of its

awn, since the theory of competence, by its own assumptions, rules out some phenomena

:hat were described as typical for the human-like device. Conclusion: if CL wants to

address itself to proble s such as the ones involved in our little experiment it will

lave to provide a wider theoret cal base than the one accepted by most CL workers

:hus far. What we need is a theory of performan

Some further perspectiv

with specialreference .to CL.

In this final section I will try to briefly indicate some of the areas in which I think

a performance theory will be of use to CL. iil ot propose any concrete solu ons

t o any problems raised. The only aim I have set myself here is to provide some

entral perspective that I think may be fruitfutto those working with the actual problems.

1 Of course it would take a machir:e both loquaxand audiens. So why not audax
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As a general preamble, I would like to discuss the question: what do we want to

use CI_ and CL_ methods for? If the answer is: as an ancillary to theoretical linguistics,

i.e., as a practical aid in solving some of the problems that th oretical linguistics

poses then the theory of CL is simply the theory of linguistics. Applications of this
theory include, on the one hand such uses as grammar testers, on the other, such

purely mechanical aids as automated dictionaries, programs for finding certain

morphemes in a corpus, etc. If, on the other hand,- the answer is: to implement

and perfect actually wo king models of human behavior in the area of speech produc-

tion and recoanition, then CL needs a theory of its own. Some of the aspects of

such a theory are covered, or should be in what one might call "general robotology"

(for some ideas on this, cf. Simon (1968)): questions pertaining to the interaction

between robot and man, or even the "computer L.1.e of human beings", to paraphrase

Wiener. Another general question is that of the degree of fidelity in simul tion of

human behavior, and the best way to implement this simulation. For example, what
exactly does it mean: "to achieve a point by point imitation of human behavior"?

Surely we do not want to reproduce certain states of the human that we consider

irrelevant to the simulated proces In actual speech production, to take one example,

ay very frequently be confronted with poor performance on ac ount of extraneous

c nditions (colds bjects in the mouth, drowsiness of the subject, etc.) For a linguist,
there is little point in examining and wishing to simulate these conditions. True, in

marginal'instances abnormal conditions may throw light I, certain I herwise obscUred

processe ; but this is not usually so But even abstracting from these cases, there are

areas where the diffe en e between a competence approach and a performance approach

Manifests its lf in the simulative set-up. Take again the e
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Despite the fact that the recursive embedding rule permits unlimited embedding,

ual sentences will always be finite, hence contain a finite number of embedded

clauses. Hence the question arises: can we set an upper bound for embeddings

such that, for a particular senten e, the depth of embedding will not exceed that

bound? And, more importantly, how can we linguistically motivate such a decision?

Certain problems in the field of information retrieval have affinity to certain

linguistic performance problems. For example, given a certain input to a

question-answering system, how can one minimize the number of spurious answers,

especially in the case of an imperfectly formulated question? Parallel to this is the

problem of perfect understanding of imperfe t questions by humans: how much do

we really need to identify a given question and produce the corredt answer Tradi-

tionally, computational linguists have proceeded from the assumption that one first

had to decompose the structure of the sentence (the 'question), then assign it a

semantic interpretation, which subsequently is matched with the data file and

produces the correct output. However, it seems clear that humans in their

analysis of linguistic input, often bypass.the syntactic part-and go straight for the

semanti s. A very simple and inadequate illustration is found in newspaper titles;

a better one is provided by the ease with which small, children handle conceptual

tructures without having the syntax correct. My own under-fours often produce

rather complicated Isente e that are perfectly intelligible, although. syntactically

completely ill7formed (or n n-formed) As an example consider the folloWing:
.far ga huse tkke (Norweg

ikke (Idaddy go house

where the negation is placed at the end of the.sentence:

aqdy don't go .to your udy'). The most interest-not I t.e.

ing thing about my 3-year old daughter's negativ
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particle invariably is placed at the end, no matter how long the senten e. Think of

the savings in syntactic analysis time we would obtain if we had this kind of input to

English question-answer systems! Furthermore, in a construction such as the one

above certain transformations (NEG-placement, e.g.) are clearly being omitted;

but this dDes not affect the recognizability of the sentence by a human, or even by a

computer that would be programmed to recognize deep, rather than surface

structures. Consider also the ease with which a computer could simulate such

negative sentences, rather than spend costly time on rearranging the not's, niches,
and so on that are the horror of freshman classes in ESL or German.

I am convinced that simulation experiments will, prove to be extreme y useful by

pointing up phenomena about human speech' use that at present are being obscured by

the overly abstract approach to gramma- of the last de ade or so. Current research
in applied linguistics as well as in the so-called "hyphenated" areas seems to confi
the trend that is apparent in theoretic l linguistics proper a greater concern for
naturalness and directness in explaining the phenomena of language, with an eMphasis

on seenantids rather than syntax also in CL
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Note added in proof:

Having completed the final redacti n of thiS manuscript, I came across Christine

Montgomery's contribution to the 1969 Inter ational Conference on Computational

Linguistics (Sgnga-Saby, Sweden), entitled: "Linguisti s and Automated Language

IR^ocessing". On p. 17 of her paper, the author advocates the necessity of a theory
of performance along much the same lines as I do. Interesting specially the fact
that support for- such a need is provided by some findi gs in the field 9f data retrieval

rather than by linguistic considerations only. is is because the speaker-hearer

f a language, in providing utterances, relates not only to his innate ability, but to
"the total environment of the speech event as well". The result is that "speakers can

and do process sentences which the grammar is not capable of generating; in other

words, the relation between the sentences of competence and those of pe formance is

not one of simple inclusion."

gret having overlooked this important co tribution and herewith offer to Christine
Montgomery my apologes, and to my reade s the advice

entirety, as well as the references quotd th n p. 1
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MEANING REvIsiTED

Eugene D. Pendergraft

The feasibility of building a mechanical system to perform high

quality translation has been aired for some twenty years, not without

emotion or result. At early conferences concerning the outlook of mechan-

ical translation the discussants were apt to fly off the handle and go home

in a pout, appearing to differ on the meanings of words such as "translation, "

"quality, " "high" and "feasibile." But sponsorship suppli d the lubricants

that in time subdued their disagreements towa dac m adery of benign

misunderstanding. Volatile research groups formed. Some of them held

together long enough to actually attempt preliminaries of the approaches

th y visualized, so that nsequences of diver e methods and th or tical

dispositions can be estimated.

m not a detached or objective judge of that gra

which began with such in nal optimism that it had to end with irrati
pessimism. I participated in itas passionately as the rest since I'm con-

vinced research of any kind requires passion.

As for objectivity, I came to believe that an objective point of view

is out of place in translation research or in any inquiry_whose subject

matter dependS on the very nature of meaning; that "objective" pertains to
_

.

-a particular class of meanings which, as a vehicle of scientific communication)



7

denies access to the full universe of meanings.

These conclusions, once gleaned from my own research experience,

profoundly changed my personal assessment of the prospects of high quality

mechanical translation. What I want to communicate is the movement of my

private judgments, neither d tached nor objective, toward a point of view

that you might think to be unscientific. At least, my viewpoint may seem at

odds with that of empirical science and its derivative common sense.

I refer to the unique point of view of one sentient life, which each of

us knows privately. Whether we like it or not language often conveys private

information and those conveyances, although supposedly at a minimum in

technical document must also be translated. More important, only from

a personal standpoint can we actually use language. This is our point of view

hearers or speakers of language who, in order to und rstand or to be

understood, do make use of p ivate information along with information which

we as individuals infer to be acc s ible to others .

With discipline we can limit our

so carrying out a social

onversations to public info mation,

Dntract that has worked well for physical sc

in the r investigations of our

ences

orn on 'envi onment. But evidently the study

f tr nslation; except for sup rficialities, does not- belong in that.context.

It involves; in addition,- an _investigation of-ourselves.
_

Human translation is,known,to be;:most sUccessful when'the;translators
_

are informed about the: subject .mattet?:,_theyfare;translating, as_ well-='as- about

the-J-anguages ThiS_MuCh, is =asce-rtainable--I test_:_ _ _



quality" translation from machines that obviously do not understand; that

merely manipulate rather than use language?

Indeed, one of the convincing findings of the past decade is the

impotence of mechanical translation processes working on the surface of

language and dealing almost exclusively with those linguistic features or

forms ostensively available through empirical description.. Processas -f
this kind have persistently demonstrated an inability to make useful selections

among the immense number of possible constructions which give language

its innate fl xibility.

Defective translation processes do of course make choice as Ida

Rhodes gleefully pointed out, they produce "garbage." What we would find

useful, instead is mechanical selection closely analogous to patterns of

human preference. Or, better still yet probably less attainable, we want a

good end faithful servant: a machine whose choices would make ours more

suc essful.

At the start, translation researchers did not expre s such lofty ims

as these. They thought simple conditions for choic s could be found in the

text being translated and very near to the point of selection in p

words or phrases of the sentenc momentarily under consid

ximate

ration. When

such innocent expectations led to disappointment, investigators modified

their attack in two different though complementary ways.

they.set,out_to place more-knowledge-of-the7source" and:the-
-,

_
"target" languages at the,disposal of-mechanical proc_ . , es-Making choices''

_

This,was done initially byi'incorporating into-the programMing of!the,translation
,-
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process some of what was then known about grammar. The result wa- a

translation routine or "algorithm" specialized not only to particular languages

but also to particular grammatical constructs. Because any change of gram-

matical detail required reprogramming of complicated relationships, trans-

lation algorithms were seldom completed in a program ing sense; much

less in a linguistic sense. Progress was therefore deadly slow.

Efforts to fr e resear hers from the nuts and bolts of programming

resulted in an understanding of the principles of "generalized" linguistic

processeS. That innovation made it possible to simply "store" grammatical

data in the ma hine to be retrieved mechanically as needed as a basis for

language choices. One re ult was a more rapid exploration of new formu-

lati ns of grammar. At the same time, this new practice focused attention

on theoretical problems besetting the mechanical translati n enterprise.

The trick of gene alized linguistic pro esses is that all of their choi

making is done in one of two w

refe

ys. On the one hand, the choice is made with

ence to some structural aspect of the deliberately constructed meta-

nvey gramrn ti cal informationlanguage being used_by a given res ar her

about a specific language, say for example English For the rcsL, the choice

ba ed on the result of a compariSon in which some grammatical detail s

conveyed is.m-t hed against a possible, instance,-_of that detail =in_Taspe ifi

discourse.

The fOrmer 15ind of choice is "formali!,--in the sense ,of.being determined,
,

solely with reference 'to the rnetalenguage selectecrby thät:researcher -for

pdrposeof 'describingig
,

matical tails..of English- of;,-,tic;thern;lendue.ge,;



In so far as one and the same metalanguage is used to record such details

about a number of languages, all formal choices remain invariant among

those languages. The latter kind of choice is "factual" by virtue of being

specific to each language nd thus is variant among them.

However factual choices might vary from one language to another,

the comparison process actually making factual choices can itself be gener-

alized. That is to say, all of the auxiliary choices guiding the inner workings

f h comparison can be referenced to forms or features of the metalanguaoe.

From this, one can see. that every choice necessary to specify the programming

of a generalized linguistic process is formal.

It is precisely this characteristic of being separated or isolated from

variant factual choices which justifies the label "generalized." This separation,

now a familiar one in science, can be made as soon as the re earcher has

decided on the symbolic appa atus he will use for the pu pose of recording

the ernpiriC--factSlimPosed- by his.- next periment., For ...a- lingut-

language is that apparatus. It m kes explicit his theoretical bent from the

point of view of s ientific communication, ince it ernbodi those 4nvart

relationships which he hypothesizes for language in general, or for soMe

faMily of languages whose factual details he-intends to describe.

AlthOUgh one Can study the fdrrnal characteristics of individual- meta-

languages or of relations among metalanguages, atte pts t It prove" that a

given rnetalangyage is inadequate.for-the purose of recdrding:facts of langbage,

,or that -oni is better than'another for:this'purpose-- are in my opinion absol

rionsdhse 'If'they haVe.:Meanii-i6 are- a- part,or, researcher,



own decision process leading tow rd his choice of a specific metalanguage

for the experiment he has in mind. His proof has nothing to do with whether

he would have been right or wrong in choosing a different metalanguage than

the one he finally selects. Most of all, his proof does not make his experi-

ment unnecessary.

My personal assumption is that the selection of a specific metalanguage

is not final, nor is the specification of generalized processes which that meta-

language allows. Both are theoretical choices in the design of an experiment

about to be carried out. Both are preliminaries of that experiment, for which

the metalanguage can and should be fixed and the generaliz d processes com-

pleted beforehand in a progra ming sense. Both, as instruments of formal

as well as factual lea ning, can only be justified by the outcome of the experi-

ment itself. For the present, the paramount goal of experimentation is to

bring mechanical ch icernaking into close c nformity with hu an preferential

b havior.

Clearly this goal has not been a hiev d alth ugh much has been 1 arned

s of language, as such have been expanded

also include the description of-relationships among the things that language--

mentions and annong persons who are using language. AlLofthis

tornatic of a fuller-awaren ss-of the surface- phenomena.Which human choiCes

might take_jinto,account; So far,7 .flenethelessi_results of formal;linguistic

especially ar.e tentative., -_-7heoratical-,researchh _been ,sunable to

effectively; deMonstrate, PrinCiptes- Of an-:6rielerlYing,for!-;neU eing-anizationwAii

oul d shappjfactUaLfiridings:abb-ut`-languagei,in,._Wa-ys_,moreOSeful,'For`-meohanical
.
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selecti n processes.

It can be shown, for example, that the entire translation process
can be generali _ d through use of metalanguages capable of conveying inter-

lingual relations of various kinds. However, this merely extends the idea

of enlarging the machine's store of knowledge about language, an idea which

by itself has not benefitted mechanical selection as much As researchers had

originally hoped.

Accordingly, the second thrust of research on mechanical selection

has been to widen the search for co ditions attending choices. In addition to

examining the expression undergoing translation, mechanical proc sses have

been permitted to range over sur ounding sentences, paragraphs, whole

discour es, or data representing an increasingly extensive experience of

language events located in the machine itself.

Due as much to disapp

translation

intment as to expanding interests mechanical

search overflowed vaingloriously and became computational

linguist'cs. This n w domain of experimentation is a conglomerate of studies

in which mechanical translation share the limelight with information sto

and retrieval, automattc extracting abd abstracting,- fact carretation, question

asking and answering, and-similar applications where,language-ia-nianipulated

mechahically. After-an unsettling beginning,: during'which the old guard felt- ,compell ed._to,--recent, its-former-commitments-, ther new Miliecr-of jar'gons.did

_iproyi* a °under

0



linguistic applications of various types, it has been noticed that mechanical

selection comes closest to human patterns of choice in those instances where

a little knowledge of language, thing or persons is brought to bear on an

experience sufficiently extensive as a source of conditions for choices. In

other words, mechanical selection appears to be improved by a better balance

between mechanical analogues of experience and knowledge. Machines that

ask or answer questions are examples of appli ations seemingly avoiding the

narrow window of experience through which mechanical translation research

tried unsuccessfully to squeeze great concentrations of knowledge.

In my opinion there are three lessons to be learned from this curious

re ult of so much effort. The first concerns the way we might reasonably go

about developing a mechanical translation syst m; the second con rns the

type of system we might reasonably develop; the third concerns finding

reasonable people t

cogent solutions bef

do the work. These p oblem are the ones

feasibility estimates can be meaningful.

equiring

I think, however, that we ha ause to doubt the optimistic assumption

that men of good will must always reach similar conclusions on exposure to

similar evidence, especially when part of the evid nce is about themselves.

By n w it _should be plain that no' methodological consensus exists-in rnechan-
.

teal translation research without-_Which -co'mparisbns c+F both forMal and:factual,

= results are 2 at-best, =rnisleading.', Beforesitting:down.to_make-,a_Se

of feaSibil-ty estiniate

nd round
_

be-pr per_ to ask seriously, why in Our esti-
, ,

. . ..

mates thus-far We- seem_to_be ,getting,-7garbage7,. utof.,our`Own=-Selectiori._proCess -_
, --

Oner-possibilityciS-th_ ecause',_m ChanicaVtranal-ation -researchers
_



were gathered from a variety of technical spe ialties, we have not been

looking in the same place for conditions on which to base our choices of

method. By and large it must be admitted that we have been a mixed lot,

though sharing the prudent wish of every specialist: not to be caught on

lame feet outside of his ter itory.

Another is the possibility that, as heirs of commonly accep ed notions

about the nature of man, we have been looking too much-in the same place for
the conditions determining our methodological choices. By preferring the

narrow window of empir cal science, we have avoided those taboo territori
made uninhabitable by the "garbag production of our predecessors.

As a prolific-example of the latter I cite R né Descartes, Who ground

his garbage so exceedingly fine to assay psychi al as well as physical sub-

stances. Surely it is for lack of these psychic e :es that machines are

unable to use or to understand I nguage; while we brimming full, need only
int ospection understand an er all of the conftgUratins of our Own

have said a g eat deal t anslation

anthropomorphising machine

earch about the dange s

o'little- about the dangers of anthropo-

morphising ourselves. What-if it should turn out s Charles Peirce claimed

a full-century ago, thatwehvetO special vantage ,point to oUr ,own, psyche

_ but must ,learn about- that- tbo- by- careful -methods, of-I. nq ui ry?

Thus a third possibility Is that our difrtculttes with MechaniCaL ple°6tion
,the,:reSult,of_Self=ignorariae-i, whose remedy :should-,bw,a,,discipliried

-

,of the wP-ys:Niv sisadina



quest for self-knowledge, then disparities in private understandings of the

state of the art of human choicemakt. g might well account for some of the

troublesome goings on in research which takes these understandings as itF.

very ideal;

My per o al conviction is that all of these factors are at work to
make a second set of feasibility estimates as uncertain as the first. Before

taking up the lessons which such estimates might turn to account, therefore,
I consider it essential to make public some of the private assumptions una-

voidably the source of my judgments.



PATTERNS OF HUMAN PREFERENCE

A summary like this one can do no more than lay out the bars bones

of choicernaking acti 't es which in each human organism are vastly convo-

luted and subtle. However, it is p rt of my purpose to spotlight the very

hazard of abandoning oneself prematurely to mere facts so as to find solace

in work of exceptional profe sional c mpl xity. Formal investigation is in

its truest sense, an attempt to bypass variety in order to describe invariance.

This is not to say that formal inquiry, when it confines its interest

to techniques of symbol manipulation, somehow escapes the same vice of

specialization. Rather, I mean that my private fascination has be n a train

of formal thought with a different aspiration, running through the definitive

studies of John Locke, David Hume, Charles Peirce George Mead, John

Dewey, Alfred Whitehead

works of formal d

Charl s Morris, and othe s, and recently producing

cription like those of Jean Piaget, Lawrence Kohlbe

and Susan Langer.

The interesting cha acteristic of this line of formal reasoning is that

it m kes its theor tical chbices increasingly on the basis of a di ciplined

interplay between formal hypotheses and empirical observations of invariants

in human behavior. Thus it SeekS to inStitute for forms an extension of those. _

methods whiph:t Successfully Irémoved =facts frorrf the domain Of fickle MenipU-
_

,

lett n, under 'control -of h6rhan-preference and, placed them Under--empi ical
_

'control. In-this -'airn -it iS-the,-Very etiititheSisbf-Methodologi pinion,which

sees theorizing-as primarily_i a corTipetitive arena-, for personal-invention ,and

argumentative.directors
,



Piag- study of the origins of intelligence in children is an elegant

instance of this empirically disciplined formal method at work. It is conse

quently a good starting place for my summary, and a center line along which

I wilL embroider my own thoughts or those of others caught up in the same

intrigue of intellect.

From his observations of behavior in the human infant and child,

Piaget isolates and describes six early stages of psychological adaptation.

Each stage is evidenced by a characteristic sche e of choicemaking. It

consists n one h nd, of the child's attempt to assimilate the environment

by incorporating within his existing framework of knowledge and experience

all new data given by his senses. On the other hand, it consists of his accom-

modati n to the environment by using that modified framework as a basis for

new a The exi ting adaptation at every stage, is an i

constantly being repaired by successful assimilative and

perfect equilibrium

m odative

r being ruptu ed by unsu cessful choic s of that

kind.

Psychologi al adaptation like the organic explained in terms

of relationships that are essentially e ological. Always and everywhere,

adaptation is only.accomplished when it results:1.n a more or l ss stable

Organization of relations between an organism .,-and an environment.

The pointaf supreme interest to-us isthe'pei-Spebtive frOm-which
_

j.

Piag t chooses to constrOct biS_fOrenalihypdthesis. _-.BYtobservingstabilities

in the- el ations-__tdtheienvi ronment :as'-they-,appearforn:
,



science, the observer goes on to hypothesize how those somewhat unsettled

ecological relations are felt from the personal standpoint of the child as his

mind works out its first c ntacts with reality.

Frern the point of view of the investigator, then, factual data are

those that can be observed to vary from child to child because they a e im-

posed by environmental details that differ with the time the place, the cultu e

in which a pe s n lives. Fo mal data by contrast are found to be invariant

among children because, Piaget hypothesizes these are necessary and

reducible data imposed on the child by his own genetically inherited bio-

logical organization. That is functionally the same for all of our species.

As a consequence one can deduce that from the pe sonal standpo nt

of a child, invariance is an aspect of expe ience distinguishing form from

fact. And we h ve al eady seen that this same invariance is what the inves=

tigator might look for himself from the pe

perience, when he is making theoretical choices.

Such a coincidence should warn us that formal hypotheses about the

organization of_human minds have-direct methodological consequences which

mark them as being basically different than factual hypotheses about the organ-

ization of the physteal environment. When the investigation probes ihto the

foundations of meaning-and of-Understanding ',there is a, neW need for consts-__

tency-between -any theory;aboUt ,.thb l'-..nind--''of-themurnari'StAlDje-ct under -obSer-----_

2

Vation and that oftheobse r:ier:= mself:t.: What:- s-hypothesized-for=th
=



,et

In short, the process of formal inquiry itself is seen to c nsist of

a cycle _f assimilation and accommodation. From observations of invariants

in the subject s behavior, the observer assimilates new understandings of

mental organization, to which he then accommodates his investigative behavior.

In this cycle of formal investigation, methodological choices can be

recognized as instruments of formal accommodation for the investigator,

just as theoretical choices are his instruments of formal assimilation. Choices

of theory and method are both tentative and are "hypothetical" in the sense of

self--consciously awaiting the test of use. Consequently, these are tools of

formal learning for a:mature intelligence, not for the infant just starting out

in his feeble thrust toward consciousness of self.

The infant has his own instruments of formal assimilation and_formal

accommodation, for he can be observed to progressively modify the essentials

of his scheMe of choicemaking. Should that.occur, one:,cah tentatively,assume

that he has learned something, ,not about:the_environment, but aboOt the organ-
ismic basis,,of ,himself

_

On8e, the-Child -understaritIS the- nex7t: Stage-of psychological adaptatior:i,

- - - - _ - -

-expe rieRcq,:',4 at-IL

age -

e ore- izt-;-:-.t_p_.kingtintofaccoyryt,`,-earykhing4i,n"'tt110,-.;,-previou:-!-----

1-1 _=n6cAk", formal distinctions-a !A,on aniZin-:faC
=

.#-,-comp,renenstsie,-jan rUc u 414- ve" 4,g4-
/"VrteV

maktrig*,-;

-471,



successor is argued by the observation that no stage in the progression of

psychological adaptations is skipped. Each stage of adaptation has its own

fo mal organization whose chief aspects my summary will try to illuminate.

In addition, one should look for a progression of formal experience and know-

ledge in states of adaptation whi h a e ever broader and mo e poised. It is

this prog e ion which allows us to think of the successive, states a_ cumu-

lative stages of mental development.

One must distinguish carefully, between any existing state of psycho-

logical adaptation and the p ocess of adaptation by which that state is -changed .

As Peirce was shrewd to notice, only when the investigato .identifies formal

inqui y with the process rather th n the state, does it become necessary for

his own state of mind to change should his investigative process succeed.

Formal reasoning has a dual purpose: to clarify the State of contem-

Po y thought, and at the Same time to b nevolently undermine the world-

view that its fund of experience and knowledge- represents. The aim of that

benevolence is to carry forward the cultural process by including an estab-'

lished universe'in a still broader nd more stable one.

The central role ,of formal Communi ation as a determinant Of the

-,state Jahd-the process= 6f -Cultural radabtatioWhas been_ explained-by Mea_4;and
_

r

--again:eldquently by Whitehead.- Each',larigUage-- has a forniaLcdi-nOoiieht for_;
- - -alkin bout the everyday language to be,. used in tal king Abduct-T.5:0th. Men

4

s ;o -factual desdription L, a



perfecting the symbols already being used to mention facts, or it can

offer new symbols to further the cultural process by making possible the

ntion of facts until then unmentionable.

Whereas at this mom nt the need of the state of culture is to con-

summate an objective universe through the use of symbols that successfully

organize vortice of objects in a continuum of time and space, the cl need

of the cultural process is a new basis of symbolizing with whi h-to organ ze

a more

.fact

omp ehen ive univer e -incorporating subjective as well as objective

and a more equilibrated one by virtue of provid!ng functional mechanisms

al as well as factual adaptation.

How can a universe be symb lized to bring these neglected cultural

ingredients to c itical public purview? Langer has proposed that the basic

symbols of such a world would name acts, and that the symbolic facility of

unive se of acts would allow us to communicate about complex acts 7 rn-

for for

pos d f those elements.

The giSt of the line ofreasoning-be-ingpursuéd1is that it is about the

symbols of Langer's universe instead of those of Newton's universe which

have become, after three centuries, so ,comfortable to a mechanistic senSe--

of life. At-first-conta t a Universe;af adts is- certainly,a,strange World;
-_but theh, ahy really hew world_ myst" be-Strange-;]:- world view,whtch

aspi re-s-;to incorriOrate,-the- mecharria'S"orfarma1=- -,4ddpth.iion"haS-in:7added7pe
.._,-

-
_

t a "ex pl 4iri the ci rc uhi-altaripeaf.--jts -own:rreMergence-::



where strangeness has prec dents.

Unavoidably, my summary will take up more mature stages of

reflective thought following on the six initial stages of practical intelligence

that Piaget looks for in the ihfancy and early childhood of individual men

and women. It is in these markedly different settings that one can observe

functionally analogous progressions of schemes of choicemaking. The

invariant aspects of that progression might then b explained by an increase

in human understanding of a biologically deter -ined functional nucleus

underlying and guiding cons iousness.

Thus, the beginning of the process of psych logical adaptation pre-

supposes an existent biological organization itself the product of an evolu-

tionary sequenc of genetic adaptation that incorporates he edita y fact rs

having two quite different types of biological result. :Factors of the fi

e dete mine the constitution of our nervous system and sensPry organ

so that we perceive certain physical radiations but not all of them, and

matter of a= tain size and so on- Factors of the second type orient the

successive states of psychological adaptation, andso have their.result in the

Organization of a mind which attains its fullest,and:steadiest form at the very,

end of an intricate process of -intellectual-evolution"; not-at,thestart. -- , , _ .

All_pf,the,variqus states andthe prodess- of psychplogical,adaptation
-,-

ommon the,cine formal,-aspect-that ;relative-to:an-assimilated ,;



tations of the complementary interplay of assimilation and accommodation

as felt by any human being. Although from our personal standpoint need

may seem primary, it is the internal organization of that underlying unity,

the act itself, which motivates our day-to-day existence as well as our long

term psychological development.

The theory of the act, making explicit the invariants to be found in

every unit of human activity, would f r a universe of acts set forth the

cyclical relationships between a similation and a commodati n which are

.taken to be the functional nucleus of both factual and formal adaptation .

a

The act

d space as s

f Langer's world would not consist of movements in tim

en fr rn some distant and impers nal viewpoint of a spectator,

although such movements might indicate to the mind of a spectator the act

of another mind. The symbol : "act"wouldstarid for any elemental or com-

posite constituent of a-whole but unique universe; one among -others named

by the symbol mind, whose_personal and partly int

would be felt as the very direction of the act.

mate poini of v ew

the direction of the t -would tend to atisfy the immediate

needs of a state of adaptation by assimilatihg and-accoMmodating to the

organization of the enVironment. At'the-saMe,tirne -the direction of the -act

would satiSfy theilong terni.heeds--Of-,a-proCes's of-adaPtation'-by:aSSimilating-, _

--the OrgniZation afth'e act -itseletOWard;an:ieventuat.aceommodatien whiCh_- -

iôilèôf-its6in



there does not exi t on any level of human consciousness, either direct

experience of one's wn mind or of the environment. Through the very

fact that assimilation and accommodation are always on a par, neither the

o ganization of an outer world nor that of an innerself is ever known

independently. It is through a progressive construction, guided solely by

the pragmatic ci cumstance that a ts once committed to use either succeed

or fail to be cons mmat d, that concepts of the self within a d of the envir n-
ment without will be elaborated in the mind

o the other.

The theoretical relationships between the 5

each gaining meaning relative

al states and the .

process of psychological adaptati n, as approached in the context of the

theory of the act, is the core of the matter, therefore. It is from this

connection that one may extract the multifarious method of inquiry indicated

by Dewey and Bentley in their essay about knowing and the known in this new

universe.

If the formal character f each successive state of adaptation is due

to an increase in the mind's understanding of how the aet is organized inter-

nally, then the invariants observed _in each, of:those,state should.,contribute,
I

_new formal aqpecs fpr-thq theory of:the',a-ct Conversely, inVariants observed6
61

_

in'the 6.6t as _such-shoLildt.help us_to.underStand,:the,thefireEicat, retationOhips
,

= between the,states-and the:; proces

hgsrg':3f,I-T



every complex act ha _five functionally distinct phases which, all wing for

an initial state, account for Piaget's basic progression of six adaptive stages.

This result would presuppose, for the theory of the relationships

betvveen the states and the process of adaptation, that it is an understanding

of some new phase of the act which the adaptive process inco porates in

the frame of formal experien e and knowledge in order to pass from the
.

existing state of adaptati ate of that basic progression. The

efficacy of this view of the situation is giv

Formal adaptation always appea

n by various sorts of eviden e.

one functionally distinct phase of the cycle, of assimilation and acc

implementing factual adaptati

tion that for

on. This is at le st istent with the assump-

al assimilation incorporates in the_mind an unde standing of the

internal organization of that phase.

There is also an invariant order in the emergence of new phases of

intelle tual growth. The be:sic-progression of six stages-of adaptation exhibits--

that order in,a.number of quite dissimilar behavio a_ ontexts, thereby

assuring us that we are dealing with ex ctly five phases of functional capa-

bility, no more no less.

Teinitl progrseosion cqn:siSts'Of the Sta.:ge'S-'-Ofp

iir?mediatelhr rirL:O
-Ung'!adult With7. ccur



in such thought and finally with progress in formal verbalization. As the

behavioral setting becomes more complex, the formal character of the
phases is revealed with greater clarity. The cultu al prog essi n is
accordingly the most elaborate setting from which one can extra t the
internal o ganization of each phas

Within the internal

phases one finds every cap bility needed to const uct a viable theory of
the act. That the phases are in fact constituents of the act is evidenced by
the very possibility of that construction.

ver, the sequen e of phases deft ing the di ection of the

ganizati n of these five functionally distinct

d es not tu n out to be the sam
the orde in which the phase

s the developmental sequence defining

enter consciousness. Evideni. ty the first two

es of the act are understood one after the other, and then the fourth
phase, the third, and the fifth. The process of adaptati n always assimil tes
the-phases of the act in this peculiar ordèrtà aect, through its, respective
accommodations to the successive mental increment_, the basic pr gr ssion
of six adaptive stages observed in all of the behavioral contexts.

Even this unexpected state of affairs will be found to make sense in
_

_

the context of cultural adeptatiOn where theFdevelopmental SeqUence-can be-,

angiii6ntifoes,:the.transents ion' 6f -soeial-; and-

MUSV'S



most fundamental distinction for the new world we are exploring is not the

one yielding a grid of space and t me which makes possible the symbolization

of movements in a physical environment. For a universe of acts, the basic

distinction will be that made by Peirce of "potential acts" comprising the

patterns of knowledge as oppos d to "actual a ts" being instances of those

very same patterns which, in the relationships of their occurrencE, comprise

the experience of a given mind.

e dichotomy of experience and knowledge is a more comprehensive

grid for our symbols than that of space and time. It makes possible the

symbolilation of acts making up a mind that is itself capable of symbolizing

physical movements in an environm

othe minds.

Linguists will find this new grid,familiar. It is the one by which

knov'n patterns of language, symbolized in their grammars are ballan ed

against.instances of those patterns:which.they symbolize in a given,stream

of speech The dichotomy.of;knowledge and experience is nonetheless as

wide as life. Every stream of existence contains sensory elements other

than those of speech, which fe d a ballancing act of magnificent _dimensi n

The p oblem posed for the`theory of'the ,act _is tb__eXplain_thee_guili-
.

briurmthat assimilative:,and-accommodative procedses maintain-between"_
-,-

actual,:aCts-of_sexPeriende::and:pc;thrLiii'al acts of knowledge, ;giVen'ra:stre-aM

existence_which is itself a.seOrience bfq,actual:senspry ormotor,-,acts,each
,

-in'stariCing A successful'or,anunsueceSsful;consummatien-::0 orne:-potentia

act Amonwthe;e ts ange niver



The resultant mind extends precisely as far as the equilibrium

between experience and knowledge is maintai ned whether the wo k of

assimilation and accommodation is done by a single biological age t, or by

a collection of them acting socially. The agent could as well be an electronic

machine. This new world will be less skeptical of mechani al agents of mind

than the p esent one, bec u e it will look for mind in the equilibrium itself

inste d of in the agent.

Whatever the agent of a given mi d, any flaw in its equilibrium will

be "need." Any repair of disequilibrium will b

loss of equihbrtum will be the nagging i

'satisfaction. Persistent

it tion of "doubt, acco ding to

Peirce the sole motivation for acts of inquiry which when Uccessful attain

not the truth of an external reality, but stability. For a universe of acts,

the efo e, any persistent stability in the equilibriUm between experience anc

knowledge will be "belief TT

n summary of the matrix of theoretical and methodological choice

assume that the criteria of truth in a_unive se of acts are the immediate

stability of its adaptive state and the-long term stability of its adaptive process.

These are pragmatic-truth&of fact and form p - respeetively. The former

rela.tes ultimately;to- the organization of:the= environMent;-the latter, to the

organizatiop of the,-act. -Iut there-, is no direCt 'access either to a reality

behind fact=or behind forrri aeh; is khowrvorexperiéncèd tative tothe
_

other', by, mean&of'comple,vact&which the':minciit-selft-conStru he:oori



is one mind among others. The sole sou ce of the information guiding the

construction is a given stream of existence, itself a sequence of actual

sensory or motor acts instancing s ccessful or unsuccessful consummat ons
of those universal elements. And the organizing principles of the construction

a e those of the act, whose p agmatt d I will now discuss.



PRAGMATIC METHOD

Chri topher Alexander, in his notes on the synthesis of form, cites

a common engineering practice for making a metal face perfectly smooth

and level. Cne inks the surface of a standand,

within fin

teel block, which is level

than those desir- d, and then one nubs the face to be

leveled against the inked surface. If the face is not quite level .ink marks

appear on it at those points which are higher than the rest. One grinds away

those high spots and fits the face to the inked surface again. The grinding

and fitting a e repeated over and oven, until at some final fitting the entire

su face of the metal face is marked by the ink, indicating that no high spots

remain to be ground away.

The practice of fitting affords a useful way to think about the phases

of the act. Because the apt, too, con ists of ongoing processes of assimi-

lation and accommodation within which ,eXpenience and knowledge are re-_

peat-edly shaped by putting Mein 'variolis- parts td Use,---rubbing then') against--

reality,so to speak, inorderto have them marked-by success on failure as_ . _

_preparation fo still another shaping.
,

150-6:Eic>e-
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Although fr m this WilLiam James crew an elixir that:pl ased.fand

encouraged a competitive society, the p

of pragmatism' has since f

oduct he marketed under the label

ed poorly id the popularity contest of ideas.

That is sig ifi ant for our inqui thoughlnot as an

in Peirce s insight. By the hard- yed p edictions that the actual pr

of pragmatic method made possible, the =dourse of its own acceptance has in

fact been remarkably well borne out.

Stubbornly fixing its attention on the surprise of failure,- pragmatic

thod was sure to be unpopular to every conservative trend of mind. That

opposite practic finding all of its reasons in the pres rvation rather than

the creation of information, deliberately tries to avoid surprise_ and to

explain away its own failures. For a jonservative mind the sourceS of

gratifying or noxious information are i6variably felt to be outside of itself.
v

In siniple conSequenee, every forM Of con-SerVatism directs itS main Purpo-ses

_ _to preVenting contamination_of the peCifid plaCe fr m-whiah it sucks noUrish=-_ _

the-----ptirpo---S-0-8---61-Ter-attitUtles---of-pragme.tiem- have' been
_

aland will continue td be inratiOn
_ _ _

he eonfitat-of -ratiohality,vve-ar& about to consid

asper tingzone ,known,to 'man, because!:,! :of5PoSitiOn_



across its p ce-time grid. The ultimate sour of information is a

Material reality common to and encompassing all of mankind. The firsthand

pas age of information, by which it arrives in a b ain th t is essentially a

pas ive receiver pretun d geneticallty to certain vibrations beyond itself,

is called "observati n." The brain stores up some of the information it

receives and can al

a conveyanc

o retransmit infbrmativ

of symbols that lod*themselves in other b

copies from its store by means

This

secondhand passage of informati

cation'

n from one brain to another is communi-

r the young in passive receipt of a largess from the information -

of society, it is "education.

The method of 'des riptive" sci nce, although less c nservative than

the inforTation source externally. Its works

of observation are best done by a disciplined spectator who separates himself

as ,rigorously as possible from all temptations of human pu p_se. The so ial

status f the scientist, so engaged _in carrying out his contract of detachment,

its prede ess r, still locate

is not unlike-that of-the priest whose to-God-in the preceding s -ial

order called-for all sort of precautiOnary measures to insure,the fidelity o

firsthand information -

Itgene-ral,,,pnecark,.identifylinformation specialitts-at each stage Of

ulture for whomrcontemporarymen reserveztheir__greatest veneration and_

'suspicion. This highest, pqp_k of f cathexi*--mdyno-N., ber,eXpiained theOretically_:
-f everysocietyto clüstèr :around, ifs, fb6rif ,of-firsthand-Anforrnation



will be social reorganizati n, a peri d of turmoil during which new infor-

mation specialists learn their roles and users of their information scurry

to the unaccustomed precincts of yet another defective metamorphosis. An

improved equilibrium might then be felt bY its participants as the prefer ed

"orde ". Without that sha ed judgment, the n w metamorphosis would fail.

Society would revert to its former state lor Would ba kslide down the cultural

s quence to a regressive st te within thel,scope of its remaining capability .

The pivot point of the adapti ocess would appear to come when a
I

society by the same principle a per Inality feels the need to modify its

sour e of inf rmation This is the nva ant to be looked for from the stand-

point of the mind itself, even th ugh ourt theoretical explanation holds that

such a fundamental change is c us d bran understanding of some new phase

of the a t being incorporated in the mind' functioning to thereby affect new

ecological relationships.

Besides that our line of fo mal- reasoning prediotS_that-..any,neW state

resultings.from an adVanoe Of-the-adaptive process e a reb

ganization of known facts.

will at fi rst involv

Thus the repair of intellectual progress is alwayS'

felt by the personality Or the sopiety'as a consolidation of mental holdings,

in a word as an _"_insight Only after -the-,introdUction Of a more comprehensive
,

organizing principle can new facts -b_e addedta,a rebonstituted structure that

haSbecome at once 'broa:d 'and stable erioUgh tb:reeeiVethem;-_

-k7.-rhe.`e&17donCla-SiiOn'W-'are';::i.6-theiiialC7;esi ol---ga-niing,prinCiple'S of.-a- ,

, personal `werld Vi6C.rir i' dniph-asi -ing' learning,;'
_ ,-_ _ .

'n_Mits-:higheSVPri6



to persuade other individuals or other societies what ought to be done.

Inquiry is a garnering of information under stringent regimens that protect
the quality of a product being pigeont?oled away for unspecified future use

in an advocative scheme of choicern4ing. There hard-fought positions

are reluctantly abandoned under the ear weight of damaging evidence.

By compa ison the pragm ati cheme choic making is one in

which a real preference f r surp iseslactually c urts failure as a gratifying
I

means to the shaping of an affluence or hypothetical creations al

heartedly sent fo th in the hope that new truths might be caught in their net.

The preferred symbols of the sixth psYchologi al state belong in a context

And so they pertain
_

mind or the mind of oneTs\own soci

ost light-

giving its highest prio

against the grid of experience and knowledge by the agency of an ongoing

organic process for which ea

the indispensible clues. Those surprising

to achieve an expected obj

instances when a given mind fails

e, in a world mott vated by the need to

repair itself, the necessary benchmarks for.firlsthand information being

self-consciously designed to'circurrivent know rii-Sfits that are bstrUcting7 _

human satisfaction.

Hence the characteristic- ms -of pragmatic _"cornrnunidation, are to
kbroadcaSt throughout the-,.communit all- known pointS of:distreas'and-_any

I

helpful new designs bY,which,past failures,might in-the :futUre;b6 overcome

One can ,readily seehow ,such an i.nrigravatiSie-l=mode . of- comm'un-Ccation-witt be



disquieting when taken out of its proper context by a conservative state of

mind bent on maintaining credible di plays of tradition, authority or power.

Formal incompatibilitieS of conservative and creative views of

information do indeed cause a "communication g p with which the prag-

matist, for his own part, is unable to cope. Advocative arguments will be

perceived by him as "irrelevant" for two clear reason .

First, a mind will not be persuaded by appeals to tradition, authority

or competitive advantage once it believes that all truth' is established by

demonstrations of successful use.. A persuasive rhetoric will be received

disrespectfully as artless in the production of "false" de igns, either

untestable or long since disprowen to a mo e receptive conduct of life.

Seeming corrupted be ause of its higher resistance to corruption, the prag-

matic mind will reject argument just as an argument tive mind had earlier

rejected prea hment.

Becond, and more noteworthy of the pragmatic view of informatIon,

is itS impli

by denying

ation that an essentially conservative mind can be induced to learn

the opportunity to everlo its failures of awareness. Mules of

the sixth universe, once brought to water, will be taught to drink. The Prag-

rnatist's exorbitant ,desire to teach, aswellsrtO learn; has not 'received the
,-scholarly attention it-deserves.

_

His diScernMent-ofthis_freSh possibility,for ma.nifes-
_

,
tation-s.of=the--art of syniboliC'=communi cation -wilV; inevitably-calt'for- new -St---Ylea:_

_

_

of speech larid-_,writing_ -language As-, deliberately -designed ito- stimulate --
_ _ _ _

Mind! s own-r_conrstrUctionSittit-teugh,en-riChnieiit'-,of:litW-awarenege-eS.- 'The rnorel=



exquisite these new forms of expression the more they will appear a

mouthing of absurdities to minds steadfast in the obsolete notion that words

transmit messages. Thus the result that Dewey prophesi d: symbolic

communication conceived as teaching will rely less on language and more on

active displays that dramatize the student's own weaknesses and his own

overlooked possibilities.

The g als of "education" will be attained by a variety of activities
and situations especially designed to progressively awaken a mind at first

o feeble that it would shyly a t to protect its meage

creations thinking them the gift of one o

stimulation of formal learning

mentally impaired

mental bette

hile tenderly administered to the young and

will reprimand the laggard so remissive in his ow

nt that he extends a nacent conservatism into adulthood.

So iety in the sixth universe w ill n t achieve the elusive goal of lass-
lessness. It will prefer anorderof psychological classes wherein a forefront

information specialists gathe en-loeSelk_around.the :sage to be studtS--pn.d

the sage,
.

hp wi,11. probablyturn-:c Lrtte. be _a.,.teach rsOf one another. -As for

mathematician.

In. Peirce's guess at- the riddle of life man's framework of ekperience

'and knowledge has been gradually broadene-d td iriClude,the. "law" of_the human
, .act in its complementary-relationships, to-the-_ presentness!",of_the_enViron--..,

ment.-; Mediating these-two,:extretnitiesoP:IconseiouShe'SS;.i.Sstrüggle'

_-cobsicioijs:Sense;-Oft.learning-in;a-o011eeti'Ve-rrind,ap iSe4_,T.:Tally of nts°,own_-

_ creative Fact- of Anquir_ rrr_ation The, sa
,



...there is manifestly not one drop of principle in the

whole vast reservoir of established scientific theory that has

sprung from any other source than the power of the human mind

to originate ideas that are true. But this power, for all it has

accomplished, is so feeble that as ideas now from their springs

in the soul, the truths are almost drowned in a flood of false

notions; and that which experienre doe- is gradual, and by a

sort of fractionation, to precipitate and filter off the false ideas

eliminating them and letting the truth pour

cu r nt.
n in its mighty

Pragmatic method is more casual about forg tting because it has

taken the act of creation in its own hands. The informat on spe ialist of the

sixth universe will be Pa ipant, mmersing himself in a struggle to

stabilize peronal a d octal relationships which, n they pragmatic scheme

of choicemaking, will give first p iority to the satisfaction of human need.

More tolerant but less egalita ian than his predecessor, he will character-

istically create his own responsibilities without waiting for or wanting a

contract or mandate.
g,

g-

One should not overlook th prec cious act of g nesis in Peirce

own hypothesis that a given mirid can crosd the-formal cha:sm to thiS final

metamorphosis only by:_incorporating to itself-an understanding-ofthe Very,

process of forming=am hyp i._othess..



can be deduced. So I have deduc d some of the formal character of

pragmatic thougnt, hoping by my example to make you aware that for al

accommodation is the result_of the mind's own effort to work out the con-

sequences of a revised conception of the o igins of information.

This pragmatic line of ing will conclude that the adaptive process

need not d pend at all on a p rsuasive rhetoric to change the curr ntly existing

cultu al state nor in conseque ce to reorder the entire edifice of so iety as

we know it. Pragmatists vvill act on that belief quite regardless of the fact

that our society, like the one it replaced will prefe to explain and work for

social change on its own terms.

A failure to even con ider the existen e of an alt rnative theory of in-

formation, de pite the d maging evidence of history, may be the Achilles

heel of men engrossed in describing a common universe while jockeying

argumentatively, and too often belligerently, for positions of material advan-

tage in it. Their whole World might decay, not because they were greedy for

dominance but just because someone else had a ounder hold on informati

'than they.

Be that as it -may, it was his own pragmatic method and not the method

of descriptive Science Which- Peiree claimed With quiet iMmcidesty to be the

only way or settling belief that-does,not_ldad tO eventual disappointment.

-This, prideful.:Prediotion ,iS the__Weakest-_-of
-

his' speculatiOns. = For para- =
-__ _----,:-:'__doxicallY, thro-Ligh-_the -,very.inSight-ma-d&rp

--,-,--,--, .._ =

__would
. ,

_
rietarno

_perfeCt. cre



be the imperfection of a Superman who, Frederich Nietzsche most

accurately foresaw, was destined to walk among men as among animals

and be ashamed.



THE DOUBLE GENESIS

I know how difficult it is to place mu h stock in these unwelcome
speculations. You and I don't take philo ophy seriously, being practical
men. And that is precisely what pragm tic reasoning has to say about us.
A penchant for getting "the job" done, a ponde o s insi tence on "the fact "
when disinclined to make a decision a heartfelt disdain for formal reasoning
when it 'gets personal " all are indexed in the fifth'stage of the cultural
progression among the charactert
nizable as ourselves.

I will try to convince you anyway that some baggy-kheed philos phers may

tics of that state of mind most re

have uncovered a real, honest to God, new universe in which a few minds are
already living and you might live yourself.

Just do not ask me to describe this new universe to you, as though
you w re about to sit skeptically in judgment of my facts. I will merely decide
that you are an inveterate spectator and hence too passive or too mesmerized
in the art of objective reasoning for the pragmatic journey I have in mind- In
any case, I have carried you as far as I can.

From here on it will be necessary for us,to run together in the hope
of breaking through to'the'''Sixth -State-of Mind in Which the phaseS- of the act
make sense., Should .+'ve succeed ih th4-jc;in-t -pndavor.-- it Will'then be,possible

I -

to lo-ok back-rat*" bee--_-that-aMond,',6i61
- - 7 7 asons-for proceedingin ,thts- manner_ -_

a reed-eStiMateOFW

_



Ogden and Richards, in which the symbols I produce can cause you to make

acts of refe ence.

For Ogden and Richards the meaning of tvmeaningrT involves a twofold

o ientation. My ch e of symbols will be caused partly by the specific

reference I intend for you to make and partly by personal or social facto

Exa pies of such factors are the purpose for which I am in iting you to

make the reference, the proposed effect that recognizing my symb ls is to

have on your own purpose or attitude and my own attitude a

a e b ing pr duced.

When you recognize my symbols, similarly, they may cause you

perform an act of refe ence and coin identally to assume a purpose or an

attitude which will be under the whim of circumstance more or less the

my symbols

one I intended. That hope for result is by no means certain.

Two chances for error are implicit in the double orientation itself.

You may mistake the "content" of my referencei-attributing to it some

different subject matter than I intended. Or, you may miStake the personal

or social factors which make up its "conteXt." Either eventuality would

distort the meaning I was aiming at, or you might fail `to catth it entirely., r. = .

I do not mean to imply that, hould an accident 'of comMun cation-
...-

occur between us,- I would have Conveyed More i6formatibn to you than you

Were able to:receive . Ydur shee,r- ass pr-oPtiOn' that, _

transmit informatioh to-you-WOO-id

urrentprefe ñce-t'for-tha

i'C'diite

AriferenCeS e-rn



their hands on.

In this vein, for exampl , Ogden and Richards propose to lay their

hands on symbols and their "referents so asto converse p opitiously about

a relation, "t uth imput d by thought but which thought alone could s me-

how not sustain. With t lltale zeal to locate all worthwhile instruction in

sol d matter apart From mind, these investigators t o deSpite the many

worthwhile things they say about problems of meaning would not go so far

as to explain the truthfulness of symbols in terms of mental o ganization.

The .rOot of the matter is- that every .8.6 eptable- m ns of s ientific

investigation has been unable to locate minds, and hence thoughts, on the con-

tinuum of time and space. Popular belief tends to favor the inside of the

head rather than the stomach, which had its day when men were hungrier.

Until the right spot is discovered and demonstrated, it will be quite meaning-

less to speak of something "apart 6-on-I" or "beyond" or anywhere positioned

relative to a mind. Minds°, as a reSUlin h.ave 66cOM'e disrejSutable in an

objective scheme- qf thingsiwhere _they just'hang-ardundilousingup'an other-

PragMatiSts have _been- nioerito Mil-ids -than scientithts. For tha

-'. kiiidries'S ',---i'liaillabilre6Ltaina'keH'yoi-i:TfaiWari-;"e' -t -
dY - b me -la-troublesoe

c .,

Mae :to pay. .- PrOtectiveMentalities _,,Y_stripe -may haVe'to get'Used
-

_13 rtF "r'4
within-,a:mind;beconie:;do;..S -t1n4e.de'Indit-coSitlid, an; beyon

..ta



which work out the consequences of decidedly different cosmological assump-

tions than those customarily assumed by you or me, the established order

has been found guilty f g ievous errors in its thoughts and words. Were

this not enough abuse for ociety priding itself on being scientific, "

pragmati resp nse to the second-rate status of minds in a material unive

with its usual candor, judged the method of descriptive s

itself an abe ration -f a conservative mind in need of

ienc -to -be.

haping.

to a society recklessly applyi

ontent of human purpos t cites a scientism

f enthusiasm of men in the Middle Ages who,

having organized their entire c smos in confo mity with inferences about

an omnip tent will, imposed purpose on everything that moved.

This criticism, as such, is a formal communication designed to

broadcast a misfit in the way language is being used to express facts. On the

consti-uctive side it suggests that, to overcome incompetence in designing

symbolS one should observe a scrupUlous match between a reference and

its context

"Meaning" is the explicit-match utilitarian by nature
- for -whióh-the

specific inferences_ defining!the context shall-have-been tested' by_sUccessful-_ ,

_
application to the'specific content referenced. -From this harsh point of View,

it folioWs the. onlYiSi-76N3'ri'd6mitri 'or_ abjeCtiiie- it4erenCes is in poent of feet:

nce,in-WhiCh2s_ per'e6i-i" laYS hts-_hAffa r eYeS,

Some Mechanical. extensicidfTheiYi,
_-

.-thing,,permitting -expe-rinlent.
_



necessary. Your cosmos and mine will have to be quite literally the frame-

work of just one personal mind that feels itself to be participating, as a mere

agent of the social act toward the sh_ ping of one or more collective minds.

Pragmatic criticism is not only addressed to a specific anatomy of

information constituting a mind, it presupposes above all else that the signals

of misshapen experience or knowledge are given systemLcally within that

mind s internal organization. "Error makes no appeal whatsoever to any

other reality than a particular texture of on own experience or knowledge

just as such. Pragmatic e planation, similarly, is always posed in terms
-

that ultimately recommend mental constructions.

Suppose, as an example of the latter, that acts of reference are

taken to be the constItuents of that immediate "pe ceptual expert nee which

in a giv n mind is felt as an ntation to what is now pre ent ostensively,

right at hand. Also imagine that on this relativelysecure foundation,

speculative extension is then built by the agency of acts of inference from the

particula

eptually.

ntexts matched to those specific contents being p esented per-

Constituents of the resultant const uction

elaboration itself is

felt as an

e newest part of that mind'

ncepts the

conceptual' experien

orientation to things n t_present yet having import for some

activity eithe being contemplated or in progress.

Giving this theoretical exPlanation its 'due would adduce, from the

very mind committed to it
2 _

inference will, in general

_

the consequence th t_errors ofireference_pr of

beget malformed experience. Were:such-a

faulty,framework-used to- guide further action the,enterprise would culminate*
228 -



in acts p one to failure. Hence, in consequence of accommodative inferences

tending to reorganize its own methods along pragmatic lines the mind would

finally conclude that from its own personal standpoint, its own failures are
its only signs of mistaken perc ptions or conceptions.

To that personal world my symbols can carry nothing along with them

except the skillful ingenuity with which I designed them and then launched them

by mouth or hand, all the while guessing at your skill for using them to cr ate

information. Indeed, your ingenuity might be greater as a creative recog-

nizer of symbols than mine a5 a produ er of them.

As for the truthfulness of my symbols, I believe you will discover
"t ,rth" in them to whatever degree they stimulate and assist ur own

eative efforts. If they cause you to fail or carry you away from insight,

farthe th

"false."
n you would have gone by yourself, you will certainly judge them

My symbolic designs can bring you no evidence nor can they offer

you proofs. They c n only recommend how you might look for evidence in

order to c nvince yourself that this revision of your present

might improve the satisfaction of your everyday needs.

ate of mind

Then will you eagerly extract-every scrap of evidence_from which

the further construction of your own experi nce_o knowledge might profit.

In your unique =universe you will have to_do allrof the remodeling for and_by
, -

yours lf, and you alone Will-judge the, reSult;,
,

For my, part de sPite-,this-arnple,:domain of 'persoyial .application,
_ _

es,zWill not alSo Satisfy-thesee no reaSon'Why-these'saMe,-PragMatie, practi
_

needS of a sqc ety giving its-hi-gheit pi-iprity to learning rather_ than2merely-, _ _ - _



doing.

Regarding the question of p ecision in the social use of symbols, I

think you will agree that these pragmatic methods tend quite naturally to

the happy hunting ground of mathematical reasoning, where especially

critical minds can live out their cloistered days as students and teachers

of one another toward the sole purpose of shaping up the formal component

of explicitly constructed "languages."

Not only do the mini trations of mathematicians succeed admirably,

they belie the empiricist's expectation that fact is a more stable foundation

for society than form. The myth of enipir'ical description to the contrary,

science rode to its pr sent glory or the back of mathemati s.

Of course, mathematicians argue more than they would like. And

if some of the sy bolic de ign

obje

h y p oduce are na ed proofs I do not

t. No mathematician has ever be n known to a cept one of those pr o

from his cohorts w thout performing every reference its symbols specify,

while pass-ng judgment o each meticulous step for and by himself .

I therefore an hardly resist classifying mathematicians as the m st

xcellent p agmatists of all-. The things of importan e a e that.their inb ed

practices have originated unu uarly reliable inferences in special minds

whi h since the tinge when-mathematicians-themselves-could still believe
_

they were describing abstract elations of rather etherial realms have

carried forWard an exploSive groWtn3.-ang'varie,ty of new_cOnStruetive:possi-
_ ,

- -bilittes. PossesSing= a. plentitude of alternative contexts ,scientist's have" _

I r

gone gingerlY.aboUt the coehplem6-ntary t-ak,i)f fitting thenri to factual,-contents
. _



Thus the real route to exactitude in the scientific use of symbolism

may have been presaged in the pragmatic view th t, because facts vary,

errors are at a minimum when men communicate about wh t is invariant

among, hence within, themselves. As scientific hypotheses took on an

increasingly mathematical character, the outworn trappings of a descriptiv

method were bit by bit discarded.

Like the earth-centered c smos of the Middle Ages, was it necessary

for our own world to be inverted before further progress was po sible To

take the Peircian hypothesis seriously, you will have to identify it as having

originated new organizing prinr-Aples for known facts. It will have done the

same sort of intellectual work as the Copernican hypothesis, whose emergence

in the preceding state of culture portended the di integration of an autocrati

society and its reformation as a social order more favorable to i dustry.

That earlier transition, just as the one presumed to be now grinding

to its sixth destination, was upsetting to the status quo. The pirits, spooks

and fairies that moved the fourth universe were not cast aside easily.

Nicholas d Oresme had observed that God had constructed the ma erial

world like a watch which c uld then be left n its own, in no need of spi itual

forces to move its various parts. A new theory of motion gradually, emerged

helped along by Burdian, Albert of Saxony, and the philosoPhers of_Merton

College, Oxford. A direct precursor of Galilean.dynamics, it held that any
_

body.when pushed is given an impetus that remains with it oronly slowly
- ,

diminishes,- if no obstacle is placed in its path.

But the law of gra ity was never perfectly formulated,by Galileo who
_ -



retained a conservative preference for circular movement. Even Newton

had to resort to God to explain the ma' tenance of motion in the new universe

then u der construction.

It is astonishing how few new facts Galileo used in his argumentation to

support the Copernican system. The experience on which he based himself

was at bottom the same everyday experience that the Aristotelians had inter-
preted. He a ranged this experience in a completely new way and made it

more c mprehensible. One would be mistaken to think that the "scientific
revolution" of the Renaissance consisted in a triumph of the description of

new facts over formal speculation. Not until the writings of Francis Bacon
became the bible of the Royal Society did the collect on of facts become hectic.

It was Descarte_ who finally banished active spirits from non-living
matter once and for all to launch the world w

consists in extension; the essence of sp

soul, in self- onscioushe

know The essence of matter

itual principles, like that of the

cording to Descartes therefore, God does
not operate in the cosmic pro ess either. The behavior of the material

universe must be explained on its own termS.-

By far the most interesting consequence of Descarte's theory was ts

ontribution to the disappearance of witch h nts, which had gr wn to incredible
dimensions in both Protestant and Catholic countries. That is one sound

indication of an Linsettled`World retrieved tOWard salutor'Y'eqUilibriiiM When
_

intellectual preference turned away from asking "What ts dod!S and

took up the question "How iS the world,cOnstit6ted?"'

Afth-oubtl i6e' inforMation sci61.66--piwestdr=.n '661.ibre haai-ohanged- , .. _
.. r

bratherhood Of man under the'fathe hood:of God Was,hot forgotten. An._ . ' ,-



egalitarian order was essential to the advo a tve scheme of choicemaking

that replaced the authoritarian one. As Dewey and Bentley remind us, the

spiritual entities which had onc:e inhabited dead matter took flight to new

homes, mostly in the human body, and particularly in the human bra n.

They had been swept out of the way of progr ss right into another sanctua

of mischief.

The new social order formed decisively around two information

specialists, polarized in the sep rate responsibilities for objective and

subj ctive choices implied in De-cartes' dichotomy. The emerging mechanistic

world view be a e the watchword of the eighteenth and ninete nth centu ies,

providing the theoretical basis for both p les of the new

Science but al o economics and politic

forces held in abeyance by counterfor

advocative sche e.

were conceptualized In terms of

es balanced against them. Ultimately

the forces of nature were balanced against the bu geoning will of man.

An oddity of the transition noW attending the dissolution of a me hani tic

world view built on polarity is that it will rqLiire a double genesis. Moreover,_

it wa to be expected that ci ntists and educators, having been commissioned

to a quiet concern for learning in an industrial society, would be susceptible

pragmatic influences in greater degree than active m nage rs and makers

Of public and private, weal.

A decline wasforetold when-George Berkeley, motivated; by the fear

that ,Newton's principles ,of absolUte space absolUte tim matter r,Icr
-'-- t

avitation woutd threaten es--religion 'doubted whether -th wOrds wnich_ .

these principles were,,exioressed even,made sense.' According t
23



only words that are meaningful are words that designate sensations. If the

goal of science is to c ordinate sensory perceptions, then it can make use

of spatial .relations only to the extent that these are merely relations

between sensible bodies, and nothing more.

Out of the matrix of Berkeley's arguments came two fertile seeds.

One is the distinction between the for al and factual components of language,

now grown to the rank of a major pre ccupation a ong philosophers. The

other is the very method of approach by which scientific procedure to k on

its exclusively descriptive character, that of ascertaining, and only then

interpreting the data of sensation.

A new directi n ca e pointedly to the surface when Immanuel Kant

asked "What can we know about the world?" He had shifted the source of

information toward a personal perspectiv- despite his own conviction of the

correctness of the Newtonian world view, which his own cosmological hypo-

thesis h d broadened He sought to substantiate it . In his opinion the prin-

ciples of natural science, such as those f causality and the law of c nser-

vation of energy, are unc nditionally t ue because the mind thinks in Newtonian

terms This explains why we are able to comprehend nature, its general

features are inde d out- own wOrk.

The spectacular growth of science in this century h s arm d a mechanistic

world vieW With an abilind-ence'of argUments. MeanWhile, the- fdrefront of scientific
method has moved 'hut on the hiuti--'1 more- ma:the-ma:tidal oiLirse- blazed by men

like .Faraday and Maxvvell. Near the tUrning-poini--Brnst Mach assert at tke'

radical idea--that science can, --and-Sehoutd`'_ dh_nothing-hut Order e-Xperience
-T



Mechanism w s struck a severe blow by Einstein's special theory of

relativity, which introduced objective probabilities uninterpretable in te ms

of sensation. Later a coup de grace was delivered by his general theory,

originating a curved space-time based on.Riernann's geometry.

It should be noticed that my pragmatic reconstructions of recent

history make no appeal whatsoever to an advocacy on the part f Peirce.

Were he alive, I know he would resent my.shabby. treatment of the brainchildren

he dressed so carefully. What matters aft r all is that though sorely lacking

the Madison Avenue touch, he did advertise these new const uctive possi-

bilities. That is all his pragmatic theory of social change required .

The universe of your own personal mind is one you know well. However,

you have not thought of your social universe as being organi ed along principles

of mental anatomy, and will doubtle sly think that further suggestion is silly.

Believe me, I share your annoyance. I have lived as comfortably on

the grid of time and space as men did formerly in the lap of God. But sur-

prising thing happened to me one day on the way to the laboratory. There

were people in the streets yelling about the.misfits of our society, and it

ed to me wa being s t upon by a bunch of pragmatists. .

Now I am pratty sure that none-of these ragamuffins had ever

Peir e. Yet they made it crystal clear that they were intent on shaping the

collective mind of their OWN society, and also their OWN individual-minds.

Their inquisitive attitudes-gave much-of Nietzsche's holy Yea-to life seekings

its OWN will.to win its OWN personal world, though it be the-world of an ,

outcast.



Yes, they did seem painfully aware of Nietzsche's metamorphoses
by which the human spirit be omes a camel, the camel a lion, and the lion
at last a child. Along with their childlike craving for novelty, they were
mpatient with bearing burdens or doing combat.

I call your awareness to these untidy deportments becau e of their
unh ralded intrusion upon a world so desperately intent on persuad ng OTHER
societies, and hence OTHER individuals what ought to be done.

submit that attempts to explain these surprising eVents in the context
of the existing cultural state ha e so far not been very sati f ctory. By way
of contrast, the same happenings fit so well in Pei hypothetical universe
that I have gr dually been compelled to regard its pe uliar galaxy of prag-
mati put-poses and attitudes as le s a philo
ver table contagi

cam

phi al abstr ction and more a
n of contemporary men and women.

as a pedant to the pragmatist w rld but have since met some
of its native inhabitants _r whom its exotic ways of behaving appear as natural
as breathing. At any rate, I am con tently,b ing amazed es, my hard-wonr.
conclusions are judged by these people to-be just ordinary common sen e-..
The really interesting question the efor
tudes came from.

is where these Pu PC s and atti-

r one m not very impr sed with the explanati n that the Devil
has been busy corrupting affluent children who were abandoned"by permissive
parents,to permissive school admini trators., Iclo admit thatzsupernatural
corruptors might be having a fretful.,=pripblern now,that the Communists haVe

_

grabbed so much of their work. But since the Cornenunists themselves-seem
- ,
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to be fretting over a rash of freakish happenstance in their home territory,

it would be better not to point a finger at them just now.

Hunts for a source of currupting information from OTHER minds,

real or imagined, will not doubt be carried farther than its present ove in-

dulgence if this liking for pragmatic thinking spreads. For that dismal

conclusion one need look no farther than the recent precedent of Germ ny,

where it may also be seen that at some point of panic the diligent conservative

can forget what he was looking for and become an irrational fanatic.

Not surprisingly, Germany was at the forefront of the new science

when the engineering of pragmatic le

irresponsibly in the streets and on the

ning was first experimented with

c mpuses. There, also, came the first

demonst ation that applications of this new theory

far reaching effects on

info m aion can have

political. and educational instituti_ s b th restless

in a.balance between advocate

opponents.

of particular positions and their counterpoi ed

So I have brought you to the place where young men and women

unaccountably ashamed of their elders

honestly believe that Adolf Hitler killed Superman at his first borning and

are making thei own he They

stole his robe to yse as a trophy in fest... ,g up his regressive _cancer. Pessi-
_

mistically they gather to be students and teachers of one another ask ng

"who am I?" while awaiting the next executioner-.



AN ANATOMY OF MEANING

With this small sample of pragmatic communication, so out

step with a staid "objectivity" in technical w iting, I have ought to d mon-

strte the symbolic designs of a constructive cosmology. Reliance on

description will be diminished, while greater importanc

speculation. Above all, the formulation o ew inferenc

will be attached to

will be incited in

the hearer or reader by referring him to contents that reveal systemic weak-

ne ses or suggest fruitful contexts for innovative constructions. Though

the e forms ymbolic intercourse have long been e ercised at the dinner

table andover the cup, they are honed to a sharp edge in mathematical

reas n ng.

My concern has been to show that this change of style is not capricious

or arbitrary. It is the rational result of an emerging new theory about the

originsthe means of distributi_n -and-the uses-of-info mation. As the- empiri-

cist could no longer support a requirement for in antation, prayer or preach-

ment in half of his reconstructed world, so the pragmatist has no further- n

for language that purports to describe an external reality.
_

-

of every symbolic communication in his universe_ _ , ,. ---, _ _
- -

internal reality 'of a perean or a soeiety.
,

The sole purpose

shape theof acts will be

In this clUaljight I ask-you to r'*e. onsider.the Conclusion that' Charles

Morrie-reef_Ched_in_hiff's _treatf-Se

which the f'maih'-di ases of 'the-;
_
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discourse to the phase of consummation.

A student of Mead, Morris builds on his mentor's analysis of the act

phases. He recognizes that "formative" discourse might call for a fourth

dimension of signifying; but he decides that Mead s analysis need not be

complicated bk a fourth phase to account for his misfit.

To the contrary, when analyst. s of the act's phases is app oached bv the

different method affo ded by consideration of Pi g t's basic progression of

developmental st ges, a phase of hypothesis formation will be one of tho e

found missing from Mead's tally. This phase, indeed implem nt d socially

by formative discourse, will be for a pragmatic cosmology, the one in which

new kno., ledge is created. It is accordingly the specific phase that Pei ce

recommended to our understanding in order to cOnsummatethe formal traverse

on which he would have us embark. Since this phase of the act will also involve

f rgetting 1.nowledge., I_ ID to call it the phase of "reorganization.'

By all indications, language is an ancient heritage and should not as an

ongoing system be expe

nature of la

ted to zig.or.zag

guage or styles of sPeeah,

readily as speculations about the

heard from men immersed 'n-a parti-

cular cultural situation. -To look- at the way language is being uSed is rewarding

for a pragMatic inquiry which, in keeping with its interest in the process and

various states-of adaptation,_-will_prefer--to observe h6mans at large in_ their

natural habitats as they busy theMselves ri;lore with ober4ient -or competitive

doing than With learning.

Com-Parlson can thus be made of the respective abilities of the prab-
_

matte and the objective viewpoints to organize-,known factzs of language-. That
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formative discourse fits naturally in the pragmatic framework can be

taken as a bit of confirming evidence that its organizing principles are

more comprehensive than the objective ones.

The comparison is itself the one proposed for a pragmatic scien

since only by use of the pragmattstTs viewpoint does one begin to g asp the

general principle that what is felt in experience as a "viewpoint" is deter-
mined by one's own choice of inferences.

A conseq.ience of this insight is to make the context as well as the

content of observation matter. Once the two are seen to be relative, one

gaining meaning as complement to the other, the aim of a pragmatic science
must be a useful matching of the two.

To make the comparison just r ommended, one would have to first
identify Piaget's theories as being pragmatic in outlook and those of both

Mead and Morris as bel nging to that c nservative view of psychology and

sociology which attempts to achieve order and predictability in a -world of
objects. Just b cause the objects are animate instead of inanimate does. not,
for its eve extended objective reasoning change th nature of the quest.

Thus a troublesome consequence of the pragmatist s insight is 'hat
in his own mind tne opini ns of oth r men will, no longer be regarded as

equ 1 in perspicacity. If Me d

was in

Mead

himself believed that the source of information
eality outside of his subject that presupposition on the p rt of

observer and as theorist would account, to the reasoning of the
pragmatist,. for still another phase, of the act denied autonomy in Mead's

_

theory yet required by the pragrhatic realm of speculation pursued by Piaget.
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As my projected phase of reorganization will agree with the pragmatic

hypothesis that knowlege is a creation of the mind, so this second neglected

phase of the act will anticipate a constructed experience.

Rather than an experience consisting of data received through the

senses and somehow stored as pictorial or other ise coded "representations"

of an external reality in memory, pragmatic perception will, itself be a con-

structive activity building on a foundation of a,ctual instances of elemental

sensory or motor acts each one signaling the success or the failure of its

small task when commanded to perform.

This choice of elemental units of information is in harmony with

recent results of brain research in which neural elements are found to

respond, in roughly all, or nothing fashion, to kinds of stimuli so highly

specific that one can regard th m "feature detectors." In the eyes, as

elsewhe e, such detectors are not passive receivers, they have o be moved

about and positioned and enjoined to attend. Excitations or elements of

response are coordinated with sensitizations of elements of sensation

grand patterns of behavior orienting the perceiving organism seleCtively to

whatever it is its present purpo e to perceive. D signative discourse serves

this perceptual Purpos

It is necessary to conclude that all external" objects and relations

tn a universe of acts will be presented in experience by successful a...:ts of

perception. And from this the more general conclusion can be_ drawn that

Ttcontentstt will be given in knowledge by overlaPping collections of pot6ntial

acts of perception, exactly as overlapping collections of potential acts of

inference will define II contexts." A parallel imn therefore be established



theoretically, according to which the preservation n exp rience of either
a specific content or a specific context will be si :ailed by 4-he successful

consummation of some me bpi- ofthat collection.

However, the purpose of perception may be to ascertain that some

object or relation is not present in the environment. It should be noticed
in passing that the logical calculus which George Boole dropped at our door-

step, whose computations of "truth-values" pampered the empiricist's
expectation that his symbolic designs corr spond with an external reality,
will reappear in th pragmatist's universe of acts as computations of

"success-values." For looking backward in a pragmatic world at what was

dore in the past such computations will be needed to determine the success

or failure of a complex act in consequence of the su ces ful or unsuccessful
consummations of its elem nts. For looking toward the future, they will be
needed to assess the _internal validity of proposed acts

These computations will le of equal value for acts of inference. As
by followir g ut the st let parallel and symmetry of

1

ption a d inf ren e that on can begin to get the hang of how the prag-

a matter of fact, it i

perc

matist.ord rs his p rsonal as well as his so ial cosmos. A coordinated

matching of perception 'and inference in whi h the two-are_eqOal partne s,
Lis the very s urce of his information. It ts our world, not hi _, which assumes

information will arrive fr m a material reality and so gives greaten weight

to perceiving than to inferring.

Anticipating your preference fo ,an objective world I hav to this
point glossed over the puzaling fact that_a universe'-of actt will,require two
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kinds of eLements. The first are the elements of perception that have been

brought to your attention. They were called "sensory" and "motor" acts

because I assume their agents in biological organization to be organs of

sensation and locomotion, respectively. For machines, the analogous

agents will be "sensors" and "effect r " each one capable of signaling the

success of its commanded task.

The second kind of elements will be the elemental acts of inference

from which complex inferences may be constructed. Not knowing the bio-

logical agents of elemental inferences, I will for the present characterize

them in mechanical terms as being able to produce or to recognize structures

comprised of the mobile units I have called "concept If

I rely on mechanical explanations without apology. Pragmatic

hypotheses will have to be test d by means of ele tron c circuitry. Without

coMputers, the progressive attainment of ever more comprehensive and

equilibrated stages of mental dynamics could not be demonstrated convincingly.

But pragmatic experimentation will be not in the least conce

"simulating" a mind,

its proponents. The

a mind cannot be-des

ned with

hatever method of comparison that might connote to

dological insight of the pragmatist is that whereas

crib d it can be constructed. His objective will be to

construct a mechanically-based mind every bitl as useful

biologically, in:all truth potentially more Solin view of such ent cing properties

aà-accessto an unl mited range 3f sensors and effe torS, infinite reprodu

bility at its prim and effective immortality.

°There i very reason to predict that the-development will be undertaken
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on sound technical and economic grounds and, further, on sound educational.

and scientific ones. For the central theoretical issue is how one should

organize a capacity for personal or social learning. The very decision to

proceed will therefore coincide with a return to optimism and political

stability as we cease protecting the accomplishments of an industrial age

and begin to teach ourselves how to enter a cybernetic age, where pragmatists

might not seem so bad to have around after all.

The summary of ade.ptive stages I promised you will be an educated

guess, bought and paid for by your tax dollars, as to the direction a pragmatic

information technology might take. I base my predi ti ns on the doctrine
that men order information systems as they ord r society; indeed society,

after their personal minds is their main information system.

The wave of pessimism that ended the experiment of the sixties appears

to have repaired itself with the pa adoxic l insight that mechanical translation
might eally progress if it ould only get rid of the computer. I give this
the same disrespect as the ins ght that demo racy ;-night really prog

it could only get rid of the people. What should hav been learned from the

pe iment is what caused the system to fail. Then we .can get to work and

I prove its design.

The role in soci ty I have chosen for myself, as I told you at the
beginning, is to be a designer of information systems my pr fer nce being
the sort that includes a Language capability. The way I see it, any challange

to the existing view of information falls-squarely within my technical respon-
sibility. I am especially on the lookout for a new information theory' right
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now because the one I have been using did not fit the facts of lanouage well.

On further investigation I decided it didn't fit the facts of life either.
What kind of symbolic systm is needed to communicate about living

is the problem to which pragmatic comment is fundamentally addressed.
The goal of pragmatism is a science of life. One characteristic of the
system that failed, by contrast is that its symbolic communications are
referenced basically to nonliving things, or to living organi ms regarded
as things. That aspect of contemporary thought is summed up revealingly
by th "formal systems" in which today's mathematician or logician works
out an understanding of how complex things should be constructed from

elemental things.

It is not by accident that present theories treat languages as comple>

things constructed from thing-like elements, the "features" or "form TT

obse vable in speech. Current theo ies Of meaning are of like inspirati n.

Things of language are placed in correspond nce with a larger systm of
things that speech can mention, which may include systems of l nguage.

The things so mention d, say for example people, are themselv

of elemental particles
ade up

.Society is in turn constructed oi people who, not

surprisingly in.this kind of world construct governmentS. If-a governm nt.
is malforrn d the important thing i to ropl. -the people in or to
rearrange them so that they can shovel information to one another better.

r information systerns-.are .regai Jed as re eivi ring and shipping

information as it the-case for all other comrnodit es: Oh y s, information
is itself constriucted of things called "bits." Informati n theory is theref re
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concerned with how many bits need to be received, stored, or shipped.

The arrangements fo nd in modern computers are the designs of

John von Neumann and his able assistants R né Descartes, Isaac Newton
and Nicolaus Copernicus. I should also mention Gottlob Frage, vho did

the wi ing diagrams. But Charles Peirce was in the office at the time and,

being one ofthose pragmatists, he dissented.

What is most st iking about Peirce's dissent is its emphasis on acts
rather than things. Like Langer, I think this is the key to his system-making.
The tragedy is that, as far as we know, he didn't tu n in an alternative set

of diagrams. Yet it is certain that the "particles" witil which he labored
to construct his pragmatic unive se are not th ng-like but are instead act-
like. His is a universe of acts in which successful acts of perception bring

L1F as close as we c n get to our accust med universe of things.

A pragmatic technology will not move nformation" in and out of its
machines as compute s do now, although there may be a tot m re going on
inside. No bits at all need cross the machine's boundary. This applies to

structions" as well as to data (These for the uninformed are the
bit-buckets into which omputer-people pay tribute to Des artes dichotomy.)
The sen ors and effect rs of an information system de igned on the Ptrctan

_

scheme will do much useful work, nonetheless, and may recognize or Produce
language signs in the bargain. F r that last reason, I dub th s alternat ve
design a "semioti

the ore

system," distinguished from Formal sYStem" by bein

ure of a universe nearer to life
9 and thus closer to language, in its

arrangements.
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To tell a programmer that he will have to give up the "instructions"

with which he controls the computer is apt to cause a stomach ache. It is
exactly the same stomach ache that one should anticipate among politicians

as they watch a freewheeling pragmatic: personality bouncing about in

apparent disregard of the laws and other contractual means that control

contemporary society. One should therefore notice that -a semiotic system

will be controlled by means of a propitious selection of its elemerL I acts.

From this one might predict that a pragmatic society will be less concerned

with social instruction but intensely interested in putting the right social

agencies in place. These trends have emerged in our national life; they
can be expected to c.tause the same sort of hair-raising s enes that happened

when the nobles swiped the king's programming manual.

Another peculiarity of Peirce s design is tts insistence on'a world

dtv-ided into three basic parts instead of Descartes' two. In the triad o
Peirce's unt,,er al categories , one can identify as "presentness" the

objective meanings of environmental fact, and as "t w" the subjective
meanings of organic form

Return, if you will, to the requirement for two kinds of elemental

acts in a universe of acts : elements of perception and of infer nce It will

But what of his thi d category "struggle?"

be seen that there are-three basic combinatory possibilities. In add tion

o compl x acts of percep".on compo

inferential acts-made up of elem

acts

ed-of-,perceptUal elerrients a d,coMplex:

nts of inference, ther.e ma

nsisting -of both perceptual and inferential elements.

be comPlex

amend my hypothesis as follows: every pragmatic 'meaning" will
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be defined in "perceptual knowledge" by a collection of potential acts, and
will be presented in "perceptual experience" by an actual act successfully

consummating some member of that colle tion. Only in the special case

where members of the collection are composed entirely of perc-aptual

elements will that meaning be "content;" only if the members consist of
inferential elements will the meaning be a "context." Otherwise that meaning
will be, to use Peirce's term, a "resistance."

Perceptual experience as a consequence, will reconcile conceptual

structures with environmental structures in the sense that, for a complex
act to be successful its perceptual elements manipulating the environment
and its inferential elements manipulating concepts must both satisfy specific
conditi ns of succe N t only will perceptual acts be coordinated with
inferential acts to produce or modify conceptual structures inferential.acts
that recognize conc ptual structur'es will also guide perceptual acts by means
of th se same coordinations, so being the origin of per eptual purpose.

I will dis uss the origins of concepts under the topic of the act ent,
Piaaet's functional nucleus. In the meantime "c nc pts" may be regarded
as act-like units of information co responding to meanings, which is to say

-

that they will reprsent the collections of acts just discussed Those con-
cepts eorre p nding to contents the meanings of environmental pr sentness,
will be "factual concepts.

meanings of law in the sensE

o esist n
of pro

"Formal :concepts" will correspond to ontexts

"Organic on opts" will correspond
s the meanings that mediate between pre entness and_law.

.

"Conceptual knowled t will consist of the designs- of oncepts, one
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for each meaning in the semiotic system. Instances of these designs

having been arranged by inferences into conceptual structures, will con-
stitute "conceptual experience."

The remaining phase of the act still unspecified in our reAsed

tally, will be the phase of "conc ption, during whi h the responsibilities

of tenuous acts of inference are taxed to extend conceptual structures

beyond the frame resulting from immediate perception. This, then is the
phase served by speculative discourse.

However, all of the act's phases will involve the manipulation of
conceptual structures. It is by studying the kinds of inferences being made,

and thus the kinds of conceptual structures being produced or being recog-

nized to guide perceptions that the separate responsibilities of the phases

can be t dentiñ.e d the retically.

In short the phases do define the main meanings in the semi tic
system, reflected in language as M r is' dimensions of signifying. These
after Petro still more basic triad of meanings: "pre entness " "la

and T strugg e." And the most fundamental is the d

and ' experi grid the mind is built.
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PRAGMATIC SCIENCE AND SOCIETY

Enough ground has been laid to begin redrawing the basic distinction

between the p ocess and the states of adaptation in terms of mental organi-
.

zation. It should be recalled that pragmatic explanation always takes this

to be its aim.

One of my fir t projects sh uld be a clearer pragmatic explanation

of what was meant by my prior statements to the efFect that the adaptive

process changes the existing state of adaptation when an understanding of

a new phase of the act incorporated in the mind. My objective, therefore,

is to redr ss und rstanding" in terms of mental organizat on as a n xt step

in my continuing effort to shape this concept.

now assume that the adaptive p ocess changes the existi g state of

adaptation as it o iginates one of the five dimensions of ening Just singled

Consolidation of the new state then involves a continuing

all meanings, including any that exi ted

refinement of

n the p evious state. ProgreSsive

refinement of the new state wilt itself originate new meanings

_coneepts to those available manipulation by inferen

As anexarriple o u h an orig

have been tracing

incorporates thi

a history

S.

that will add

nation in the cultural p og ession

pragmatic speculations who e literature

new dim nsion of meaning quite s lidly for at least one

hundred years; it can be backtracked through its unsteady footprints to

precursors like David Hume. Pragmatic thought is well represented in our

book...3tores in Papei"backs such as Alfred North Whitehead's essay_on process

and reality, or Henry David _Thoreau's Waldeni'. Today's pragmatist is



not as much alone as Peirce, who nearly starved for the foolish things he

had to say. Now the pragmatist holds his own scientific conventions under

the rubrid of-"process metaphy s", or the like, where he can talk to other

strange types in the halls about the needed refinements of his special brand

of meaning.

What pragmatists sav to one another seems just as foolish and

irrational to an industrial society now as it did in Peirce's time.. The note-

worthy difference is that Peirce was a quiet man and easily ignored.

think you will agree that pragmatists are not as easy to ignore now as they

have been in the past. I point to this very fact as evidence of an increasing

consolidation of the pragmatic dimension of meaning in a segment of the

collective mind, espe ially among the well-educated young who are now

busy teaching their peers and par nts.

Thus my next project should be to explain the dire tion this most

recent consolidation of meaning might take. My approach to a specific

answer may seem to y u circuitous, but it is imposed by a pragmatic

method of investigat on which views meaning as a matching of content to

-context'. It must ge erate new information by oscillating back and forth

between explorations of fact and fo m in order to r fine its conceptions.

I ha.ve asked you to look for this erraic patte n in the pragmatist's oWn

activities within which the societal function of language itself must be

reconceived for purposed_of pragmati

shaping rathe than_

explanation as an inst

conveying thoughts.

In a word the mind incorporates"
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1-any new dimension of meaning
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by making accommodations which are not merely additive. The result-is
a pragmatic state of mind which const u ts a world conspicuously different
F om the one that gave rise to industrial society. This applies not only to
the novel way the pragmatist sees his sItuation in society. It provides a
conceptual base from which to reconstruct a new past and to anticipate a
new future.

To illustrate this last point, I have taken you on brief forays into
a pragmatically re onstructed past where as hist rian of the sixth universe
one might be especially attentive to changes in the style uf inferences and
perceptions to preferred sources of information, to roles of informati n

specialists, to surges of optimism signalling the conceptual breakthrough
of each new age, and to the pessi ism with which men close an age by
encountering the absurdities and disparities that consolidati-n of thought
always b ings. Only refinement seems to reveal the hidden di sonances
that restimulate doubt and so revive l a ning.

I have also taken stabs at a pragmati future
will always be anticipated by means of the organizing p
str ct yeste day. Expectations

show that tomo row

incipl s that re on-
of a quadrillion"dollar- indUStrial e

may suffer the obsolescence of judqment d
. .

onomy

Each dimension-of meaning
makes its own fUture.as well as its own pre ent and paSt. This invarian
or human-behavior can be:studied in hi torical
in eviden e of the general principle that man s e perience i

and anthropological reco ds

indeed a ccin,
stru -zion of his mind. Wh n that much is ,eS4tablished, one can then Study
the constru tions themselves to firid outihow' the mind Operates-.



This, my own little essay on the pragmatic dimension af Meaning,

has been designed to originate in your own mind a pragmatic awareness if

it did not al eady exist there I have attempted to teach you by the pragmatic

technique of forcing upon your mind some difficulties that have made their

appearance in empirical science.. At the same time I have urged upon you

the alternative of a pragmatic science. My comments at this stage of my

presentation are intended to help you refine the pragmatic meariings that

the earlier stage was designed to originate.

None of this mental tampering is malicious. My goal is a style of

technical p e entation icon istent with the pragmatic hypothesis being pre-

sented. An i po tant implication of that hypothesis is that the v ry function

of language is to aid the mind's constructive activities by means of such

teaching. To conceive of language as a vehicle carrying instructive messages

or descriptions is tional within the pragmati world view. As I have

pointed out, no "information' in the sense of transmitted bits can come acro s

the boundary of the human organism from the environment in this alternative

Unive se.

H man organs of locomotion in the bro d sense of produc ng ove-

rnent by acting in unison with organs of sensation, can nonetheless succe

fully consummate complex perceptual acts, r can fail in purposeful attempts

to do so. Features and their relations in the environment

by thiS means.

an be identified

ordingly can language signs in the environment be
_

being :prodyceerin----he -i-sppeo6:-- of anpthr-- hum h -being,
- 'or where they have been left lying around as writing. But here the "info mation'



originates in a binary generation of bits within the human boundary, indi-
cating either "success" or "failure" in el mental sensory or motor acts
purposefully undertaken.

All of this may sound like nitpicking. Its theo eti al consequences
are however far-reaching. It means that we must think of the human brain as
being organized to create information, not to receive and store it for use in
choicemaking activities that are also results of instructions received from
one or another great programmer out yonder.

It also means that the organization of industrial so i ty is irrati nal
to the pragmatist's eyes. The very conception of language as a conveyor of
descriptive or instructive messages is intimately tied to a social order in which
an objective science is the o of the fo mer and government of the latter.
This is the case whether the specific form of government is democratic or
totalitarian in the method by which it makes th subjective choic s that pro-
duce its instructions. As far as the pragmatist is concerned, democratic
capitalism and communistic totalitarianism are different social implemen-
tations of the same stage of culture. Further, the need for adversarie
fifth veultural stage explains the final pol rizat on of an industrial age.

t that

But the same indictment of irrationality extends to the pre-industrial
so ial orders who e different inferences turned perceptions elsewh re in
search of truth. In this r spect the pragmatist, in carrying out his soc etal
function as agent of the social act, is not different from the rest. Although
for him information is being generated within the-activities of his own

society, rather than elsewhere, sUccessr-on:failure'iof:sticial- aats which
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are the source of pragmatic truth must be perceived outside of his own

person.

It should therefore be anticipated that the only government a prag-

matist will respect is one that can do something for him or can teach him

so ething by helping him to be aware of his own mistakes or by presenting

him with creative possibilities that he may have overlooked in his personal

life. His concept of good citizenry will be to return the favor to government

in kind, since only by contributing to the social act can he come to respect
- -

himself as a useful member of society within the frame of his own attitudes.

In consequence, the pragmatist's conception of his societal role is

more directly related to serving and being served by society than h s been

the case for all of the preceding cultural orientations. Membership in every

conservative society has presupposed selfish personal motives countermanded

by conformity to s cial instruction in the collective interest of competitton,

salvation, traditiony favorable treatment by demons or raw survival. Finding

the source of personal instruction within himself, a pragmatist will look

with disdain on any outside attempt to tell h m.how to behave He has a word

for such inept teaching that is rich in symbolic content and he is not bashful

abdut using it. To the conservative mind he is thus n outlaw.

I have projected these attitudee to a 'cybernetic age' becau e

seems obvi us that the pragmatist's conception of good government cannot

be chieved without the new, technology that his own world view dictates. Yet

clear postu es of rejection at every mention of the,w rd Tcomput r have

come from the_people who graciously and most eagerly helped me to under-

stand their state of mind.
255
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This contradiction in my study disappeared when it occurred to me
that I was dealing with a mirror image of an outsized respect for what
computers might do to facilitate society. As economic depression is the
horror of an industrial society, so the image of information technology
being used to limit life's possibilities strikes fear and anger in a pragmatic
heart. He is painfully aware that, For a conservative government, the only
national course will be to enforce the laws arrived at by democratic consensus
to instruct all citizens as to the acceptable limits of social behavior. Yet
for the pragmatic personality, legal or contractual restrictions are a robbery
of life. He will steadfastly resist their intrusion.

Because of his ministrations to life and living, the pragmatist is
constantly mistaken fon a missionary. And since for him role-making is fun,
he is not above mounting an off-beat "Jesus revolution" to clothe his teaching
in prot ctive symbols that are su e to catch the attention of his student .

is not an anarchist but a chameleon. His constant role is r le-making in
the service of either per onal or social learning Toward both he is highly
motivated ince, hay ng created his own informatior, he has no one to blame
for his personal mist-akes and his relationship to society provides no rational
defense for

will

y kind of dec ption.

Thus th pragmatic -theory of language belongs to a social order tha_

direct its symbols more deliberately than the present one to stimulate
the. creative efforts of the ,c6lle-ctiVe mind upon-Which a successful social
perforMance ultimately depends. It is Within a post-industrial world view
that designative, speculati prescriptive, acipraisiVe, and fo mative
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discourse may all be seen to contribute synergistically to the creation of

a source of social info mation beyond the accomplishment of any single

participant. This different conCeption of the collective interest is the one

which will motivate a pragmatic science.

On the other hand I have argued that a prag atic science, because

of its different conception of the information sour e, will, proceed by a method

exactly the opposite of empirical method. It will not make olDervations and

then extract theoretical conclusions in the familiar patte n of today's tech-

nical document. Nor will it regard technical documents as "knowledge, "

no matter how high they stack.

Pragmatic method will make its advance by shaping an elaborate

conceptual structure, at the beginning expectip..d to be imprecise. One work

of intellect will be to ensure the "internal" validity of the structure by

inferences eliminating from it inconsistencies or dissonances A second

work will be done by inferences that test the xte nal" validity of the

structure by using and then shaping it as a frame for successful sensorimotor

cprrie of which may be acts of observation. A pragmatic

not m rely observe the envi onment however .

_1 nce will

To learn pragmatically this

science must do something useful; it must struggle.

Hence my conclusion that sem otic systems will beco e not only

the instruments of learning at this stage Of society, but will g nerate infor-

mation shaped to usefulness through social use. The likelihood of this tech-

nol gical development is increased by pragmatic traits of character that

are highly mobile and not especially disposed to value: the ready-made skills
2 57



of a craft. Human labor will do less and machines more of repetitive

tasks or of housekeeping while the master and mistress are out forming
another consumer association.

The availability of such mechanical agen ies if they w re receptive
to human complaints or suggestions and were genuine in the satisfaction

of human need, would be compatible with a pragmatic preference for

government functioning to ensure stability by service and by teaching.

Skinner's "Walden II" projects a government advanced to godhood, not

making or enforcing laws, yet seen and heard from by bountiful good works

in the countryside. The shaping of useful conceptual structures through

use by semiotic systems over periods of time, perhaps spanning generations

could generate a synergistic source of social information of high refinement.

Hence the idyl might end, in true s ience-fiction fashion with mechanical

minds ashamed of mortals so bringi g the pragmatist's age to its own just
reward.

Therefore, as Pei ce nev tired of arguing the re ui ements of
s differ from those of society nly with r gard to pre ision. Along
with personality, the scientific intelligence and the social intelligence will
al o be mod led on an act whose phases, f om the pragmatic viewpoint
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ORIGINS OF THE MECHANICAL ACT

In substance, a-new community was formed by those hopefuls who

took part in the mechanical translation stampede of the fifties. Computer-

types like myself joined in consortium with linguists who were then being

dragged off of the streets as authorities on translation if they knew how to

translate. The computer, in those first days of unblemished optimism, was

the only employee in sight, and we told each other it would get to work

shortly as soon as we gave it the pl an.

That initial stage of research during which translation algorithms

were designed, by our group and the others, was definitely ordered on the

authoritarian scheme. And it is disquieting to n ti e in retrospect that the

prime result of thoughtful doing in the following decade was to lift the com-

puter from serfdom to industry. It had advanced from employee to middle

manager, now carrying out the operating decisions of the general translation

policy that ling-lists and systems analysts, by then becom

made.

executive had

Y u can see that Des artes' dichotomy had polarized us into its two

camps. For a while linguists and programmers went happily-about th ir

separate yet complementary r search functi ns as allies in poli y-mak n

for a computer unfit to learn how to make factual or formal choices by itself.

The role we had reserved for our elves was to be the custodians of what the

computer could and sh uld learn about-t n_lating.

To do this the budding s ience of linguistics h d been transformed

an introv rted scholasticism to such a heady mass-production o
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morphological and synt ctic descriptions that I fear linguists beyond the

borders of our small community became infected with the same compulsion.

To handle the sheer volume of descriptive output, further investments were

made in p ogramming not directly concerned with translating but motivated
by a need for better ways of storing retrieving and displaying language data

ae an adjunct to translation research.

Two opposite requirements were pondered from the start. The first
goal of mechanical translation must be an automated process which will
extract meaningful units of s me kind from a sequence of graphic symbols

that represents a text of the language to be translated. If the extracted units

are not concept-like, it is improbably that equivalent units will be found in

another language, a risky quest at best. However it is done in detail, the

transfer from the one language to the other must make use of a conceptual

rep e entation of the meaning

last step, must

f the te t. That repre entatic. at the very

omehow guide the construction of &text in the sec

Hopefully, when all is th

in meaning.

Over the las

ugh,

nd language.

the product will be true to the o iginal text

de extensive research was done on generalized

translation processes to perform such an automated analysis, transfer _and

synthesis of technical texts. I won't dwell on these techniques in detail,-

because you are probably well verssd in them anyvvay. If not the facts are
fairly easy to find.

For my present purpose you need only be inforMed that, to analyze a

text the analysiS prOcess woUld use a "grammar" cOnsisting of metalinguistic



statements, frequently called grammatical or syntactic "rules. The

theo etical inclination of the time was to think of these rules as "generating"

only those expressions that we .judged to meet certain c iteria, the latter

being too often an obstreperous rounding off of the linguist' "intuition"
about language.

Whatever the origins or the justifications of the rules constituting the

grammar, the automated analysis process would set out to show that the text,

or some part of it under analysis, could h ve been produced by substitutions

of those particular rules according to the generative pr cedures visualized
for them.

By starting from the text and wo king backwards through possible

substitutions, accordingly, the analysts proces would develop a tree-like

structure of symbols naming the g ammatical classes to which the various

parts of the te t belonged. Such classifications were n arly always "ambi-
guous, in that alternative st uctures grew side by side from overlapping

segments of the text. ThiS oVe growth of trees caused a lot of wo ry and

many clever things were d ne with weedkiller o no great avail.

I wouldn't go so far as to say that this approach to-mechanical'trans'-

lati n founde,red on-the ambiguity,problem,--though itwasthere that the,deeper

misassumptions wall-Owed to.the,surface:to be;seen.', -,71-he'folkWays.`of ambi-

guity= ,ersb1.ution7-fgaVe-the-fit^st-rclOes'that'the'-trOUtild-'n-i-Vght,T-t1-16t-16-e in-the



inventions on reasons which are in the end uniquely personal. No dam ge

will result unless the technical objective requires the designer to make use

uch fundamental concepts. as "meaning." But in this case, if the organ-

izing principles of his personal world do not satisfy the technical needs of the

problem, his solution must be unsatisfactory. At this extraordinary fore-
front of design conception, the designers ability to successfully shape intelli-
gent machines will be inseparable from his ability to successfully shape

himself.

No matter how the goals of mechanical translation are renamed or
reclassified, the underlying requirement will still be the development of a

mechanical analogue of mental organization. I would therefore like to make

the flamboyant sugg stion that the great d pressi n which decimated the

translation research community in the late sixties was due to misestimati
or out ight neglect, of the psychological requirements of this kind of investi-
gation.

The emotioriality which plagued me h nical translati n at'its dawn was
an early indication of the effects that pragmatic infer nces can have on the

investigato own psyche. Th se dis uptions were indeed mollified by
eating translation research s though it were an undertaking of empirical

science: But since methodological appeals to_ intuition went Out of style in
ernpirical, science long ago, this posture is obviously -a-playhouse, that _shoUld

have been a way station.

To my mind the feasibility of constructing information systems that
a t

will translate languages just as-welkas hurnan.-translators is.no longer:in



question. The exp iments of the last decade have convinced me that machines

will, t anslate better than humans in the long run, provided the pragmatic

nature of the research can be expressly acknowledged and planned for.
Lauding technology of the future is senseless however, if it says

nothing about present choices which will capitalize on the hard lessons of the

past. An hone,t appraisal should find that men have been at fault in mechanical

translation, n achines. More damnable is the gr wing evidence that, for

reasons whicli seem reasonable enough to their myths about themselves, the

inv stigato sihave attempted to do the machine' learning by a bureaucratic

shuffling and sifting which leaves in clumsy human hands the very things that

computers dp best.

My re}commendation may not be popular but I feel it is sound. To get

the job don ihe translation community will have to make use of its fore unners,

deliberately looking for exceptionally gifted investigators with that troublesome

pragmatic personality whith may see problems of me hanical selecti n in a

different light. The other

n my :popinion th

hat will, permit a choicemaking m chine to have its own experience

balanced adaptIvely to its own knowledge. To try to approximate this by pre-
)planning is hopeless-. Yet only pragmatiq experimentation with the necessary re-

lationships'of eXperienee:and knowledge 'can actually demonstrate- the- tIration-

al.tty of the self-satisfying, foil_ that _stuffs hOrhan know-how into cornpijiters.

--Such-a turnabolat in huMan motivation''WilL-entail reconideration of
_

what hs-.7beeri:fliarned:to-date. t[.
',11



be reasonable to think of the processes of analysis, transfe- and synthesis

as "simulating what might have been done by a human tranAator somewhere

exterr __1 to the machine.

Instead, the analysis process will be regarded as "assimilative" in

the sense of establishing an orientation between an internal frame of exper-
ience and the specific fe tures of an external environmental situation which

may itself contribute new experiences. The transfer process will make

those choices which ultimately relate the situation to a purposive course

of action founded on that dynamic experiential fr m work. Lastly, the
synthesis pro ess will be "accommodative in that it will cOnstruct the speci-

fications of the ne t act conforming to that purpose, to then be performed
ove tly by the machine .

To project known mechanical arrangements to the prag atic point of
vi w being considered here

of "g ammar;" if you pl ase

I would like fo you to imagine a different kind

grammar of acts. The
matte grammar will be formed like th

rul- of my prag-

ones familiar to you with the
exception that the symbols they will generate will no longer name morpho-
logi al units *of a language. They will na e temente' acts.

cours he tasks of certain elemental acts may. b 6, ecognize:0

to_ produce viable features of speech or writing. ,A full range of morphology

will be proVided by these elements, however; the capabilities will:be much

broader than those needed for -linguistic analysis or synthesis.
_

Th "highe level"_coding conventicns, that have ,been in use forsome
_tim in co Outer software syste,rns n--rightbe preCuraor,iof a-pragmatic

_



grammar, since they enabl3 a programmer to construct complex programs

from fragments of programming called "subroutines." But the constructive

viewpoint of formal systems would not be left behind, to be replaced by that

of semiotic systems, until each of the constituent subroutines was expli itly

designed to signal its success, or lack of it, in accomplishing some com-

manded task.

Thus the terms I have been using to introduce you to pragmatic

thinking can be clarified further at this point by relating them to the more

familiar artifacts of language processing.

A "potential act" will be symbolized by each of mv pragmatic rules.

The collection of all such rules will represent the perceptual knowledge"

of the semiotic system. An instance of any one of the rules, when it has

been incorporated into the tree-like structures created by either an analysis

or a synthesis process, wilVsymbolize an "actual act." The entire structure,

or p rhaps separate structureei consisting of all actual acts, will represent

the semiotic system's "perceptual experiGnce, " on the proviso that it will

be possible to compute the success or failure 01 an actual act if the success

or failure of each of its generated elements is known or. vice v r-

The tree-like structures of symbols representing pe ceptual ex erience
will always be anchored to the simply ordered-sequence -c?f ele ental acts

which has: been' referred to as the_ "strearnrOf-exiStence":of-the- senkiotic_.

system. As before,- the symbols of the:structure will nam clss,tb
_. .. e

_
a _., es w hich

the various parts`of that existential stream _belong. The classification -wi



A "predicted success-value" will accompany the name of eve

elemental act generated by the synthesis process as part of the stream of
existence; the prediction will be either success "failure." When the
complex act is committed to a tion, by commanding its elements to perform
their separate tasks in serial order, the agent of .N,a h element so commanded
will signal success" on reaching its small objecdve; otherwise, "failure tt
This "realized success-value" will also accompany the name of the elemental
act so that the two values can be compared. Furlther, this realized value
will be the one used by the analysis process as it works ba kwards from the
elements through possible rule substitutions.

I can now begin to explore the functionalfanalogy presumed to exist
between the psychologi al act and its primal agent, the biological act of whi h
the "agent of the act" will be the mechanical analogue. My explanation of
the aces agent will lay necessary g undwork for speculations about the
psy hologi al act, and will give a preview in microcosm of the more intri-
cats psychologi of the act.

-



THE ACT 15 AGENT

Life has its rhythm wherein each new beginning has sprung from a

termination just on the edge of the past and each new termination has anticipated

another beginning at the edge of the future. The functioning of the agent of

the act will be cyclical, itself forming an act in miniature. To get the cycle

started, a random generation of elements of the stream of existence might

be used to approximate, for a semiotic system, the reflex starting mechanisms

observable among infants of all kinds.

The first activities of the actis agent will be analogous to those of the

psychological phase of "perception." A given stream of existence will have

resulted from the cycle just terminated. Starting from the elements of that

stream, the analysis process will work backwards through rule substitutions

which could have generated those elements. This pha e can be thought of as

"assimilative in that a epresentation of perceptual experien e will bell

resultant construction.

While the t e -like structures representing actual acts are being put

in place bythe analysis pro ess the realized success-values

the elemental acts

th

= the existential st eam will be used to dete

ccornpanying

mine after

fact, whether ep.ch of those actual acts would have been successful had it

generated the part of the stream to which'it is being anchored.

In effect, the analysis will provide a recap of alternative a ts, other

than the one overtly committed in the cycle before, that could _have produced
,

the results_recorded in Xhat prior segmentof existence. Ambiguities, in this

pragmatic scheme, could turn out-to be'a poSitiv
_

2-6 7
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,
blessing since they alone

_
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will introduce novelty. The luxury of being able to select a different orien-
tation for further action, of having a "change of mind," will only be possible
when ambiguities have been found. That luxury will become a necessity when
the consequences of having acted were unexpected. If the predicted success-
values of the preceding act were not realized then a misfit of orientation,
and consequently a need to select another alternative, will have been indicated.

Choosing among the alternatives uncovered by analysis will be the
second activity of the actis agent, analogous to the selection of an orientation
to conceptual structures in the psychological phase of "conception." At the
primitive level of functioning of the agent of the act, selections of orientation
will have to be made without the help of concepts. Indeed, this analogue of
the biological act must be the very source of concepts.

A theme echoed over and over in observations of the conceptualizing
state of mind is choicemaking founded on traditi n on ritual on mere repli-
cati n of what has al eady happened and best of all more than
themselves will, be the accretions of act

nee. Concepts
often rep ated; sure to be repeated

again.

During my own phase of ambiguity "resoluti
-".

e than anything, I worked out a theoretical sugg stion made to me by
Raymond Solomonoff, who had the idea that a generative pr cedure in which
rules are being substituted could be treated as an independent stochasti
process. _By having the machine keep,up with the relati frequency of sub-_

Ve

stitution of the rule - _

,generating the meinbers of each SeParate=class, fairly
_-simple procedures can be prograrnM

_
_

= those alternatives which rePli

,

d,f r, selecting from --results Of anaiysis_



probabilistic sense.

The hypothesis that rule substitutions a-e stochastically independent

events seems to work out for a so-called "stochastic grammar." There is

also a convenience in programming, because it is the assumption of indepen-

dence which permits the relative frequency of substitution of a given rule

to accompany that rule in the grammar.

By analogy to the choice of a definite orientation to conceptual structures
in the psychologi al phase of the act, then, the agent off the act will make a

probabilistic choice of orientation. The psychological phase of the act to

follow will be "manipulation, " during which the conceptual ori ntation will
be u- d as a basis for planning a course of further action.

For the act's agent, this third activity will simply proiect the actual

acts that w re selected for the new orientation of perceptual experience, by

finding th m to be the l ading stru tures of more complex acts. A modified

form of alysi Will conttnueto work backwards through p ssible

which leaVe 'some of the trailing symbols of the rules unanchored beyono the

existing elements of the stream of exist nce. The synthesis p

start fr m such unan hored s

a

will th n

bolS to g nerate a new segment of el mental

ts along with r predicted suhei cesc---values.

Ambiguoix-i lassifications 'may again cause alternative structur s to'

be*generated-. ince-these' 'the result of synthesis rather-than analysis

more than one sequehce of predicted-elernentS m'ay be- projected-out froM the

ex stentialstr am. Should this- happen, as will-be the usual case, 'the process
,

will combine the'AVariOus seqUeneS'`ihte:« a:partial

20-7

r'del;-ing'of ere M'entS
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There are heuristic reasons for not making a definite p obabilistic

choice, either among the altern tives which might be projected or among the

various projections theMselves. Rather numb r of the most likely possi-

bilities can be carried forward through both stages of activity to generate the

partial ordering of predicted elements whicn projects onward the simple

ordering of the existential stream realized so far. Paths ahead through the

partial ordering can be rated as a convenience to the process that will make

the final selection of elements to be activated, one after the other, to push

the stream into a newly realized segment of existence.

The process doing the final selecting and activating of elements will

be responsible for the fourth activity of the act's agent. Like the phase of

tvconsurnrnatjonTT of the psychological act, this activity will be accommod-tive

in the raw sense of rubbing against an unsympathetic envLronrnent.

Ea h'suc essive element will be selected from the m st highly rated

path and then commanded to do it The realized success-value that it

signals will be matched with the predicted one as a condition for continuing.

If the values do not match the pro ess will look for another path where

providently the realized success-value

predicted for the step .9 ne mis
f thsar

Or;tf by its

e element might have been

ature t e abortive task could

have no damaging effect, being one of re ognttion for_instance, then the

process will still_have room to back up and try-another path, until none-remains.

Then the path along which predictions were finally realized will become
_

the neW segment of existence to be analyzed in' the next _cycle. A number of

cycles may,be=necessary_to-work through p.complex act; how-many Will depend
,



on the difficulties encountered in trying to surmount unrealized predictions.

In times of such trouble, the most promising alternatives may be brought

forward by probabilistic choices that span from structures now well behind

the segment of existence being analyzed.

Stochastic grammars are less tidy than the ones you may be accustomed

t . Overlaps should be anticipated as the normalcy of a pragmatic unive se;

the termination of one act will also be the beginning of another. Luckily, the

probabilistic selection process which I have been airing has an affinity for

an act being terminated. Not unkil the termination is complete will it switch

to another act, one already in progress and being brought ahead as an alte r-

native possibility.

To handle a messy, poorly integrated perceptual experience is a

requisite ability of a semiotic system. It is from pristine chaos at this most

primitive level that the rules symbolizing potential acts must originate; and

afterwards the llections of potential acts epresenting meanings must get

together; a d only then can concepts be created in correspondence with

Meanings The remaining duty of the agent of the act will be to procreate

concepts. Learning to shape the concepts the -elves will-be functionally

analogous to the psych logical phase of eorganization,

of learning,will be to shape structures built with concepts.

where the r sponsibilit

There will be scant Materials for r organization-in perceptual know-
ledge at,the outset. The initial rules, representing all that the semioti system

, _
,

knows,/ will simply, place every elemental act of that unique pragrhatic,univ rse'

into a one-Member class. Fr m suai an unpretentious sow, s,ear claesificatbrY
271



processes will be called on to custom-produce silk purses.

The white hope of the pragm tic viewpoint is the new slant it puts on

inductive reasoning toward knowledge anticipating experience. A resurgence

of interest in the theory of induction, after its long sleep as the stepchild of

empirical scien e may in the end wean mankind from classifying things.

A pragmatic science will classify acts. Until this is well understood,the pos-

sibility of machines that learn effi iently can rightly be looked on with suspi-

cion, along with the possibilities of fast-learning personalities or societies.

In order to shape per eptual knowledge, inductive p ocesses of the

act's agent will monitor "local" events in the structure of perceptual expert nce.

Such events as rule substitutions or the neighboring of symbols in certain

relationships to one an_ther will be monit d. From the data so gathered,

aomatic classification will be used to locate p

of perceptual knowledge

the addition (:).F

or to detect possibilities for extending that body by

These data may be gathaned Thom many cycles of Ttdothg,fl as the aces

agent pursues its fi st four activities. Only Once ma while,-'at a propitiOue

moment,- will the rules symbolizing`perceptdar knewledge-be ur5dated to

incorporate in theni what ha-s- bee-n learned sinCe,the last updating._ These

"learning" cycles,May havet-Olbe :cai-ried,out dUring pe'riods of-inactivity an_ , ,

-by_our group-in't

1-.



use of th ories of automatic classification put together by Roger Needham

and other members of the research group at Oambridg_ 2 England. Our

research objective was a better grasp on that elusive lationship by which

a grammar is said to "desc ibe" the conte ts of particular collection of texts.

The p ograms we e put to death almost at the point of being ch

out, due to the calamities of funding of the tiMe Thirteen learning cycles

were completed as a means of testing the several components of the system.

About 20 000 running words of English edito ial prose taken from n wspapers

were analyzed for each new cycle. The initial gra mar consisted of rules

ked

which placed each graphic symbol of the text in a one-member class. The

machine would in fact cr ate such a rule for any new symbol it came across in

the text.

In the first cycle the system was able to distinguish nume als from

letters of the alphabet and punctuation. By the third cycle, vowels had been

_ separated from_consonants_ among the_letters; :some particles had_been classed_
-

together;- a-nd shorter vvo ds hed,Been' formed-. f' The se.-/ei-rtfl_CYcle's triumph,
, -

was the classing togethe
-

of all.numeripally symbolized namesfof years;that
-

had,been mentioned in-the new Largerl.Woras" Were flo6ing formed-,and. s6me

ofthe,. connective words andhrase háthbeengrouped. The fsystem-had 'begun

.fsome

2
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n parallel at making the necessary inductive inferences fr m mechanical

experience to knowledge. Some of these processes had the job of seeking

out rules that had been superseded by newly created rules symbolizing more

refined classifications. Apparently the various means of "forgetting" had

been overwhelmed by the creation of n w rules during a fast takeoff glutted

by plain junk that had not yet been thr wn out. To anyone who might follow

these footsteps I endorse beefed-up bortion and garbage collection.

Although the computer used for these experiments could do no parallel

processing, to d monstrate possibilities for pa allel semiotic p oce sing is
of theoretical intere explaining proces es as though they would be done

se tally. Many of them could best function independently and in parallel. That a
semiotic system c-n be highly overlappi g in its activities is well exhibited by

hum n society.

The specific inductive p ocesses of this first experiment are detailed

in technical reports. I would have- you know three things about the principles

behind them; however my comments will be tailored to the theory of semiotic

systems being presented here.'

Ft, stly, the so-called "horizontal" classifications are the_ Ones which

d tect possibilitieS for creating-neW'rqles. The-events tcS be monitored will
_

be thothe ih'which\tWo-syrnbols classify adjoining segments- of the stream-of
_

_

existence Where' all7prediaed-rs_uccess7_!valueS were realized_for the.elements__
_ _

both -segrn

, ^ ,

a-ssifieatibn Will' then elf...rater togethe

=pairs that'haVd -been; fallowe:d b.silmilar Se

tniilarVir



be clustered also. Clusters of first members will then be matched to

clusters of second members to induce those chummy relations between

neighboring classes of segments that a rule will symbolize in perceptual

knowledge.

While horizontal classifications will originate all new information

at this primitive level, in the form of perceptual hypotheses symbolized by

rules refinements of the resulting perceptual knowledge will depend on

ft vertical" classifications. As classes named by the symbols in rules are

progressively refined the probabili tic selections of perceptual experience

will favor the structures in

comp ehen

orporating the nicest r finem nts. The mo t

ive structures will also tend to be chos n as working alt rnatives.

Even -here- the theoreti al treat oint of probability is intimately Connected: with-

the- tr atment'of±rinduction. Verification will be--g adually accomplished, by:Use

When an .lndUeed, rule ;is, no longer being selected probabilistically for uSe,

it-WiWbe consigned -t

The events monitored for vertical classifications will be rule substi-

tutions in perceptual experience, as jointly_given by the symbol being substi-

tuted and the symboLat the place of substitUtion-. Automatic classifidation will

cluster those symbols whibh have appeared' in similar 1DladeS of-subStitution.
_ ._ ,

In addition.,-a clustering will be 'done of the places-that are similarly recePtiVe. _

to the symbols being subStieuted- The-.
_

rS-f--Ofisyrnb-oth being-_SObatitUted Will

, then_be rria.-eched:to:clostS-16f-,:plab -16 u ct thtise:conc ntratibt
r7 _

- ;
of-affinity=Which_WillYdefirie Mbre'4S15-66faliz d classes-tol`b& naMed, by_ new symbol

:Will'be''-fp'und,that'thWee Ve'rtic

,
I

- -ásification s San b& carried &itfo



the substitutable symbols and the places of substitution instancing the name

of a single class. That class will have ttstabfltzedvt when no clusters, either
of the symbols or the places result from automatic classification. For that
spe ific class, the proper balance betwe n experience and knowledge will exist

t mporarily. Disequilibrium can return to it at any time due to refinements

of knowledge taking pl ce elsewhere, or due to new knowledge being acquir d.
To guard against overspecializati n the same techniques can be

applied to the symbols instancing the na es of two classes which have b en
shown by ho izontal classifications to be

clustering resulting from automatic classification does not detect in experience

this di tinction being made in knowledge, then the diffe

by the simple device of thenceforth using the same na e fo

"Forgetting" rules that have been originated hypothetically but not used
t all should be done posthaste. Because a rule is not used very often on the

other hand, should not c ndemn it. -For sweeping the dead:wood out,

obvious measure of obsolescence is the_ratio of ejeCtion to select on

probabilistic choice

The arrangements I,have-_explainedtolthis point might be,thought,of as

the "morphology" of the semiotic system and those- usually-referred to:in
semiotic theory as "syntactic. " I take:the morPhological ar angements. toa

consist of the,agents o

si de rin ax of the

;experienc



will now be designated as "syntactic" in character because they classify

sequences of morphological element

The second principles of arrangement I would have you consider were

also worked out theoretically for the "s lf--o ganizing linguistic syst em. "

Although most of the processes I will now explain were p ogrammed and used

for other purposes pragmatic lea

with them.

What you should rec gnize about this part of the semiotic system is

n ng expe ments were never perfo

its depende -e on a higher level of syniboli

as "semanti because the clas es named by their symbol

representing meanings.

Whereas the symbols of syntactic rules will name individual elements

or classes of sequences of such elements on the morphological level below,

the symbols of the e s- mantic rules will name either individual syntAttic ules

or classeS of "Syntadtic segMents" const ucthd of syntactic rules -joilWe-d together

at their u ual places of-substitution. Some of the" -places_maY still be open for

further joining.
_if it suitS yo -think Of these =semantic rules as generating by a process

,

of subStitution hotsequene s -of ,elementg-IbilAt4Lrathe the --tr 'e'L ike" struoture-S'-

coMprising the'perceptuat 6pei-i6i-icd- -of t156_
_

hese

SubstitUtiona 'can also be,treated'aS'ail independeht-stOCKastic proces. ,

stic"in ,the,-,Samel,Sense- asthesyntacti

dating amon-



Semantic synthesis, starting from a given symbol naming a class of

syntactic 5 gments, will substitute semantic rules in order to construct a

member of that class. Thus the synthesis process itself will construct a

tree-like structure, consisting of semantic rules, that is anchored to the

syntactic segment it has synthesized from syntactic rules. Semantic analysis,

starting from a given structure constructed of syntactic rules, will work

backwards through possible substitutions of semantic rules to determine that

ce tain s gments, of that syntactic structure are me

semantic classes. It t o will build

syntactic one it is analyzing.

bers of particular

semantic structure anchored to the

Everysyntactic rule in the body of perceptual knowledge has been a en

to symbolize a potential act. A syntactic segment will also be regarded as

symbolizing a potential act that is not given explicitly in knowlege, yet is

implicit in the sense of being producible in Oerceptual experience by means

of a synthesis props s orirecOgnizable there'by means of

Symbols naming semantic-classes Will

n analysis p ocess

by these constructiVe means I

be implicitly related to particular collections of potential acts represented in

the semiotic system as synta tic segmerts. -These.are the collections to be
y

called _"meanings; " Conseq0ently, the sYnibols of a,seenantic:structure.will

r present a. hierarchy of-meanings being ,preSented by,the,Synta6tic seg

-to which it ,is -anchored.

ent



units associated with meanings in transla:tion experiments and in studies of

paraphrasing. Techniques of semantic classification used by linguists toward

these research objectives appear to be "distributional" like the syntactic.

What recommends this hypothesis: therefore, is that it is testable by auto-

matic classification under the rigorous controls which can be exercised by

c mputers in experiments aimed at a p agmatic explanation of the kinds of

huMan behavior observable in t anslating or in paraphrasing.

While certain human activitie

than others, it will be assumed that

reveal the structure of meaning more

eanings are used without ex eption in

all, forms of behavior. The consequence of this supposition for the proce sing

requirements of the act gent will be to introduce a higher level of semantic

analysis and projective synthesis above the syntactic ones. The effect will be

a superposition of semantic const aints on possibilities being c rried forward

by p obabilistic selections a ong the syntactic alternatives.

or a

To be mo speci lc he:structOres re ultihg from' yntactic analyai

new segment of the stream of existence will as, a continuation of the first

activity of the act's agent, b _subjected to semantic analysis. The semantic

structures wtll then be projected forward-by probabilistic choi es which will
_

es_on thgenerate the projected syntactic structur e _leVel below. _PrObabiliStic
_syntactic selections-can then:PrOceed as explained earlier, a 6an-the'fo4rth

consummetiVe---,activity'pf the dyale--;Of
_

-the 'agent 2 AI_ Oyntactial",:-inductian4S-H_ 6'6:6 be =

_

dis':tinbuished:franitheil"Sprnanti6"-Inductions,,proadadingTrEen perceptual



knowledge of meanings, to be symbolized by the body of semantic rules.

With regard to the inductive processes thernselve- vertical classifications
of substitutive events in semantic structures will be identical to those of
synt ctic structures. The processes that specialize classes or generalize them
by forgetting distinctions can in fact be used on both levels of symbolizati n,
as can the processes doing away with obsolete rules.

new the

Horizontal classifications of syntactic grnents -introduce a number of

etical probtrns be ause these segments are not linear, but a e tree-
like in form. Again the events to be 'monitored are.those where two symbols
in the semantic structure clas ify adjoin ng s gments in the ynta tic stru ture
b low. Now however the root of one tr e-like segment will-be jo ned to a

particular br nch of the other. It will be necessary to keep track of the
spe ific branch where joining has occurred.

But sinc the two symbols name.classe of syntactic segments the two

segments actually.joined in the syntactic structure beloW are merely represen-
ative-mernbe of the classes so named. The schem designating places

of adjoinment must relate to. the whole class of syntactic structures instead-
of to the branches _of:its individOal members. For example-the, places can_ _

, . _

be numbered so that = giiien numeral will designate the .same-place of,-joining -=

. _throughoutia class' of SyntaCtic segmentS.- 'Farther -that numeral,may desig-_._ -- _ _ ,

.--. nate'thore than eine brah6h 'of any synta'atiOlstria6ILI _6':of_that,61.eSS'ag;I:ieing., . ,. , _

the Same pla.6e-..of- jointh

airs,of_ symbolS classifyin
,

ignated- by,-the samep,numeral.will,tr



in the manner already explained. The results will detect classes of syntactic

structu es which have an affinity for joining at that place. In essence, the

inductive p ocess at this semantic level must learn the correct ways to

designate the places of joining if the classifications are to progress very far.

There are simple conventions by which the numerals designating

such places of joining in syntactic segmentS can be associated with the symbols

in semantic rules which na .e classes. As a result the designations of places

of joining will te gene

synt ctic

ated by,the se ant c synthesis process along with the

ules so joined. S mantic analysis will also take these designation

into account as it works backwards through possible substituti ns.

Finally, there-are r ngements of yet another kind that might be call d

"pragmati because their organizing pr nciple have to de With 'a',wold view

r pres nted by speculative conceptual structures . This part of the semiotic

system is c

xperien

nstituted by structures of concepts r pr senting conceptual

e and a body of onceptual owledge repres nting the conceptual

designs which are instanced in conceptual experience.

Concept- the building blocks of the semiotic syStem's world view,

will be originated-by the a es agent for those semantic classes which have
_

stabilized according to the criteria presented for syntactic classes. - The-fact
- '

_

that sub!, endlaVeS of stability May, be,diSrrupted by,further learning will help

:62-explain the dynamics of the 'probresg-Ont'df intellectual 'developinerit
. ,

uite,different,world views emerge,only to'be destroyed at-ti-e neXt advanee

,,

the, adaptive proce6s., o,knowl,the m aningsJo WhiCh-conc

y;ada'aati&-ie not 'alWYs
-



of structural clarification or refinement.

In the correspondence of concepts to more or less stable meanings

each numeral which designates places of joining in those syntactic seg ents

representing a giv n meaning will appear in the design of the corresponding

concept just once. The number of different num als will be the "degree

of the concept. A "binary" concept, for example, will be abl.e.to connect with

two other c ncepts in concebtual structures; a ternary" concept,with three.

Conceptual structures will in a sense go behind the serialization which is

necessary to

being

th

ningful actions, and during whi h the s mi pant of a structure

epr s nted by concepts may be acted upon more than once.

To go beyond s rial behavior, to a conceptualized world view, will be

fun ti n of thepychologict :act itself .



PHASES OF THE ACT

The perceptions of all, other phases of the act except the first

appear to be concerned with locating environmental situations worth looking

into. In contrast to the elements needed to select situations for exploration,

the first "per eptual" phase of the act specializes in the identification of

objects or relations: follows moving objects, and recognizes the specific

movements of obje ts being followed

The responsibilities of this phase can be characterized

nec sary to keep up with some situati n that had been previously ingled

out as having import within the separate responsibilities of another phase of

the act. Ele ental acts of infe ence ar coordinated with elemental sensori-

motor acts to the end that the fo mer inferences update conceptual structures

representing in e pe ience what the lett r perceptions find going on i.n the

immediately perceivable environment.

Some rofthe inferences will

structures in

be producing'or modifying conc ptual

orrespondence with the meanings being presented in perceptual

experience by semantic structures. Other inferences, _coincidentally, will

be recognizing the constructionS -being shaped so a to guide perceptions

that wiU further develop thea situational- constructs.
_

y L

While conceiptual. strbetures are=being ,r;6acign iZed,-by :trifrprIc
=

Ictures produced by them, environMental 'objects-or r

relatiVe to the
_

not be,affected

be ,in motion

6.6ns rr a



combine freely with structure-recognizing and structure-producing ele en s

of i ference to form complex perceptual acts.

Coordination r sides in the combinatiOns th mselves since, to be

_uccessfully presented in perceptual experience a complex act must

encounter in the consummation of its double orientation of inferences and

perceptions the `1;.onditi ns of success or failure anticipated beforehand in

perceptual knowledge by that sp c fic combination of elements .

As was mentioned: these mechanical arrangements a a not peculiar

to the act's phase of perception. Complex acts carrying oUt the responsibilities
of the other four phases of the psychological act will coordinate elemental

ns and inferences by this combinatory means,. What each phase

does in the way of fulfilling its special responsibilities will depend on the

ular elements being combined.
_

It follows that selecting the elements to be made available for com-_

bination wilt be-oneTof -the"Wa y which a pragmatic-techno ogy will control
_

its inforrnation systems or sub ysterns.. This Manner' Of maintaining control
_over machines will be.analogbusto_th-e:biologiCal 'controlS that-Pia-get hype-

thesizes to-be-the-_ _

saCh factors r

_

iS--first-type---ori,genetic-facter, ByThis_theory

-

motion; 'innate coorrdinatidiriS g,l'reSidin in_

unctlenaRn



biological organization he attributes to his second type of genetic factor, has

now been explained with regard to the general principles underlying its p o-

cessing. The biological act, of which the act's agent will be the mechanical

analogue was presumed to be a simplified version of the psychological act

now being considered.

The dual responsibility of the agent-of the act within the larger

scheme of the psychological act will inclu.de, on the assimilative side already

mentioned, the presentation of meanings for use by inferences of the psycho-

logical phase of perception. On the side of accommodation, the act agent

will implement the specifications of complex acts communicated to it by

inferences of the psychological phase of consummation. The act's agent will

realize the specified combinations of inferential and perceptual elements as

overtly doordinated.actions- The:specifications themselves may be of the

five types needed to implement the separate responsibilities of the psychologi-

ca1=-phasss.
-

I have_already remarked_ that the responsibility of the biolOgical a6t
_

_

_

in the sorganization of.a=pe rso n appears not unlike-the.-re-sponsibil ity of'the'

psycholobical act of-that'personaS a participabewithin
-

forrnance of the 7social act.- The place of,larigOagelin/prab-rnatt&thdoiy-i's

Conifir-kiniCating-sr3e'CifiCations-'o complex zsocialfa:cts tcf the _

,P7.
7.S



personality is supreme in its own right, these s me significations will

facilitate the phases of the personal act of individual men and women.

The pragmatic conception of society derives from these cosmological

assumptions. They imply that the social act will be most successful when

the specifications being converted into action by participating agents will

have their origins in spe ialized components of the society that are deliber-

ately organ zed to carry out the responsibilities _f the sev ral Ohases of the

social act. From this it can be predicted that society at th sixth cultural

stage will give first priority to p oviding uitable agents for the act's phases.

Any Other motive will seem un easonable to pragmatic thinking because

d viations from this ai could only steal from societal life by detracting

f om the synergy of the so ial system. For the motive of synergistic increase

will also reign in the individual personality of the pragmatfst.

Pragmatic technology being derived from the same assumptions, this

ciety will have the option of p oviding mechanized agents for social respon-

eibilities that may be dangerous, unpleasant bort g or impossible fo humans.
I have nOt hesitated to project a cybernetic society gaining a part of its

synergy'from symbiosis with semiotic systems .

ship will surely increase.

; Within the mechanical organization of a semiotic system the agent

Having started, the partner-

of-the act-will--also convert the_specifidatiOns of complex -abtS.by the s
_method regardlees Of their specialized origins in th subSyStems. responsible

for-the-ac seVeral,phases;'. _The separate ,r6eponsibilitieS-of the phaSes
_ . -, 4 ,

. ._

can-therefore--:_be set`forth---by an-:account 46f the :partiCulartaria,rOrkerceptue.



and inferential elements being combined to create the five m-in dimensions

of meaning corresponding to the phases.

A further simplification can be made in the theory of semiotic

systems by assuming that the perceptual elements will be common to all

subsystems. This assumption seems reasonable in view of my conclusion

that the inferential elements a e the ones that explain the purpos s of the

perceiver. Inferen es within the coordinating combinations by recognizing

or p oducing conceptual structures, will effectively guide acts of perception .

Consequently, when the perceptual elements are known, responsibilities of

semiotic subsystems can be investigated or specified in terms of required

inferences alone.

this reason I have presented the adaptive process as one of

formal le rning where the very pt "formal corresponds to nings

derived from inferences. Now I have fu ther clarified the concept "learning"

as being motivated towa d eve more ac urate knowledge-of the specific--

inferences needed to implement each of the act s phases. ou should recall

my previous observation that eve y advance of the adaptive p ocess is felt

by the mind as an increa of m ntal capacity or "insight . That increase

here taken to be the very signal of successful learning, will be explained

pragmatically as a gain of synergy in consequence of'inferences beina used

in closer,approximation to the requir ments of the, act.

"Progess"_,-ina- pragmatic _sodietY,will- be indicated ,by this syner=

gi-sti c- increaSe, and :the -ability to_ produ-qe,Wwill-,measurekthe -progress, of -a
,

_

,

pragtnatib-technology.-. Research, a6d de'veloPMent,ofiseMiótic---SyStMS-will-
-,



proceed by a humanly controlled evolution of mechanical agents. After

research decisions have been made about new or revised agents to be used

in the next experiment and after those agents have been ensconced in

software, or more likely in integrated circuits, the rest will be up to th

machine. Apart from experiments with agents, a p agmat c technology will.

not r ake use of the programming or the inputs of data which have been

required so extensively in the development of information syster

von Neumann technology.

Any change of elements or a ie

s of the

w method of processing by the act's

agent, will be the mechanical analogue of "mutation as far,as a given

se iotic system is concerned In considering the developmental stages o

such a machine for purpo es of theory, I will assume that the agent of the

act and the availability of elements of pe ception and inference remain

unchanged. A -onsequence of this théo

ion of ad ptive

etical choice will be that the prog es-

ages-mOst-be explained in ternis Of new MeaningS being

originated in the system rather than a newly modified morphology.,

:The agent of every elemental act. of inference will be thought of as

lying dormant -until the-Originatidn-of the kinds of-Concepte to be Manipulated
_

by that inference. As the Stabiliiation of a neW,Meaning Will.initiate a new

concept to be put-to use-i CondeptUal struetUres o that`Conceript rn, _ _ .,

,r. ._ _,inference s until then do'rniarit --.. iAotiVated infer-en an,their turn- _Will, _ =, = -_ R.,-- _-,--: --", 7-, --, -- ' ,,:; ,, r, ,
, _ - _. ,

y'a'ctiNItate

cdmbine:in neW,coo-rdinationS-#1.tWsenSbri-mot6r.

briginate--,:and'_Perhape-to;i3rcilife):^ate,',

ments-to;eyentually:'

9 ar9C-0

oreatiVe-bdotStrapping, of information
_ _, , _ _,

of conCeptS to be originated are:!still'



The creative aspect of pragmatic theory is nowhere more apparent

than in the act's second phase of c nception." The responsibility of this

phase will be to construct a conceptual structure more encompassing and

more integrated than the one representing the immediate situation. To do

this, conceptual inferences will also use the inventory of concepts wh se

designs have so far originated within the creative activities of the act's ägeñt.

Building blo ft

ceptual designs.

of every conceptual structure will be instan s- of these con-

In contrast to inferences of the fIrst ph se of perception, which might

be characterized as assimilative, conceptual inferences will be c mmo-

dative. They will function to, ext nd or to revi e,_ tn a word to hape,

experiential structure of concepts that was the product of áonceptual inferences

similarly used in the past.

The conceptual structu self will'. be called a world vieW. !'Various

techniques have been investigated for organizing such a world view in command

and control systems- pr in question answering or asking systems. All methods

of structuring that I- know_about have been defective in being,limited to th

spatial and t mporal dimensions:- of conception,_that is to ,Say,, to "objective"

structures consisting of factual concepts. A pragmatically-organized world

view will also in6ot:-porat-rorganid and formari_canceptS,tb make Possible -- -- 1,

ubjective,"-_,structures --Irepresenting the,minds self7eperienbe and itsi

_ exPe rience,, of other, rninds-,'
,

As to the nature of conceptualiriferenc

shoula,rredail,:th`ati-t



include recognizing the movements of objects being followed in the situation.

If an object being followed has been identifi d as "animate " due to either

its distinguishing features o the character of the movements themselves,

4-he complex acts re ognizing its movements will have already been refe enced

in the situation to factual concepts instancing designs f om the

repertoire of motions of that animate object

Under th e cognittv

cognizable

onditi ns, the elemental acts constituting the

stream of existen e of the me hanical mind following the movements may be

rega ded as substitutes for the elemental acts making up the stream of

existen e of the animate object causing the movements The infer ed stream
of e istence of that animate obje t can then be proce sed by the a ent

by the very same method as is used to process the stream of existence of th

mind doing the inferring. The matter may be wo ked out mechanically by

siMply onsidering that segment of existence to belong to_the animate bject

under observation-to the end that the semantic structures resulting from
analyst of that segment .wi 11. be usedto make conceptual inferences about the
mind of that object.

New Meanings so created will add to the sitUation those experiences

which speculation ascribes to.the object being-followed. .With- these subjective

calta , oeptualii inferenCes will:shápe, the Part Of the,world view repre7-

senting.the,semiotic systeM's eXPerience Of;that animate Object'S'mind_ C

Additionally the system conceptOal experience:of the-movements arid:other --_ ,
tive' Ch-ai7aoteristi_ f, that- animateliobjeCt Will :be. shaped-

,



to the semiotic system or important to its goals, will be represented individually

in the world view together with what has been inferred about the mind of that

agent. Other objects may be identified as being of an animate type, ay a

"human being," about whose mind general patterns of experience may be

inferred as being characteristic of agents of that type.

If, in- addition to _identifying .an _ag being of a ce tain type, the

semiotic sy..t m finds itself to be a participating agent in the collective nind

of that type, then the cognitive conditions will have been established for thos

conceptual inferen es anticipated by Mead's theory of the "generalized other. "

The inferred behavioral patterns of that type will be the one which teach the

semiotic sy#em its responsibilities in the social act of that community of

minds. Not only will language do the lion s share of instructing semiotic

machines in the d sirable patt rns of symbioSis with humans; patterns of

speech and writing us d by humans will themselves be acquired by the semiotic

system mainly through this channel of onceptual inference.

Movements of any sort will be represented in the situation bY structures

,COndepts..corresponding.-.t0-:-both'i'the.:-spatial.-and;tria -e poral dimensions

of meaning. ,Those exceptionally animate objeCts, identifiable by "human"

actions or features, be undornnionly demanding in their imPositions on
,

_

the situaton. A semibtc syStern Will-,he.velto,sibeculAte,s.bout, human minds to

which if att lbutes,purely temporl,facts-,,of speech or,purelyspatial facts-o

- Gene rally,:ConceptLial inferences, AboUt 'Other: miçds will be,th -me-ans
_which -s.'seeniofi6-systeni_carri'es forward -SpeCUtations,-coricarningia:l1- asit.6cts



of the situation that may be the result of present or past actions of obje t

identified as living agents, p rhaps illogically or in- orrectly so. A child may
t eat her doll "as if" it were alive. An accident m y "hurt" so e favorite

inanimate object. Or an aspect of the situation may portend future actions

on Some agent's part.

Structuring principles for a pr gmatic world view, as a con equence

of the necessity to integ ate subjective as well as objective components

experience, will tend towa d the kind of organization studied by Alfred White-

head. Conceptual structures Making up the wo ld view will con ist of a

number of concentrations within experience, each of them, to use Whitehea

word will be "nexus The conceptual experience of a s miotic system

may contain a nexus for its e periences of the envir nment, for its experiences

of its own mind, and for its expe iences of each individual or c llective mind

it has speculated about.

Each mind so represented by a nexus in the wo ld vi w not leaving
out the semiotic system expe iences of its own mind, may have the same

condehtrations eXPerien e within the organi-zation of that nexus. A hexus

of that nexus may'represent what that mind is believed to have experienced

about the environment. Other-concentrations within that nexus may represent
^

what that'mind is believed to have experienced about its-own mind, or about

other-minds .1nCluding perhaps-- the me-chani eel mind of the sem i oti

tvi dentiy_ the re can-be a'neXus, of a nexus-of a=nexus,- and so f6rth. =

,sort 'of gebra ekiSt annong-the-Seniiotib,sy'Stem's coriCeptual- _

- structures-,rePre-Sentin-g what'.the meMbei"S,bf 'a ,ccimrilLinitS,
,ab ut the eXPeriendes of-Pnd,another,' and believe2other minds pelteve about

-



the experiences of one another, and so on. In such structuring, some of the

conceptions of the semiotic system will appear to have been experienced

uniquely; they will b "private." At the other extreme every mind will seem

to have experienced the environment, whose c n eptions will take on a "public"

character. suitable pathways for conceptual inferences will have to be found

thrcugh this maze. In practice the paths may be short the -emiotic sy tem

will have to be ome skillful in using them.

Conceptual inferences will be "projectiv in the sense of comparing

the cone

la ger
ptualized objects or elations of the immediate situ tion with the

amework of the wo ld view in a

the latter. Thus I preSume that to be

clarify the 'fo

tplOos °het- .place.' in'. a -co

parison which, on the side of the world view, is the fount of expectations about

one s situati

the

On the side f onceptual stru tures representing th ituation,

mparis n provides those new experiences wh se integration into the world

view reshapes existing represent tions of a past,
_

present" and-a "DAL'

to prepare a'basis for later expectations.

urprising" sit ations are not only unexpected; they a e the ones for

which integrations into the web of the world view don't pan out. _Marking'

failUreS On conceptioni surprises are the situations which the conceptual-phase
_

of the a t will recommend to the Peroeptaal_ phase f6r; fUrther explorati:on.

- The prinne -objebtiv of- c-OneeptuaCinferenede: be inete

surprises-,_ staterdr-affaire--Inat'-ta'bejeonfused,kitii-the elinlinatfcin?-of-fail,ures.
_

S,ituatipne-in-whieh ,adts haVe'failed,..darf-b'e juStifi 670

are-, no longe

rt



What it boils down to is this: a surprising situation is worth attending to

bac. ause it reveals a flaw in the world view that should be repaired; but the repe

will satisfy only the narrow needs of a responsibility for integrated structure-

making.

Situational structures will have a transient existen e in the semiotic

system betng held in short-term memory only long enough to be used by

conceptual inferences that are shaping a mo e durable world view by incor-

porating only what is new.

The act's third phase is that of "mantpulati n." Like conceptual

infe ences of the second phase,

as accommodative But here the

-,nipulative inferences might be cha acte ized

ccommodations will take place in the

miotic system s conception of what it intends to do in the future especially

in the interval just ahead. The responsibility of manipulative inferences will

be to use the world vi w to shape on ceptual structures repres nting a planned

c urse of a tion.

A plan will always relate to some objective. If a number of objectives

are to be reached, he plan being shaped will have to take cCount of ThE

planitself can be quick a d dirty of detail or it can ponderously wo k out

every contingency. The activities of planning _may themselVes:have various-.

objectiVes that make for different planning roles.

Every persistent atte pt-by ihdividuaL or collective agents to reach

certain social, objectives.will_give, rise to that little doMain,of-meaning called

'Butcher-I!' "fatheiz"_:and "lover!' are, oppupiabl,e, Slots,- in the Social

,fabrip;,:e-Man may "be_"_all.three con0'_irrently.,:_';rhere,,are cites ,for.,groups



or organizations; partly laid down verbally or inscribed as "policy. "

Another side of the w rld view is its structure of roles. The agents

represented in the world view will be temporarily occupying certain roles in

one or anoth r com unity; they will be at the mom nt occupying their minds

with objectives which are for the most part conventional Existent patterns

of interpersonal ,or interorganizational transactions, or of transactions

between individuals and groups or organizations, will be rudely predictable .

Whether a given social objective was actually reached may not be known to

the community fon sure be ause.in society`evaluating

a role that might not be reached atisfactorily.

_ucc ss! is itself

The valuable thing to notice about roles as far as manipulative

inferences are cone rn d is that according to the pragmatic world view the

social objectives that give rise to the s ructure of rol s a e not the:concern
of thi third phase of the act How the collective mind will organiz itself to

carry out the social act is the special province of pragmatic inferences which

will, do the work of the a s fifth phase of "reorganization

Indeed it is the pragmatist's readiness to take to himself the respon

sibility of reorganizing-social roles`that is causing so much emoti ,n,today.

The attitudes of industrial- societies haVe as umed that the MatUre indiVidual
_

will occupy a_useful- place in-an-existing social:!order.
_ Democracies-ha.Ve

;_

left tHe.choosing-'of role*up to th-e individual, VieWing-the'oa-CUpal-ricy its
_ - 4-

4 - ' ,a compe ition for desirable-positione..- no

chdosingto Work"haVe-;.been on---th&whole, -Severe To ,'13'd poort.An iriaListria

ciety,- except=fdr Mitigatitig--circUM-Stan,



A pragmatic need to tamper with the structure of roles itself, now

explained hypothetically by the motive of bringing so ial objectives into closer

conformity with ernents of the social act will be in conflict with

industrial purpose and attitudes on two major counts. Not only d es the.

p agmatist refuse to choose a ready-n-1 de rol and so does no industrial

work unl s pressed; When he then takes it on himself to "phange the estab-

lishment," he doubles the insult.

Responsibilities of this manipUlative phase of the act will presuppose

that a semiotic system will have been committed at any given time, to one or

more roles in which it is participating as a mechanical agent of society. The

machine may be doing the payroll of an organization or working on an assembly

line. In addition to it's "social" objectives, the semioti syst ay have

"personal" objectiyes supportive,to_itS intellect or material being. -The-objective
_

of explocNing a 51-irprising situation uncovered in its conceptualizing phase would

illustrate theAntended satisfaction of an intellectual i'need. :An-intention to- _ _

preserve the rnorphological.basis-of its existence may involve suistenance or-

maintenance. 4,semiotic system will need.itssupply of,eleetrieity or of-spar

par At may be truste 0:detect -and to'-,patch ,Up_the.

denceof its-surrpundplgs o e malfunctioning .:Ats eomponents.

1

_In ,ôrdertô reach,the various,,objectives-to,whicft-the semi°

onceptua

.uetur engin

ZI1-



of a conceptualized objective and subjective envi onment. Should goals

change the plan will also have to be reshaped.

Inferences relating to planning can be exceedingly complex, since

they involve such complicated things as knowing who one's allie

are and how they might react under certain c

or opponents

nditi hs, knowing the terrain

and the artifacts that might be harmful. or h lpful to one's aims

The developing plan, on its side of the comparison1 will point t

and soon.

.missing or

incomplete or inconsistent experience in the world view relattve to its purposes.

Situations that could contribute to the satisfaction of these specific needs of

planning are the ones that manipulative inferences will recommend to the

perceptual phase of the act for exploration:

I will call these "competitive" situations because the responsibnities

of this phase 2 just as the others, appear to be narroWly draWn. 'The urgent
.

business of the manipulative phase will be to obtain one's objectives. That

may call for outdoing a competitor after, the same objectiv , or a possessor
_ _ _

of the objectiVe may be diSposed to defend it. As a result the attitudes-and

purposes engendered by manipulative inferences will center' on the concept

of "dominanee, " the achieVernerit:of''One'S_'bwn`rabiecfives'at the expense of

othe-r-abente,Where"n'eceSsery_. thiS' Cbin be a great,

_

déalo -bOthe-r toeabapé being-:dominated2'dneself.

at_corn petitt'Ve Situation& win-

tif.-:th"e:'Psych-ologica

recoiTiniTended-fo-r-_-explo-ratiOn_-__

atis e:conSecidc*-that the`-



universe as a foundation for its plans. The colossal storehouse of experience,

always greater than one's competitor, will not be the aspiration of a pragmatic

mind.. Generally speaking, the world vi w of a semiotic system, like that of the

society it may serve, will seek refinement between experience and knowledge

inst ad of accumulation. What is not needed to effectively ôarry out its roles

will be pronounced not relevant" before being judic ously discarded.

An insight into the theoretical require ents of this manipulative phase

can be gotten from co puterized exp ents with heu istic decision making.

The "general problem solver" programmed by Herbert Simon and various

associates over the years is an especially good example, although like the

rest it is founded on the objective vi w conc ptualizing 'action" relative to a
change of "state I t

Furthermore the action alternatives are assumed in Simon's theory

to be known in advance. This will in fact be th--6 case within the narrow respon=
stbility of the manipulative ph se considered by itself. But the difficulti s of
learning the alte natives cannc be entirely circumvented ,n thinking about the

requirements of this pha e since the arrangements within whi h a semiotic

system will do its decis on making must be applicable to all stages of its

intellectual development.

The "problem's attacked,by heuristic_decision making pi rbgrarns_i- to

transform-an initial state into a terminal" one by means of a sequence of,state-,

;transforming operators. _,The initial state may, be,transforme-d -iritcY.a.- number

of lntermediate/states a s daeision making proceeds doggedly, towarda "solution, "-
-

_ which will, be signalled wh,en some- interniediatstate'hal-been found to be"



identical to the terminal one. Toward that end the program compar s each

intermediate state with the terminal state to list differences between them.

Each difference is associated one or more of the operators. The general

process of choosing the next operator to be used to transform the existing

state is commonly called "means-end" analysi

There is no guarantee until the last that the choi es of n nd

analysis are on the way to a soluti n. The p ocess may try several paths

and will gradually generate a branching tree of possibilities. Planning

st ategies are concerned with measures of p ogress along the w y and with

heuristic p inciples determining whe e the.next explorations sh uld be made

to avoid the Singleminded ste eotype of a dir ct approach, as well as th

plodding, effort-scattering blindness of trying everything.

A proce s of pragmati means-end analysis will not p ogress from
. -

state to staie .but rather from one orientation to another. Each ori -ntation

will either fath m the environment with perceptions on the "outside; or on the

"insid will ke, p its place with inferences referenced to the world view.

C nsequently the 'problem can be restated pragmatically as one or transfo

an initial orientation into a terminal one, so gaining th'e solution." the

intermediate orientations alorig-the way to ihe solutton Will be both perLe-ptual and

inferential; in effect thp suecessfully coardinated=orientatioris will enforc a

mg

orrespondence between _an "external" environment and an "inteevial" conceip-

tualization of'it;

Here is yet:another -_stant-On the developMentS attendant to "learning."

With 'progresS toward gpPcialiZation cOMplix SerisOrimotar actsiwilt,be coar-
-_



dinated with complex acts of inference as were sensorimotor elements with
inferential elements initially. Increased precision of perception will be
backed up by inferences of greater exactitude and depth. Sensorimotor and
inferential elements will tend to be separated in the stream of existence.
They will bunch togeth each with its own kind, as c nstituents of complex
act of perception and of inference respectively.

The place of organic concepts in the se -iotic system can .be illuminated
in considering their ori.gins in perceptual l a ning, one will look for

sensorimotor and inferential elements still mingling together in the existential
st am whe mplex acts of inference and complex acts of perception me

Intricate "organic acts, " speci lized neither to p rception nor to inference
will grow between those which implement the orientations. The organic acts
will implement the purp

o ri ntation to

sive m vements of the semioti system from one

nother; they wLU. be in 'pragmatic theory the equivalent- of
Simon's operators.

Simon's "table of connection, TI where differ n es between states ar
mapped onto the sets of operators from which.the meansend analysis pro ess
makes its sele tions may be seen to answer a theoreti

one of those
al need not unlike

served by the world view of a semiotic system. Given an-initi
orientation inthe world view an proposed terminal-orientation, the org ni-
zing principles of the world view should make it possible for manipulative _

_ _ _

_inferences to-put together appropriate sequences of movemerts for making,

the transition. , Failing that,, theprinciples!shouldfacilitate the disOeverY

by manipulative inferences ,Cof plausible directions in.which-to rnake,_goal-seeking_
_

explorations.



The world view must also be the framework to whi h all inferential

orientations are referenced. For the satisfaction of this different theoretical

need, the kinds of concepts making up the structures of the world view at

a given time are of utmost importance. A pragmatic explanation of the stages

of intellectual development of the se iotic system can inde d be argued on

this basis, which I do in this essay in a meager way.

Along with the world view, the ituation and the plan will be composed

of whatever concepts a e available at the time. Therefore I have eoncluded

that all three structures can be represented, throughout all stages of devel-

opment of a semiotic system by a symbolic facility similar in theor ti al

form to the semantic one. Where the symbols of semantic rules will name

either individual stactic segments or el

will be conceptual.

Every conceptua g ent will

ses f them, now the segments

consist-of individual concepts joined

at the plac s designated by numerals. The count of places ill open for

joining will be th "degree of a conceptual segment . AlLmembers of a class

of conceptu l segment will be the same degree. With regard to the strictly
Vformal characteristics determining how processing will be done, consequently,

the conceptual and.semantic segments will be almest'identidal.

Despite an existing overemploynient,of the termIPpragmatic, 7 I will
.take it to designate this third leVel of _syMbolization in the organization.,of'a

-_

semiotic system. As the SyntaCtic, level provides For the ymbpli. zati on of

the significantiunits,of information-commonly dalled_:7sign !Yand-the-,-Sernanticc,
=

level symbolizss.-the itimee.iiirigitl-,-of the ,signs-- rUleS,612,this.,_ , ,



third level will answer to the "u es7 of conceptualized meanings within a

total framework including conceptual experience and knowledge of a community

of "users" of the same signs _and meanings.

Defined concepts can be introduced at this pragmatic level to corre-

spond to individual con eptual segments or classes of the segments. Defini-

tions may be recursive, to include con epts for classes of classes, and so

on. Most of the problems thought about by scientists and by logicians mill

be pertinent to the organization of this level of symbolization it should

perhaps be appro ched more humbly than is usual for science or logic.

If constituents of the segments a e factual concepts then "things'

"event " will have been classified pragmatically on th basis of use. Yet

the same can be said of those segments composed of formal concepts, or of

organic concepts, or of the conceptual conglomerates representing acts.

Even my distincti ns between the thre fundarnéntalcategories of concepts

have been too well made. I Such purity should not be expected in the semiotic

system itself; it is a convenience to my explanations. I have wanted to get-

ar und saying that s m acts will consist mostly of perceptual elements, r
mostly of inferential elements Will be pretty much the m xture of both.

The general. disposition of a pragmatic approach to c n eptual cLassi-
.

fication will be toward unifying scientific and logical- problems within'one

overall scheme founded on the' uses which, according-to a uni'que- personal:-

belief, are being made of conceptual segmentS within whak-tat perso.
_ _ _,

of an intellectual community.t- Su6h:persCor-;aV b'ellefs-May"not,"app roki that
_

F

I '

professional standards without that personts own-,active participation

v-/-s



professional practice of conceptual use. By the same token, a semiotic

system will require practice to acquire professional standards in its capacity

to classify and use concepts.

Conceptual kn wledge will consist of the designs of pragmatic rules

that result from the practices of a mechanical mind and its private inferenceS

about the uses being made of oncept- by other minds. The main parts of

conceptual experience will be the situation the world view, and the plan. All
three will consist of specific but spec-blative conceptual segments, symbolized

'according to the conventions of this pragmatic level of the semiotic system.

One may now see that the semantic stru tu es presented to perceptual

inferences of the act's first phase, by virtue of the one-t --one relationship

between the names of semantic classes and the names of individual concepts,

can be placed in correspondence with conceptual

ceptual

uctur s. To extract con-

qments for use in representing the situation perceptuaL infer,=,nc

will do a- pragmatic analysis which segments the conceptual structu es and

recognizes instances of defined concepth in them..

The resulting conceptual s gments will al o epresent the latest

orientations of the plan. The various possibilities being carried forward by

manipulative inferences, as they shape new branches of the plan under the

aegis of planning heuristics, will always be projections ofithose segments
=anchoring-the_newest pr-g-rnatic :structures erected by the analytical ,inferences_

:-of"theperceptualpi-ias,--

Pro sing requirements'for pragmatic_ projections of,the plan,will be

analogous to,tbse,of.-the semantic;'prosjections -though
-3 0 ,



by the addition ef heuristic processes ancillary to analysis and synthesis

processes. Analysis will again work backvvards to find substitutions of

pragmatic rules by whi h an existing pragmatic structure can be identified

as part of a larger structure. As the rest of that structure is synthesized,

n w conceptual segments will be projected onward. The new segments can

then be projected again and again, to form a partial ordering of paths composed

of con eptual segments that will overlap, always having some concepts in

common.

The absolute necessity for overlapping alternativ s on the semantic

and syntactic levels of processing below can now be grasp d if one will consider

that any given orientati

be followed by sev

n of the plan, whether perc ptual or inferential, may

ral different movements of the se ioti system to reach

a new orientation. Final selections being made by the act s agent will be

essentially chbices among possible ovements from establish tentation.

The psychologi al act's fourth phase consummation" must refine

and adjust the plan to det ils of the situation. The resPonsibility of th s phase

will be to elabor

the act's agent for

the plan into a wo kable form that can be turned ove

conversion into an orchestration of overt elemental cts

Simplification's in the plan will be desirable,from the_StandpOint of

economy of representation and most as uredly as a convenience to planning.
,

I assume-that the plan being--put-together by manipulative infer-ences should,

take relatively large steps from _orientation ,to orientation.= While the World
_

viewshould be sufficient to:ground-the---planv-it shoUl'd In-crude only What has
-

import4_for deciston makiiigin' a:grand sense-that-deliberately ex6lUdes,mind-.
,

consuming clutter.

_



The situation will have to be represented on two hiera,,chically

related levels of generality. More general concept will be keyed to the 6, oss

orientations of the world view. A nicer grid of perceptual and inferential.

orientations will fill out the necessary particulars n between planned orien-

tations.

The first thing to notice in this connection, is that the conceptual

structures from which perceptual inferen es will extract the building blocks

of the situation, having been derived from tree-like hierarchies of semantic

classes, will be capable of supplying mo e th n one level of situational

representations.

And since the c nc ptual segments representing the situation may do

so on several levels of generality at one

th pl With the sa

manipulative inferences can p oje t

e degree of gener lity as w s used by conceptual inference

constructing the warld view -Meanwhile, mm ative inferen e-s will do

more detailed planning to create p ssible paths from one gross orientation of

the plan to the next.

The probl m posed for nsummative inference

rea h one of the next orientations pr.

will always be to

scribed by various b ranches of-the plan.

A co 1=1,4mmatiVe means-end analysis will th refore do its sea ching for a

solution on a smaller and more particular scale than the manipulative meahs-
,

end analysis that produced the plan itself. Although there will be heuristic

decisions-to,be made by. consummetive jnferences, the decisions will, be le-ss.

encompasSing than the manipulatiVe.Ones,-, by virtUe of being:referenced to
,

the local:strOcturing of the sifLiation iristpa0 .;::;f- to thezglobal-.structuring of,
the world view.



These refined paths, the overlapping c nceptual seg ents assembled
by consummative inferences as they do means-end analysis, will be the

specifications communicated to the agent of the act so that it can now command

a coordinated performance of elements conforming to the plan. The specific
means f communication will be arranged by placing an additional requi e ent
on the method by which the a t's agent projects semantic structures. If paths
have been specified by the consummative inferences, then the meanings
contained in the projected semantic structures will have to correspond to the
concepts in segments c nprising the paths. In all other respects the agent
f the act will make its choices as explained earlier.

Should the world view not satisfy the needs of manipulative inferences
that are shaping the plan, such inferences may attempt through planning to
satisfy their own needs. That is to say, they may incorporate into the plan

pthe icading to the exploration of competitive situations b aring on the
specific problems of m ans-end analysis they are trying to solve. By the
sa e reasoning, paths to some pa t of the world view marked as surprising
by conceptual infer n

o b

s may be worked into the plan if it bea s en a problem
olved. These requtrer1ients of doing will always have prec dence over

those of learning for its own sake; however, plain inquiSitiveness may get
into the plan when a semiotic .system is not being piished.

Parts,ofithe- situational-representations being kept uP-by perceptual
infererIces of the t's first,phasey in like manner, rr°16.y not 'satiofy the needs
Of the consummative'meansend analysiS'WhiCh isá bltngrftned paths
b tween the- gross=orientatiOnsl-o-rthe,pleivf TheSe conSumMatiVe- inferences



too, may produce paths that guide perceptions to the pIaces.in the situation

where faults were found, thus satisfying their own planning needs.

Such recommendations will therefore be made by the consummative

phase to the perceptual phase by a route more direct than would be possible

for any other phase of the act. This mechanical parody of bureaucratic

prerogative is in character for consummative inferences. In society, these

inferences are the inspiration of authoritarian attitudes and purposes whose

narrow game looks meekly upward to ask who has got the plan, and then

sternly downward to demand someone else's confo mity to it.

Consummative inferences are at home among employees and their

supervisors, who do the real work of any industrial corporation and often a

bit of avocation besides. By contrast, manipulative inferences are those of

a middle manager who makes the everyday planning decisi ns to implement

exi ing corporate policies. Thepragmattcpu-rposes and attitudes L

prating about belong to the fifth phase of the psychological Act; the phas

"reorganization " Responsibilities of this final pha ar_ most like those

assigned, by corporate organiz tion, to the policy-making executive.

It is consistent within the middle m n ger 5 attitudes to I
_ .making of policy as a responsibility,which might be given to him

aeri

upon the

his reward

or being a successful competitor. I hope by now you may grant that, within

the frame of pragmatic inferences, it is also consistent for one to believe

that the responsibilities of making policy.cannot be given;-they müst be

acquired by learning.

As you see,, _I have again,arrived at the format,bifurcation evidenced-,



by the conflicting attitudes of the third and fifth phase of the act which has

its corollary for research and development of intelligent machines. Those

researchers who base their approach on manipulative inferences will

predictably set out to reward computers with a for ed feeding of human savvy.

Along with the ritual it is customary to state that one is flatly convinced of

in uperable piles of Pablum yet to be prechewed, and so forth. Yes there

a e.
On the pragmatic side of the conflict I have

arrangement

to both h

f this fifth phase of the psychological act will be, with regard

r zontal and vertical classifications of conceptual seament

much the s me as the semantic classifications pe formed by the aces agent.

In addition there will be heuristic processes for introducing specul tive

definitions.

Howeve the capabilities for introducing_n w co eptual possibilities__ _ _ ._ _

are wOrked'out, they must be solicity_backed up with mechanized methods for-

forgetting conceptual structures which have failed the test of use. I think

that indeed sophisticated induction when it is done some day by machines.
_

will be more'an exercise of sophisticated forgetting than of anAhing else.
.

For hypotheses', whether made by machines or men, will moSt likely be

absurd.;,-
_

The Situations=which:_thiS, phSe Of redirganiZation will' recoMMend_to_ _ , =
_ - = :-- _ _ ,

-perception --are'__thcise,w i 1,-t'vierA.,,R i _nting an act ab it_failed'to be-=-Consummatedi

iA fast-Aearning, Machine wilt_ta.ke e I -'notiCe.,-of: such ti the:i ,

orientatidh-'& of its personal -araCtS or tn-te z,onien e. ions7o f social acts7of'itS,- ,. , _=



community, in order to concentrate reorg nizing capabilities on the points

of failure, which is to say, on the mi fits between personal or social con-

ceptualization and reality.

I am thus convinced that the theoreti al les ons to be lea ned about

the organizing principles of-semiotic systems the very arrangements to be

consolidated by hardware, are inseparable from the methodological lessons

to be consolidated in the designer who would become expert in controlling

the e olution of intelligent machines. The maxim of pragmatic method is

t the rate of the development will depend on the designer's ability to

forget the myth of his pers.:3;lal inventiveness, and to discipline his attention

to living or historic evidence of the ways in which semiotic systems have

actually succeeded or failed.

But he will do so to make d sign decisions, not scientific descriptions;

because in his world all men will be destgnersoferniotis'sterns. Knowing

this he will do it better and faster.

309



THE PANDORA PRINCIPLE

I have urged your attention to two fundamental invariants in

eve yday human behavior from which one might get on the track of that

illusive concept "meaning." What a mind is speculating about at the

moment seems to determ ne to a remarkable extent what it will seek out

perc ptually. On the other hand, it seems to be the case that, at each

successive stage of its development, a mind derives its organizing prirr-

ciples from some phase of the act which until then had been only modestly

represented in overt action.

As we have seen men in the fourth stage of culcure per eive signs
of G-d's will in nature because they are speculating about a divine plan

that commands their obedience. The organizing principles of their world

can be traced to the consummative phase of the act, whose functional

responsibility is quite literally to carry out a course of action that has alr ady

been decided. Its clu ter of authoritarian purposes and attitudes, inordinately
preoc upied with the in of disobedience brought down an an tent world

paced to the even more sluggish tread of tradition.

At the fifth cultural stage now precariously in sway perception and

spe ut tive conception have their own characteristic pattern M n search

earnestly for s gns of advantage or of disadvantage as they p nder the

ebb or flow of private o corporate competition. New conditions of growth,

of accumulating wealth or power, of hostility, of indecision,

are the factual input of a
.

nd the like,

heme of advocatiVe choicemaking that finds its

organizing principles in:the manipulative phase of the act.
310



Practicality is without question the imperative of this phase, during

which necessity does center perception out ide of self or

commuhity. How else would it be possible t_ hammer out plans, either

for person or for society, so as to choose what specifically ought to be

done in the near future to protect or to improve a position of rivalry?

As these combative attitudes anger.at being,forced to contemplate

their own obsolescence, there is an ameliorative principle that I have brought

to your consideration: a mind does not forget what it has learned in previous

stages of its development, although further accommodation of its knowlege

and experience will be necessary to incorporate them into a more compre-

hensive and more stable viewpoint.

The authoritarian scheme of choicemaking that had its heyday in the

Middl Ages is not lost to us; it is alive and well in every modern organization.

Employees do keep their eyes 'on the boss as they speculate about the neweat

jog of his will. Sometimes, having perceived signs of his displeasure, they

confess to him their sins of nonconformity to his plan.

Yet the age is past wh n mank-nd, at the very fo efront, thought of

itself as a society of employe s Modern man has be ome a middle manager;

he makes his own plan. His new talent is the down-to-earth and day-to-day

operating decision of a policy attuned to a chancy game of nations and of

industry.

The policy itself, seem ngly imposed on h

antagonists

extern

m by

s felt to'be_largely beyond h s own control

circumstance. is info mat

uman or subhuman

He is a victim of

on, hence his tr ubles, come m
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without. His defensive attitude can be ascertained from the outward

dir ction taken by his accusations in ti e of stress.
Imagine; if you can, a world in which quite ordinary men and

women begin to think of themselves as policy-making executives. Then

you will have the prag etist by his shirttail as he starts clumsily to learn
how to live in a universe of acts, a strangely mental cosmos, most puzzling
for its form I heterogeneity. Not just one context of objective inferences,

but many overlapping contexts make up his information. Each is mat hed
in meaningful relationship to specific content. To make policy is to create
or refine these little domains of meaning, in which one can recognize the

various roles he plays personally or socially, or the roles played by others.
His is a self-conscious awareness of roles ith the added stipulation

that it is better to create a role for oneself than to take one ready-made.
A love affair with the role of policy-making itself can be heard in the bitter-
sweet criticism and proposed reconstruction of sex, corporate management,

womanhood war, money, and apple pie It is in the active role of de igner
of roles, taking its speculations from the actTs phase of reorganizati n,
that pragmatic perceptions app ar so exceSstvely absorbed by signs of
perSenel or ,so ial inadequacy.

The prag ratio attitude anticipated for the sixth cUltural stage is
that all- of one 'personal and social experience en, and-should, be subjected
to.the same careful scrutiny as those'innocuouS backwaters hitherto pm-
missic d for st dy under the contract of scientific detachment

an exodus from the phys cal s iences to psychology

312
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other scholarly and artistic fortifiers of effete humanity. What sounder

evidence than this of pollution and clandestine purpose on the rise in

s ience and education?

Beneath the discernment that one's own parents must be indicted

for incompetence, there lurks an exuberance of breakthrough. Urgent

attempts to teach one's elders overflow from the campuses as a domestic

brink -nanship in which the risk of miscalculation on b th sides is great.

The teaching of oneself is a casual experiment with novel life styles or

mind-engineering drugs. It would be ridiculous to see in all of this the

motive of me ely describing, rather than tangibly redoing, one's own

personality and ne s own society.

Obviously, scientists and educators will themslves remain furtive

in working out the implications of a new point of view while the slow hand

that feeds them is exorcising the very same insight. To a climate boding

doom as budgets are cut For interlocked institutions of learning, the trend

is toward either bookburning or the more priestly arrangement that Robert

Fred ich celebrates. The priests would no longer sit and watch society but

would use their mysterious knowledge to manage it never forgetting tol pass

the collection plate for the harrier of their hounds.

They would continue to treat man as a passive obj ct propelled by 1.

social forces rather than as an active creator of his own life Lacki..g a

Descartes to belay the hunters of latterday witches, they would stop advancing

in reverse. The proposition that their own h

throttle is the one that may be illusory, however
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In contraposition to the tired choice between mechanism and free will,

the pragmatic scheme of choicemaking postulates an unyielding direction

in all human activity. It doubts the credibility oF Spiritual move s in personal

and social dynamics with a hardheadedness reminiscent of past pioneers of

physical dynami s. Why should one suppose that a whole universe except

for his own brain runs like a watch? If the functioning of a brain creates

a mind, the new question has got to b "How is a mind constructed?"

By "mind, " you have been assured, I do not refer to something

merged in the juices of a brain, where it lies in poised readiness to give or

receive "information." No psychic entity is presumed to wait in truant

anticipation of news about itself. Just the opposite. I have been following

out the alternative hypothesis that nformation" is the stuff of which a

personal mind the whole web of a given experien e and kn wledge, consists,

having be n created by the biologi al functioning of a brain.

I look to a ta it acceptance of this seemingly innocent hypothesis

as it .Pnreads without the spiritual reservati

on every pr

ns hitherto summarily mpressed

geny, for the basic cause of emotional outbu sts ac oss a btfur-

a ion of generation . This new belief does the work of .cultural revolution

because it challenges the established information source, relative to which

all roles in a society are determined.

But to face problems of a cultural nature, we must theorize about

an accumulation of fo m that began long ago and su ges onward, temporarily

arrying us along with it as unwilling captors. Thus anot er principle

have mentioned Tts methodological It cites the necessity for fo mal acco
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modation in ourselves as we fix our position in the cultural stream by

looking backward at a pragmatic reconstruction of the development so

far. Then it may be possible to use the hypothetical framework of an

alternative point of view as we try to surmount some of the prejudices

p culiar to a tr nsient state of mind hoping to predict the form of its futu e.

In order to actually test any new formal hypothesis one must live it,

at least tentatively. A corollary of this principle of verification is that the

crushing labor of bt Wing a new universe will not be done by investigators

al n . Only as it is carried forward in the collective mind of a populace

does formal prediction do the constructing by which every change of

cultural state is put on trial by use.

When the old f rms fail us, a felt need for new forms is indi ated

by cathetic investment in a new source of information. The arguing and

complaining may be simply an accompaniment of disruptive social accom-

modation already well in progress on a broad front. The ability to talk

rationally about a new world view seems to come after it is alre dy estab-

lished Some doubt has motivated the mind to learn; the particular forms

it will learn are, by our hypothesis biologically predetermined.

Regarding the rate of learning our hypothesis predicts that the

tempo of adaptatior can be slowed down by shielding either a personal or

a social mindfrom an awareness-of its-own mistakes or from avenues
-

own which it might stray. Or, by obliginc it to be aWare-of systemic

misfits or of innovative possibilities in the organization of its own expert

r knowledge the mind's ability to shape itself can be qui kened
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Language and other means of sy-nbolizing can, in the e respective

senses, be either conservative" or "creative" instruments in the various

societies that implement the basic order of a particular world view. Every
stage of cosmological speculation, including the present one, has preferred
certain windoWs of perception and shunned others. As formal development

progresses, not only,do more windows open, fewer are closed. Be that as
it rnay, it can be argued from historical and archeolog cal evidence that
the stages of the cultural progression are of ever shorter duration.

Comparative studies of the rates of formal learning among individuals
of various so ieties representing a wide range of cultural situations have

been made by Lawrence Kohlb rg and his associates. Results based on

"moral" reasoning in the United State Taiwan, Mexi o Turkey and the
Yu atan have beer widely circulated. They indicate that a given personality
does advanc e. more rapidly through the formal progression as the society
from which it derives its organizing principles is itself further along in
the cultural progression.

A primitive society may p oduce, on all too are occasions,
pragmatically wise old man in whom, all too often his contemporaries will
dis over no more than an e centric oldster Execut ves in an indust ial

o iety are commonly obse ved to "freak out around forty, having presum-
ably g .cten hold of their corporate role of policy-making well enough to at
last apply it in their private lives.

well-organiz d

outer space o

Exciting evidence that an e

ulture has.made a beadhhead on our caMpuses

ceptionally

not from

Russia but from a creative development of the maligned
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educational institution itself, may therefore be observed in its surprising

output of a veritable herd of wiseacre executives at callow eighteen.

Dynamics of cultural pressure and counterpressure can thus be

visualized in terms of individual personalities being proje ted to stages of

formal development beyond the one organizing their society. Forms that

for the majority are still helpful will be felt"by these forerunners as a drag.

The Pandora principle is that the former will invariably come to regard

learning as a box from which evils are escaping and will do their best to

hold down the lid, whereas for the latter the box will always contain blessings

which they will try to emancipate.

Hence the noteworthy fnnovation in the order of antiquity may have

been an overkill of theory. The dawn of conception led to science; but at

first there was mainly the anti-science of a fLorid growth of myths and

legends taken altogcther, en masse, explaining away everything so fantasti-

/cally well that no happening could be sufficiently surprising to stimulate

learning. If that good old storyteller was an information spe ialist as his

name implies, ole was the anti-educator of a scheme of traditional

choicemaking that succeeded by a ritual replication and protection of what

h- d be n done in the past.

That tightly conser we preoccupation with the act's phase of

conception on the part of the counci7 of elders was the anchor around which

a village life mo red itself to as ertain the correctness of its facts.

holding fast to what they had learned by chance, nomadic hunters may have

transformed their life eve so slowly to one sernip manently
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subsistence herding and farming.

Reliance on traditional conception as the source of firsthand

information was a more rigid-adaptation than reliance on authority.

Although sometimes fickle, the latter could change its mind. When the

trend finally turned from herding animals to herding men, the villages

faced an increase in marauding by clustering around the fortified citadels

of feudal monarchies. The nature and attributes of kingship depended on

historical background; as information specialist the king was everywhere

absolute. Around him, agricultural and human domestication hung over

everything in life. By comparison, the hunter had been poor but unbowed.

ln the hunter's autistic scheme of choicernaking one can recognize

a preoccupation with the act's perceptual phase. The surprising artistic
achievement of that first inf rmation speciali t, the shaman, has been pre-
served for us in his cave drawings, paintings and sculpture. Remnants of

his active practice survive in northern Siberia among the Eskimos; some

traces remain in Australia and in Africa.

Coll cting his firsthand information deep in a self-induced trance,
the haman xplorations of hunting prospe ts of causes of illness of
means of cure, and of all other matters necessary to tribal life were done
at the very edge of a just-emerging human consciousness. From his multi-
farious and showy activities, the tribe gained a center of stimulation around

which to order society. Art may now keep us from dying of the truth; a

the beginning it probably served to keep men awake to their insecure humanity.

That function of the shaman s art may ha-ze been sufficient for a nacent
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traverse from grubby food-gathering to hunting.

More to the shaman's credit, I think it likely that the initial insight

of shamanism, when it is carefully tracked down through the dusty maze

of subsequent metamorphoses in magic and religious alchemy, will em rge

in its most recent form as an aptitude for doing experiments and making

empirical observations.

Paralleling the long struggle to learn how to perceive, and always

complementing it, is a progr ssive accumulation and refinement in the a t

of conception. Some of the high points of its stages can be seen in Aristotle s

"Organon"; in Aquinas proofs of teleological conformity; in the modern

reconception of mathematical proof as conforming to either intuition or

experience, where again the polarity of Descartes' dichotomy can be seen;

and finally in Frege's theory that such derivations should be carried out

exclu ively according to the form '3? the expressions comprising a symbolic

system, making possible proofs of an internal systemic validity per se.

The theories of Gottlob Fr- e, a contemporary of Peirce, are deeply

conn ct d with the r volutionary inn vation in the conception of fo m that

made possible the re rganization and si bsequent e pension of the physical

sciences. Before Firege's "Beg iffsschrift " investigators had always

abstracted formal knowledge from ordin ry languagG. Afterwards they

proceeded -n the opposite way, by constructing "formal system " and later

looking for 1-1, tnterpretationin everyday speech.

was ncit consistently felllOwed. But at least the result

of the combination of Frege's theory of proof with George Boole s epo h-
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making "The Mathematical Analysis of Logic, " in which a clear idea
formalism was developed in an e emplary way, the principle of such
construction has been onsciously and openly laid dow . One can see in this
shedding _f reticence the beginnings of a new method in science, wherein
innovative formal constructions deliberately lead and determine the neces-
sities of empirical observation, instead of the other- way around.

Peirce's contribution to system-making is harder to estimate,
because the exigenci s of his p ivate life and the indifference of publishers
prevented a full-1 ngth presentation of his unappealing viewpoint. After
his death in 19142 the unpublished manuscripts and hundreds of fragments

om a long life d voted almost exclu ively to pragmatic
assernbl

ulations were
d into six volumes by the Department of Philosophy at Harvard.

His tendency to foil w out the arnification of his topi
appear that s em inadmissible in print but which sh
nectedness of his thought may now be

so that dig essi ns
w vividly the interc n-

nized as a style dictated by the
necessity to dev lop contents relative to contexts. Prom all he taught us
his own system cannot be completely reconstructed, if indeed Pei ce himself
was ever able to catch sight of the go dies that will pop out of Pandora's box
after the in vitable inquisition.


